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Abstract
Stellar feedback refers to the injection of energy, momentum and mass into the interstel-
lar medium (ISM) by massive stars. This feedback owes to a combination of ionising
radiation, radiation pressure, stellar winds and supernovae and is likely responsible both
for the inefficiency of star formation in galaxies, and the observed super-sonic turbulence
of the ISM. In this thesis, I study how stellar feedback shapes the ISM thereby regulat-
ing galaxy evolution. In particular, I focus on three key questions: (i) How does stellar
feedback shape the gas density distribution of the ISM? (ii) How does feedback change or
influence the distribution of the kinetic energy in the ISM? and (iii) What role does feed-
back play in determining the star formation efficiency of giant molecular clouds (GMCs)?
To answer these questions, I run high resolution ( x ⇠ 4.6 pc) numerical simulations of
three isolated galaxies, both with and without stellar feedback. I compare these simu-
lations to observations of six galaxies from The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey (THINGS)
using power spectra, and I use clump finding techniques to identify GMCs in my simula-
tions and calculate their properties. I find that the kinetic energy power spectra in stellar
feedback- regulated galaxies, regardless of the galaxy’s mass and size, show scalings in
excellent agreement with supersonic turbulence on scales below the thickness of the HI
layer. I show that feedback influences the gas density field, and drives gas turbulence,
up to large (kiloparsec) scales. This is in stark contrast to the density fields generated
by large-scale gravity-only driven turbulence (i.e. without stellar feedback). Simulations
with stellar feedback are able to reproduce the internal properties of GMCs such as: mass,
size and velocity dispersion. Finally, I demonstrate that my simulations naturally repro-
duce the observed scatter (3.5-4 dex) in the star formation efficiency per free-fall time of
GMCs, despite only employing a simple Schmidt star formation law. I conclude that the
neutral gas content of galaxies carries signatures of stellar feedback on all scales and that
stellar feedback is, therefore, key to regulating the evolution of galaxies over cosmic time.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
My research is focussed on the evolution of galaxies, in particular exploring how star
formation impacts that evolution. In order to understand how galaxies are evolving it is
important to first understand how they form and the mechanisms involved in their forma-
tion. Once a galaxy is formed there are range of different physical process which work
across many different scales that will have an impact on the final state of a galaxy. In this
chapter I describe how galaxies form and evolve in a ⇤–Cold Dark Matter universe, key
open questions in galaxy evolution that still need answering and the questions that I aim
to address in this work.
This Chapter is divided into four sections. I start by briefly outlining our current model
of the Universe in §1.1, this is followed in §1.2 by a description of current theories of the
formation and evolution of galaxies. In §1.3 , I summarise key unsolved questions in
galaxy formation and evolution. Finally in §1.4, I highlight the questions I aim to address
in this thesis.
1.1 The Standard⇤–Cold DarkMatter CosmologicalModel
Throughout human history there have been a range of different models for the Universe,
ranging from the geocentric (Primack and Abrams, 2006) to the currently widely accepted
⇤–Cold Dark Matter Cosmological model (⇤CDM , see Admas et al., 2007; Binney and
Tremaine, 2008; Liddle, 2010; Mo et al., 2011, and references within). In ⇤CDM the
Universe is comprised of three constitute parts: dark energy, dark matter and baryonic
matter. Dark energy is driver behind the increasing expansion rate of the Universe, i.e.
the cosmological constant, ⇤. These three components make up 68%, 27% and 5% of the
energy density of the Universe, respectively (Planck Collaboration et al., 2014), i.e. we
are in a universe that is dominated by ⇤. Baryonic matter, i.e. matter made up of protons
neutrons and electrons,1 is the kind of matter that we are most familiar with while the
other two components are less well understood.
Fritz Zwicky is often attributed as the scientist that made the first verifiable detection
of missing (dark) matter when measuring the mass of the Coma Galaxy (Zwicky, 1933,
1937). But it was not until the pioneering work by Vera Rubin in the 1970s and 1980s
that showed that a large number (now considered to be all) of galaxies are imbedded in
1Strictly speaking, baryonic matter is made up only of neutrons and protons, however I adopt the “As-
tronomer’s” definition which includes electrons throughout this work.
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1.1. THE STANDARD ⇤–COLD DARK MATTER COSMOLOGICAL MODEL
Figure 1.1: The CMB as measured by the Planck mission. The colour of the map shows
tiny fluctuations in temperature in different locations. The fluctuations are of the order
10 5K. (Image credit: NASA, see Appendix D)
vast halos of invisible matter (Rubin and Ford, 1970; Rubin et al., 1982; Rubin, 1983).
Since the additional mass measured by Zwicky (1933) and Rubin (1983) can not been
seen directly it has been given the name “dark matter”. While it is perhaps more accurate
but less concise to say “matter that does not produces or interact with photons”, dark
matter is the name that has stuck! At the time of writing this thesis the exact nature of
dark matter is unknown (see Feng, 2010, for a review of the possible candidates).
One of the first significant pieces of evidence for a non-steady state “Big Bang” Uni-
verse came from Hubble (1929) which showed that galaxies are not only moving away
from each other, but that the speed at which galaxies moved away from one another in-
creased with distance from the observer, thus implying that the Universe is expanding.
Since 1929, measurements of the velocities of distant galaxies have improved and now
show that the rate of expansion is not constant but increasing (Riess et al., 1998; Perl-
mutter et al., 1999). In 1915, Albert Einstein employed a cosmological constant (⇤) in
his theory of General Relatively to oppose the force of gravity and keep the Universe in
a steady state (Einstein, 1915), it is perhaps ironic that this same constant is now used
to explain the accelerating expansion of the Universe attributed to dark energy (Planck
Collaboration et al., 2014).
In addition to the evidence discussed above further evidence for the Big Bang comes
in the form of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). The first measurement of the
CMB was carried out by Penzias and Wilson (1965), when they found an unaccount-
able 3.5K isotropic and polarised signal with measurements taken with a 20-foott horn-
reflector antenna at the Crawford hill laboratory. The source of the CMBwill be discussed
in §1.1.1. Over the last 50+ years improvements in instrumentation has lead to several
satellite missions to map the CMB such as COBE, WMAP and Planck (see Smoot et al.,
1992; Bennett et al., 2003; Planck Collaboration et al., 2014, for details on these mis-
sions and their results). The results from the Planck satellite (see Fig. 1.1) found excellent
agreement with predictions made by ⇤CDM .
Despite the wealth of evidence to support ⇤CDM it is not without its issues. One
14
1.1. THE STANDARD ⇤–COLD DARK MATTER COSMOLOGICAL MODEL
Figure 1.2: History of the Universe according to the Big Bang/⇤CDM model. The width
of the “funnel” symbolises the size of the Universe at different times. The Big Bang
occurs on the left with the current age and extent of the universe shown on right. (Image
credit: NASA, see Appendix D)
such issue is an over prediction, compared to what is observed, of the number of expected
satellite galaxies around the Milky Way, called the “missing satellite” problem (Klypin
et al., 1999; Moore et al., 1999). Another failing is found in the dark matter density
profiles near the centre of dwarf galaxies. Simulations containing only cold dark matter,
modelled as a purely collisionless fluid, have produce prediction of dark matter cusps (i.e.
⇢ / (r/r0) 1) in dwarf galaxies while observations tend to favour cores (i.e. ⇢ = ⇢0)
(Read et al., 2016a).
Some have seen the abundance of cores as a failing of ⇤CDM which requires new
physics to explain (e.g. Moore, 1994). More recent work has shown that feedback from
supernovae is able to reshape a cusp into core (i.e. cusp-core transformations Navarro
et al., 1996; Read and Gilmore, 2005) and thus possible solving cusp-core problem. For
a more detail discussion on dark matter cusps and cores I refer the reader to Read (2014).
1.1.1 The Big Bang Theory: A Brief History of the Universe
The Big Bang Theory provides an account of the history of the Universe, from its cre-
ation to its most likely end state. Below I give a brief account of the key stages in the
Universe’s history to date. The history of the Universe is also summarised in pictorial
form in Fig. 1.2.
Just over 13.8 billion years ago, in the traditional Big Bang model the entire Universe
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existed in a single singularity that began to expand. It is now widely believed when the
density of the Universe was greater than some critical density, set by the the Planck scale,
that our current understanding of gravity (via General Relativity) no longer applied and
instead quantum effects become very important in the Universe. Quantum fluctuations
lead to perturbations in the density field during this early time, i.e. the Universe was
was not completely homogenous. If true this new regime could imply that no singularity
existed, only a very dense Universe (for more details see the discussion in chapter 14 of
Liddle, 2010). Whatever the initial condition of the Universe, ⇠ 13.8 billion years ago it
began to expand and cool. This was the “Big Bang”.
At an age of ⇠ 10 32 s the Universe entered into the Inflationary epoch. During this
period, the Universe went through a phase of rapidly accelerating expansion called “in-
flation” (Guth, 1981). Inflation can be modelled as a ⇤-dominated early Universe, though
its connection to dark energy and the cosmological constant at the present epoch remains
unclear. After inflation, the Universe underwent a phase transition in which the excess
energy driving inflation was converted into conventional matter. This led to a reheating
of the Universe (Linde, 1982, 1986; Albrecht and Steinhardt, 1982). Despite inflation
stopping, the Universe continued expanding as measured by Hubble (1929). In addition
to the rapidly expanding the Universe, inflation also amplified quantum fluctuations in the
primordial density field, leading to the seeds of the structure that we see in the Universe
today (Harrison, 1970; Zeldovich, 1972).
By the time the Universe was 10 9 s old inflation had stopped and the Universe spent
its first few minutes expanding and cooling. By the time the Universe was a few minutes
old nucleosynthesis had begun: protons and neutrons came together for the first time to
form the nuclei of atoms (Gamow, 1946; Cyburt et al., 2016). It is nucleosynthesis that
produced the primordial abundance of deuterium, helium-3, helium-4 and lithium. Due to
the high temperature (⇠ 1010K) during this stage photons continually interacted with both
electrons and nuclei (i.e. photons are coupled to matter) making the Universe opaque.
Over the next few hundred thousand years, the evolution of the Universe slowed down,
continuing to expand and cool and leading to the formation of nuclei. The temperature
of the Universe decreased and approached ⇠ 3000K. This caused electrons begin to join
the nuclei to form the first atoms in a period known as “recombination”2 (Peebles, 1968).
Once the temperature dropped to⇠ 3000K photons no longer had sufficient energy to
ionise the newly formed atoms and travel without being impeded until they are observed,
i.e. the Universe switches from opaque to transparent. This period in the Universe history
is known as decoupling, due to the separation (decoupling) of photons from matter.
It is at this point that the CMB was created, i.e. it is the photons left over from the
Big Bang that had cooled sufficiently to be unable to ionise hydrogen, helium or lithium
(Gamow, 1946, 1948). By the time we observe these photons today, they have cooled from
⇠ 3000K to ⇠ 2.7K and have shifted into the microwave part of the electromagnetic
spectrum. On large scales the CMB is uniformly at a temperature of ⇠ 2.7K, but on
small scales there are tiny (of the order ⇠ 10 5) fluctuations in the temperature. The tiny
fluctuations in the CMB temperature provide some of the strongest evidence to date of
quantum fluctuations at the beginning of the Universe, and of the “Big Bang” model.
Following decoupling and recombination, the Universe entered a long period of adia-
batic expansion. During this period there was no source of heating and the only photons
2Despite the name, this is in fact the first time that electrons and nuclei join together to form atoms.
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in the Universe were those that now make up the CMB. This period in the Universe’s
history is referred to as the “dark ages” (Liddle, 2010).
As a result of inflation amplifying the initial density perturbations in the universe,
gravity is able to begin shaping the Universe. Over the next ⇠billion years, this leads to
the formation of stars and galaxies (see §1.1.2). As these are luminous objects they begin
to reionise the Universe and end the dark ages (Thoul and Weinberg, 1996). The first
stars to form (known as Population III or Pop. III) would have been very metal poor, with
a chemical abundance matching that of the post-nucleosynthesis Universe. These stars
are believed to have had large masses (but see Clark et al., 2010; Greif et al., 2011, who
find a broad mass spectrum of Pop. III stars) which resulted in short lifetimes. During
their life and death (via superenovae) the Pop. III stars polluted their environments with
heavier elements and thus reduced the difficulty of forming subsequent generations of
stars (Zeilik and Gregory, 1997).
Since the end of the dark ages, the Universe continued to expand while local pockets
began to gravitationally collapse, creating the first stars, galaxies and galaxy clusters.
1.1.2 Formation of Galaxies in ⇤CDM
In this section, I briefly outline our current model for galaxy formation in ⇤CDM, ex-
plaining how quantum fluctuations, amplified by inflation, evolve into the galaxies that
we see today.
Jeans (1902) demonstrated that, in the case of a spherical “nebula”3, the growth of a
perturbation depends on the competition between gravity and gas pressure. Using Jeans’
analysis it is possible show that perturbations caused by the initial density fluctuations
leads to the collapse of dark matter into large halos (Lifshitz, 1946). In other words, if a
region has a larger density than its surrounds it will gravitationally attract material from
its surrounds, assuming that the gas pressure is not sufficiently high enough to oppose
the collapse. As more material accretes onto the dense region, its density increases and
it accretes more material. While this process builds up the over-densities it also depletes
the material between over-densities.
Assuming that dark matter is collisionless, the growth of perturbations would have
started before the epoch of recombination. This process would have, via violent relax-
ation, led to virialized of dark matter objects that are now known as dark matter halos
(Mo et al., 2011). After recombination and once cool enough, baryonic matter would have
begun to be accreted by these halos. However, as the baryonic matter is not collisionless,
it shock-heats to the virial temperature (i.e. the temperature required for an isothermal
cloud of uniform density support itself against gravity), resulting in a hot gaseous halo
(White, 1978). Not all baryonic matter will fall into a dark matter halo; the remaining hot
gas is known as the Inter Galactic Medium (IGM).
Through a range of different physical processes (e.g. bremsstrahlung emission, colli-
sions, inverse Compton scattering, etc.), the gas in the hot halo is able to cool. In turn this
allowed the cool gas then sinks to the bottom of the potential-well of the dark matter halo.
Conservation of the cold gas’ angular momentum resulted a cold gas disc at the centre of
each dark matter halos (Mo et al., 2011). On smaller scales ( 1 kpc) within the gas disc,
gas may collapse further and eventually form stars. As a result of inefficient cooling, not
3At the time of Jeans’ work, galaxies were called ‘nebulae’ and thought to reside within the Milky Way.
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all of the gas from the hot halo will cool down and become part of a cold gaseous disc,
some fraction of the gas will rremain in the hot halo, commonly referred to as the ‘hot
corona’ of a galaxy (see Fukugita and Peebles, 2006; Pedersen et al., 2006).
The resulting gravitationally bound system of stars, a gas disc, hot gas corona and
enveloping dark matter halo is known as a galaxy.
The above discussion outlines the gravitational collapse of a single dark matter halo
and its accompanying gas. However, real galaxies likely form from the mergers of many
smaller sub-units(White, 1978). I discuss mergers and their importance for galaxy evolu-
tion in §1.2.2.
1.1.3 Alternatives to ⇤CDM
While ⇤CDM is currently the favoured cosmological model, it is not the only model
currently being explored. Other models such as Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND,
Milgrom, 1983) attempt to explain the observed properties of galaxies, such as their flat
rotation curves, by modifying Newtonian Gravity. These models have had some success
and failures at matching observations (Clowe et al., 2006; McGaugh, 2012). Perhaps the
biggest failing of MOND is its inability to match observations of the CMB or large scale
structures in the Universe (see Skordis et al., 2006; Dodelson, 2011) A review of the
different cosmological models is beyond the scope of this work. I will assume from here
on ⇤CDM cosmology
1.2 Galaxies: Observations and Evolution in ⇤CDM
In this section, I outline key observations of galaxies, their component parts, and mecha-
nisms by which galaxies evolve.
1.2.1 Galaxies in Observations
An Overview of Observations
Pre-1925, our models of the Universe did not have separate galaxies. Instead, what is now
known as our Galaxy, the Milky Way, was believed to be the entire Universe. The nature
of other galaxies was a hotly debated topic, the two key theories being that they were
either “nebulae” within the Milky Way or individual “island universes” that we now call
“galaxies” (Zeilik and Gregory, 1997; Mo et al., 2011). This “Great Debate” was ended
when Hubble (1925) showed, using cepheid variable stars, that M31 and M33 are not
inside the Milky Way. It is now understood that the Universe contains billions of galaxies
(as shown by the Hubble ultra deep field, see Fig. 1.3), at a range of different distances
from the Milky Way andand that each one comprises many millions or billions of stars.
Morphology of Galaxies
Edwin Hubble is perhaps one of the most important astronomers of the first half the 1900s.
His work has provided evidence of the existence of extra galactic objects, evidence for
cosmological models and a classification of system of galaxies that is still used today
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Figure 1.3: The Hubble Ultra Deep Field. With the exception of one or two objects,
every source of light in the Hubble Deep Field is believed to be a galaxy. This image
demonstrates the vast numbers of galaxies in the Universe. (Image credit: NASA/ESA,
Hubblesite, see Appendix D)
Figure 1.4: The Hubble “Tuning Fork” Classification of galaxies. Ellitical galaxies are on
the left of the diagram labelled “Ee”, where “e” is a measure of their ellipticity. The larger
“e” the more elliptical the galaxy. On the right are spirals, subdivided into two subgroups
barred spirals “SB” and non-barred spirals “S”. The lower case letter after the subgroup
classification is a measure of how tight the spiral structure is, with “a” being very tight
and “c” being relatively open spiral arms. (Image credit: NASA/ESA, see Appendix D)
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(Hubble, 1925, 1926, 1929, 1942). In his 1925 work Hubble proposed, the now widely
used, galaxy classification system known as the Hubble tuning fork (see Fig. 1.4). This
classification system was based on the observed shape (morphology) of galaxies.
In this system galaxies are sorted into one of five classes of galaxy: Ellipticals, barred
spirals, spirals, irregular and lenticulars. The first three groups are further subdivided
while the final two classes are not. The classification can be described as:
• Ellipticals (labelled “E” on the tuning fork) are galaxies made up of a smooth,
relatively featureless, distribution of stars and gas and, as their name suggests,
appear to be elliptical in shape. They are subdivided based on their ellipticity
(e = 10(1   b/a), where a and b are the semimajor and semiminor axes of the
galaxy, respectively) with integer values ranging from 0 (nearly-perfectly spheri-
cal) to 7 (highly elliptical).
• Spiral galaxies (labelled “S” on the tuning fork) are primarily made up of a central
bulge surrounded by a disc of stars and gas. Superimposed onto the disc is a spiral
arm pattern. Spirals are subdivided based on how tightly wound the arms are and
the relative brightness of the bulge. Galaxies with high bulge brightness and tightly
bound arms are denoted with the addition of a lower case “a” after the class label
(“S”), as the brightness of the bulge decreases and the arms become less tightly
wound the subgroups move through “b” and “c”4.
• Barred spiral galaxies (labelled “SB” on the tuning fork) have the same components
as spiral galaxy but with the addition of a bar-like structure in the central bulge.
Barred spirals use the same subgroup classification as regular spirals.
• Lenticular galaxies (denoted on the Hubble tuning fork as “S0”) sit at the centre of
the fork. sits at the centre of the fork. These galaxies have bright bulges which are
surrounded by a disc that does not have the spiral arm structure seen in “S” or “SB”
galaxies.
• Finally, Irregular galaxies are galaxies that do not have a regular elliptical or disc
like structure, thought they may have a central bugle. This class is also subdivided
based on the how smooth the galaxy appears.
Due to the tendency to call elliptical and lenticular galaxies “early-type” and spirals
“late-type” galaxies Hubble’s tuning fork diagram is sometimes thought of as an evo-
lutionary track for galaxies, where they start off as E0 and move through to S0 before
evolving along one of the tines of the fork. This was never Hubble’s intent and he even
warned against this interpretation of the diagram (Hubble, 1927).
While Hubble’s classification is very useful for elliptical and spiral galaxies it does
have its draw backs. For example, the subclassifications of spirals is highly subjective,
with different people classifying the same galaxy differently. Additionally, not all galaxies
fit nicely into the above classes (e.g. dwarf galaxies). Furthermore, the classification of
a galaxy can depend on its alignment with respect to us, i.e. whether it is viewed face-
on, edge-on, or somewhere in between. Despite the above limitations this classification
system is still in use today.
4The Vaucouleurs classification system adds a further “d” subclass (de Vaucouleurs, 1959)
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Figure 1.5: Left: The Milky Way (Credit: ESA), Right: NGC 4414, observed by the
Hubble space telescope. (Credit: ESA/Hubble).
The Milky Way: Our Galaxy
One of the easiest and simultaneously one of the most difficult galaxy to observe is our
own, the Milky Way. On a clear night the Milky Way can easily be seen with the naked
eye, assuming there is little to no light pollution. However as the Earth sits within the
Milky Way, we have a limited viewing perspective of our Galaxy, which affects what can
be observed. This makes assessing its shape and size more difficult. This is shown in
Fig. 1.5. On the left is the Milky Way and on the right the near face-on galaxy NGC 4414.
From the left panel of the Fig. 1.5 it is next to impossible to determine the shape of the
galaxy.
Thanks to modern observations, such as the Apache Point Observatory Galaxy Evolu-
tion Experiment (APOGEE-2 Nidever et al., 2014), we now know that the Milky Way is
a Sbc spiral galaxy, with a possible bar inside the central bulge (Dwek et al., 1995; Ness
and Lang, 2016). The Milky Way has a known baryonic mass of the order 1011M  and
a dark matter mass ⇠ 1012M  (Xue et al., 2008). Current estimates put the radius of the
galaxy at ⇠ 14 kpc (Minniti et al., 2011). As with a large number of galaxies, the Milky
Way has a Super Massive Black Hole (SMBH), with a mass of⇠ 4⇥106M , at its centre
(Boehle et al., 2016).
1.2.2 Evolving Galaxies
Galaxies are constantly evolving systems and it is this evolution that forms the main sub-
ject of this thesis. In the following section, I review the key mechanisms that drive galaxy
evolution over cosmic time. This is followed by a discussion of how the evolution of
galaxies can be studied.
Galactic Evolution in Theory
Observations of galaxies show them to have complicated substructure (see right panel of
Fig. 1.5). On small scales inside the disc of a galaxy, gas can become unstable and col-
lapse to form dense substructures called Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs). These GMCs
are the birth places of stars (Mac Low and Klessen, 2004). Observations have found that
GMCs have masses ranging from ⇠ 104M  to ⇠ 106.5M , with star formation efficien-
cies per free-fall time in the range 0.01% to 100% (Rosolowsky et al., 2007; Lee et al.,
2016).
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Figure 1.6: The galaxy M82 imaged in the optical. The galaxy is the light blue structure
running from bottom left to top right. The red structure, perpendicular to the galaxy, is
a large outflow of gas driven by star formation (Shopbell and Bland-Hawthorn, 1998).
(Image credit: ESA/Hubble, see Appendix D).
Stars influence and shape the ISM around them through ‘feedback’. Examples of
feedback include: radiation, stellar winds/mass loss, supernovae (SNe), etc. Radiation
from a star will exert a pressure and/or ionise the ISM. Stellar winds will impart momen-
tum and mass on the surrounding gas. This process can serve to enrich the metallicity of
the surrounding gas. SNe inject energy, momentum and metals into the ISM.5Some of
these processes can result in shocks in the ISM that increase the gas density, promoting
cooling and possibly leading to new sites of star formation (positive feedback, see Shore,
1981, and references within). However these processes also serve to increase the energy
of ISM thus reducing the star formation (negative feedback, see Larson, 1981; Mac Low
and Klessen, 2004, and references within) and can even drive galactic scale outflows (see
Fig. 1.6). Whether positive or negative, the end result of feedback is the redistribution of
baryonic matter in the galaxy, which affects how the galaxy evolves in the future. Feed-
back is discussed more in §1.3 and §2.2.2
Some galaxies have a bright central nucleus that outshines the rest of the galaxy. These
galaxies are called ‘active galaxies’ and they host ‘Active Galactic Nuclei’ (AGN) (Zeilik
and Gregory, 1997). AGN have been observed emitting large amounts of X-ray, radio and
ultraviolet radiation. As a result they are believed to influence the evolution of galaxies
(Fragile et al., 2016). Due to their extremely energetic emission and high time-variability,
it is currently thought that AGN result from gas accreting onto a SMBH at the centre of a
galaxy. (see Lynden-Bell, 1969; Bieri et al., 2016, and references within).
In effect AGN are energy sources and as such are able to heat the ISM. This can have
a range of effects from driving large outflows from the galaxy to reducing/halting star
formation (Faucher-Giguere and Quataert, 2012; Tombesi et al., 2015). Additionally, as
AGN are the result of accreting gas, they are believed to be time dependant. This means
that the effect they have on the galaxy will vary as the amount of the material being
accreting changes (Stanley et al., 2015).
5I adopt the astrophysicist’s definition of a metal: any element on the periodic table that is not Hydrogen,
Helium or lithium.
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Another mechanism that can have an impact on how a galaxy forms stars and thus
evolves with time is spiral arms. As suggested by their name spiral galaxies have large
spiral arm structures (see Fig. 1.4 and the left panel of Fig. 1.5 for examples of spiral arm
structure). These arms are density waves propagating through the stars and gas disc of
the galaxy (Lin and Shu, 1964). As such the spiral structure does not rotate at the same
rate as the disc or stars of a galaxy, meaning that gas and stars enter and leave the arms.
As gas enters an arm, it is compressed which can lead to enhanced star formation, while
gas between the arms is at a lower density thus a reduced star formation rate (Binney and
Tremaine, 2008).
Galaxy mergers can also change and shape the evolution of a galaxy. As mentioned
above, larger galaxies form from the merger of smaller galaxies (Liddle, 2010). The end
of result of a merger depends on the relative size of the merging objects. For example, if
two gas-poor galaxies of equal mass merge, the resulting new galaxy will be an elliptical,
irrespective of the morphologies of the pre-merger galaxies . This galaxy might undergo-
ing a burst in star formation caused by shocks during the merger or by replenishing the
gas supply.
In a merger where one galaxy is significantly larger than the other, the smaller galaxy
is likely to orbit the larger galaxy. During its orbit, dynamical friction, tidal effects and
ram pressure stripping will be important in reducing the orbital radius and dissolving the
in-falling galaxy (Mo et al., 2011). The Milky Way has several smaller galaxies currently
falling into it, including the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds (LMC and SMC, respec-
tively). The infall of these two smaller galaxies has resulted in a stream and a bridge of
gas and stars connecting the LMC and SMC (see Besla et al., 2010, 2012, and references
within).
Current galaxy formation theory suggests that elliptical galaxies are the result of merg-
ers. It is also possible to form spirals as a result of mergers, however this normally re-
quires that the merger remnant accretes gas with high angular momentum (Mo et al.,
2011). Therefore current theory suggests that mergers not only allow for the construction
of larger galaxies than we would have otherwise, but they also change morphologies and
can lead to new star formation.
Studying Galactic Evolution
Galaxy formation and evolution happens on timescales of billions of years, making it
difficult to study. One way to get around this is the use of vast surveys to study galaxies
at different epochs. By making assumptions, such as galaxies always follow the observed
star formation rate–stellar mass relation (see Fig. 1 of Whitaker et al., 2012), conclusions
can then be drawn about how galaxies at one epoch evolved into the galaxies at another
(e.g. van Dokkum et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2013a,b).
A second observation based method is galactic archaeology which uses the age, po-
sition, proper motion and chemical compositions of the stars in a galaxy to explore its
past (Eggen et al., 1962; Freeman and Bland-Hawthorn, 2002; Minchev, 2017). This
is achieved by using detailed information about individual stars to determine which stars
were born from the same molecular cloud, where that cloud would have been in the galaxy
and what the chemical composition of the cloud would have been when the stars formed.
In this way the past of a galaxy can be reconstructed.
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Both of the above methods have strengths and weakness. For example abundance
matching can’t be use on small faint galaxies, such as the LMC, as these kinds of galaxies
are almost impossible to observe at larger redshift. However larger galaxies, e.g. Milky
Way-size or larger, can be observed at range of different redshifts (e.g. Patel et al., 2013a).
While galactic archeology allows for the study smaller galaxies, it requires precise mea-
surements of large number of individual stars which can not be achieved for vast majority
of galaxies. In the local Universe this is possible with large, high resolution survey mis-
sions such as GAIA (see Perryman et al., 2001, for details of the GAIA mission). As these
two methods work in different regimes they can be used to compliment each other.
Another approach to studying galactic evolution is the use of simulations. Here indi-
vidual galaxies, clusters of galaxies or the entire Universe can be modelled and evolved
over time (see discussion in §2.1.1). The Eagle Project and Illustris Project are two differ-
ent sets of cosmological simulations each modelling a ⇠ 100Mpc3 box of the Universe
(see Schaye et al., 2015; Vogelsberger et al., 2014, for full details). These simulations
have been very successful at modelling galaxy formation, e.g. they have been able to
create the wide range of galaxy morphologies for observed in the Universe today.
However getting high resolution (< 100 pc) is very computationally expensive due to
the massive volume of the simulation and the number of calculations that are required.
The Illustris simulation suite required 8192 computers cores, 19 million CPU hours and,
at its peak 25 TB, of memory (see Collaboration, 2015, for technical details). It achieved
a maximum force resolution (in the baryons) of 710 pc over a (100Mpc)3 volume. While
impressive, at this resolution the project is unable to capture the multiphase ISM inside
galaxies.
This means that some physics cannot be not be incorporated directly into the sim-
ulation and phenomenological models have to be employed instead. These are called
‘subgrid models’. Such subgrid models are often tuned so that they produce results that
match observations (e.g. Schaye et al., 2015). This raises the question are the results
physical or are we getting out what was put in?
One way to reduce the need for subgrid models is to use higher resolution and simulate
smaller volumes such as a single isolated galaxy (e.g. Agertz et al., 2013; Renaud et al.,
2013, and the work presented in this thesis). At higher resolution, it is possible to model
more physics directly. However, there is almost always some physical process that occurs
on a scale below the resolution limit and that affects the simulation on scales above the
resolution limit. Thus, even with higher resolution, subgrid models are required.
1.3 Unsolved Questions
While our understanding of galaxy formation and evolution continues to improve, a num-
ber of key questions remain outstanding. In this section, I discuss these unsolved prob-
lems.
1.3.1 Why is the Baryonic Mass of Galaxies Low?
For MilkyWay mass galaxies, measurements of the ratio of baryonic matter to dark matter
is ⇠ 3-5% and even smaller for both lower and higher mass galaxies than the Milky Way.
This is well below the cosmological baryon fraction of ⇠ 16% (see Kravtsov et al., 2014,
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for a full discusion). The cause of this discrepancy is believed to be due to feedback
from stars in small galaxies and AGN in large galaxies. In both cases feedback drives gas
outflows, removing material from the galaxy, its halo and repopulating the IGM (Schaye
et al., 2010; Jeon et al., 2015).
If feedback is the solution to the discrepancy then new questions become important.
What kinds of feedback contributes: SNe, ionising radiation, winds, etc. How does the
stellar feedback couple with AGN for larger galaxies: Does AGN dominate over stellar
feedback? How well does the energy injected from AGN and stellar feedback couple to
the ISM? IIs feedback from stars and AGN needed at certain critical point in a galaxy’s
evolution to produce the observed cosmological baryon fraction?
1.3.2 What Makes Star Formation Inefficient?
The efficiency of a galaxy to turn gas into stars has been measured for multiple systems
and is, on average, found to be only a few percent per free-fall time (Lada et al., 2010; Lee
et al., 2016). But forming stars should a be a relatively simple process, just requiring gas
to get to high enough densities to become a single gravitationally bound object which is
able to convert hydrogen to helium. Gas can reach the required densities through a range
of different processes, i.e. gravitational collapse or shocks. But what is it that stops gas
from collapsing into stars?
The answer is currently believed to be a combination of stellar feedback and AGN
feedback (Dekel and Silk, 1986; Silk and Rees, 1998). Both are mechanisms for injecting
energy into and restructuring the ISM, i.e. sources of turbulence. The net result being that
the amount of gas able to able to collapse to form stars is greatly reduced. Furthermore,
as discussed above, the gas may even be removed from the galaxy altogether.
1.3.3 Do AGN Really Have an Impact on Star Formation?
Despite AGN being widely accepted as one of the most likely explanations of the inef-
ficiencies in galaxy and star formation there is still a debate about whether AGN affect
star formation and what that effect might be. Some have argued that AGN can lead to
increased star formation (see discussion in Wagner et al., 2016; Fragile et al., 2016; Ciotti
et al., 2017). Other work has suggested that there is very little evidence that AGN have
affected the star formation rate in ⇠ 2000 sources (Stanley et al., 2015). Currently there
seems to be no answer to this debate, though some combination of the two seems logical.
1.3.4 Which Components of Stellar Feedback Are Needed?
Recent years have seen the development of multi-component feedback i.e. including pro-
cesses such as ionising radiation, radiation pressure, stellar winds and SNe. While the
need for a multi-component system system is widely accepted, the question of which
components are important still remains, e.g. should magnetic fields be included? Further-
more, how each component couples to the ISM needs to be determined. This has lead to
different simulations having differences in the choice of feedback components and how
they are implemented, e.g. the feedback in Agertz et al. (2013) is very different to that
used in Brook et al. (2012).
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1.3.5 What is the Source of the Turbulent ISM?
Observations and simulations of galaxies have shown that the ISM is turbulent (seeMac Low
and Klessen, 2004; Elmegreen and Scalo, 2004). However the source of this turbulence
is still unsettled, as multiple sources, or a combination of sources, could be responsible,
e.g.: gravitational instability, galactic rotation, stellar winds, SNe, magneto-rotational-
instability, galactic mergers, etc (see discussion in §4.1). An added difficulty in deter-
mining the cause of turbulence in the ISM, is the range of scales over which the sources
can influence turbulence and how the turbulence is measured. For example stellar winds
occur on scales of a few 1 a.u., but does this have an impact an impact on the ISM only
on these scales or does it affect parsec, 10s of parsecs, 100s of parsecs or even kiloparsec
scales?
1.4 This Thesis
Over course of this chapter I have endeavoured to provide an insight into the current
theories and gaps in our knowledge regarding the formation and evolution of galaxies. I
now move on to a discussion of the work covered in this thesis.
1.4.1 Objectives of this Thesis
The work I present here is primarily aimed at addressing the role of stellar feedback in
the evolution of galaxies. In particular, I am interested in addressing three questions:
1. How does feedback shape the distribution of gas (density structure) in the ISM?
2. Does feedback change or influence the distribution of the kinetic energy in the ISM?
3. What role does feedback play in determining the star formation efficiency of in-
dividual GMCs and and the range of efficiencies measured across a population of
GMCs?
In order to explore these questions, I have performed high resolution hydrodynamical
simulations of three galaxies, spanning a range of dynamical masses corresponding to
the Small Magellanic Cloud up to the Milky Way (see §2.3). I compare and contrast the
result of running these three model galaxies with feedback and again without feedback to
gain an understanding of the role played by feedback in the evolution of galaxies. I have
also analysed archival observational data sets of galaxies in an identical manner to my
simulations. By comparing the results from my simulations with these observations, I am
able to make inferences about the role of stellar feedback in galaxy evolution.
1.4.2 Thesis Outline
The structure of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2 I outline the role of simulations
in astrophysics, present the simulation suite used throughout this work and detail the
feedback and star formation prescriptions employed. Chapter 3 details how I make use
of archive observational data, the selection of observational data and how it is prepared
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for comparison with simulations. In Chapter 4 power spectra are employed as a means of
studying both the density and kinetic energy structure of the ISM. Chapter 5 looks at the
GMC populations and their star formation histories. Finally, in Chapter 6 I draw together
the preceding chapters, present the final results of this work and outline research that I
will carry out in the future.
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Chapter 2
Simulations
As outlined in §1.2.2 one of the key tools available into astronomy and astrophysics is
numerical simulations. This chapter gives an overview of the use of simulations in astro-
physics followed by details of the simulations suite I have used in my research.
This chapter is divided into 5 sections. In §2.1, I outline the need for simulations and
briefly highlight the different kinds of simulations used in modern astrophysics. In §2.2,
I describe the code that I have used for my simulations, RAMSES. In §2.3 , I give the
details of the simulation suite used throughout this thesis. In §2.4, I give an overview of
the general results of these simulations. Finally, in §2.5 I summarise the key results from
this chapter.
Some parts of this chapter were published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronom-
ical Society (MNRAS), Volume 466, Issue 1, Pages 1093-1110, in April 2017.1
2.1 Simulations: An Overview
2.1.1 Why use Simulations
Simulations are a common tool in astrophysics used to complement and expand upon
observations. Broadly speaking the use of simulations falls into one of three categories:
“ab initio”, simulations as “mock data” and “numerical experiments” (Read, 2014).
Ab Initio Simulations
From latin, ab initio translates to “from the beginning”. Ab initio simulations therefore
are simulations that start from first principles. In astrophysics this means starting at the
density fluctuations in the CMB, following these through to the present day universe that
is filled with galaxies. In principle, in such ab initio simulations, galaxies, their stars
and their internal structures would be formed from first principles. In practise, however,
this requires a typically prohibitive dynamic range in both spatial scales and time scales.
Which makes ab initio simulations computationally very expensive. One way to minimise
the cost is the use of phenomenological recipes (a.k.a subgrid models) at small scales.
1The reproduction of the published sections of this chapter are done so under the publishers licence to
publish, see Appendix D.1 for details.
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Simulations as Mock Data
In any science it is important to understand how equipment will function and analysis of
observations is no different. In particular with large surveys, where vast quantities of data
will be gathered it is important to test analysis pipelines before the data arrives to ensure
the pipeline recovers the expected results. This is where mock data simulations play a
role. By generating mock data in which all the variables are known and passing it through
an analysis pipeline, potential bugs and limitations can be identified, so that when the real
data is analysed the results can be more readily trusted.
Numerical Experiments
Numerical experiments start from an idealised set up and employ approximations. These
simulations will often focus on a set range of spatial and temporal scales i.e. individual
galaxies or star clusters. Due to the limited scope of these simulations it possible to run
multiple realisations of the same set up, but with different physics e.g. with or without
star formation.2 By comparing the different results of the realisations conclusions can be
drawn about the importance of the physical processes included. For the work presented in
this thesis I employ simulations as numerical experiments and it is this type of simulation
that the remainder of this chapter will focus.
For work on galaxies, but also astrophysics in general, the reason for using numerical
experiments can be summarised with three key points:
• It is impossible to manipulate or carry out experiments on real galaxies (stars, etc)
instead astrophysicists are limited to just observing them from Earth.
• Observations only provide a snapshot of galaxies at the time of observation. Due
to the large time scales involved in any astrophysical phenomena: orbital times of
planets around stars (years), through the orbital times of stars around the galaxy
(hundreds of millions of years) to the lifetime of stars (billions of years) it is al-
most always impossible to observe changes in these systems in a single human or
humanity as a wholes lifetime.
• The complexity of galaxies and the interdependent nature of the physics that deter-
mines the state of the galaxy at any given time are next to impossible to disentangle
and explore with observations alone.
The first two points, to an extent, can be bypassed through extensive surveys of galax-
ies. In the case of observing the evolution of galaxies it is possible to carry out population
sampling. While it will likely always be impossible to manipulate galaxies to test hy-
pothesis, we can carry out observations designed to provide data to test the importance of
different physical process in galaxy evolution. By collecting observations of two similar
galaxies (i.e. stellar or gas mass) which have different environments and different prop-
erties i.e. morphology or star formation rate, it is possible to probe their influence on
galaxies.
2It is also possible to run multiple realisations of ab initio simulations but the computational cost can be
prohibitive.
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The light from galaxies allows observers to see the galaxy as it was when the light
was created. As light has a finite speed this means that we are observing the galaxies as
they used to be. The further away a galaxy is, the further back in time observations look
(higher redshift). By comparing populations of galaxies at a given redshift to those of
another it is possible to gain an understanding of how galaxies in general have changed
with time.
However observations also present additional difficulties, e.g. access to telescope
time (space or ground based), resolution of equipment and what can be observed. In the
first case there are a limited number of telescopes with a finite amount of observational
time, which leads to strong competition of telescope availability. While the resolution of
telescopes is constantly improving as new technologies become available. Finally, until
the invention of faster than light travel3 humanity is stuck with the same view of the
universe!
The simplest way of getting around these constraints is to use simulations that deal
with the physics on discreet time steps. While these time steps might represent several
years or several million years they can be calculated in seconds, days, week or months
making it possible to study a slowly changing system in a relatively short period of time.
Simulations also allow for the testing of initial conditions to see what could lead to the
systems we observe or test which physical processes matter in which situations.
2.1.2 Numerical Methods for Solving the Fluid Equations
The first analog simulation was carried out in 1941 by Erik Holmberg, who used light
bulbs to model the inverse square law of gravity (Holmberg, 1941). Since 1941, simula-
tions have evolved and now supercomputers are used to carry out complex simulations. A
full review of the different simulation techniques and method is the scope beyond of this
work, instead I focus on the techniques of Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH; Lucy,
1977; Gingold and Monaghan, 1977) and Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR; Berger and
Oliger, 1984; Berger and Colella, 1989), which are widely used in astrophysics to solve
hydrodynamic problems.
Both of these methods use different techniques to determine how the mass, momen-
tum and energy of a fluid develops with time. This is achieved by solving the equations
for self-gravitating hydrodynamics (see Eq. 2.2.1). While both methods solve the same
set of fluid equations, they solve them in different forms. SPH solves these equations
in Lagrangian form, while the AMR solves them in the form given in Eq. 2.2.1. The
difference in the form the equations take is linked to how each method treats fluids.
SPH codes treat gas as a series of interacting discrete particles, each with a spatial
size called the smoothing length (usually denoted by h). These codes take a Lagrangian
approach to calculating the properties of the gas. In this method the properties of gas at
a given location is determined by a weighted sum all of the particles, with the weighting
determined by the distance from the location of interest (Lucy, 1977; Gingold and Mon-
aghan, 1977; Wadsley et al., 2004). One advantage of a particle based method like SPH
is that it allows the user to track particles and thus track properties through time. For ex-
ample, this can be used to see which gas particles formed a star. The minimum resolution
of the resolution an SPH simulation is set by its smallest smoothing length. If this is too
3Assuming that such travel might one day be possible.
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Figure 2.1: Density slice (⇢) of a 2 kpc ⇥ 2 kpc region of a galaxy simulation, with the
AMR grid superimposed (solid black lines).
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large, the code’s ability to resolve shocks is compromised and results in a smooth density
change at the shock front, rather than a sharp jump in density. This can be an issue when
studying the effects of supernovae on the interstellar medium.
An AMR code, on the other hand, divides the simulated universe into a grid of volume
elements or cells, which can be dynamically subdivided as needed during a simulation run
(see Fig. 2.1 for an example). This allows an AMR simulation to improve resolution in
sections of the simulation where high resolution is wanted but without having to improve
resolution in sections where there is little interest. The AMR grid can be restructured
through the simulation run so that the high resolution can follow the activity. For ex-
ample, in the case of the Sedov-Taylor blast wave, an AMR simulation can employ a
refinement criteria such that it has high resolution at the front of the shock and the area
immediately behind the shock, but low resolution in front of the shock. As the shock
moves through the simulation, the resolution follows the shock to ensure that it is cap-
tured. The advantage of an AMR code is that high resolution data is only recorded where
it is important, which saves computational resources such as memory and time. However
the AMR grid structure is more difficult to work with during analysis and does not allow
for tracking of gas, i.e. it is not possible to follow a packet of gas through the simulation
and see if it ended up in star.
2.2 RAMSES
To produce the simulations of galaxies for my work I have made use of the AMR code
RAMSES. Below is brief outline of RAMSES in general and the star formation prescription
and stellar feedback model I have employed through out this work. For a full discussion
RAMSES, see Teyssier (2002) or the RAMSES user guide4.
2.2.1 RAMSES Overview
RAMSES, written by Romain Teyssier, is a coupled hydrodynamical and N -body code
(Teyssier, 2002). RAMSES can be used to study a range of different situations ranging
from cosmological down to Giant Molecular Cloud (GMC) scales. The fluid dynamics
of the baryons in the simulations are calculated using a second-order unsplit Godunov
method to solve the Euler equations in conservative form:
@⇢
@t
+r · (⇢u) = 0, (2.2.1a)
@
@t
(⇢u) +r · (⇢u⌦ u) +rp =  ⇢r , (2.2.1b)
@
@t
(⇢e) +r · [⇢u(e+ p/⇢)] =  ⇢u ·r , (2.2.1c)
where ⇢ is the gas density, u is the gas velocity, e is the specific total energy,   is the
gravitational potential and p is the thermal pressure, defined as (    1)⇢(e   u2/2) ( 
is the adiabatic index). Equations 2.2.1a, 2.2.1b and 2.2.1c describe the flow of mass,
4Which can be found at http://www.itp.uzh.ch/˜teyssier/ramses/Documentation_
files/ramses_ug.pdf.
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momentum and energy from one location to a neighbouring location, i.e. from one cell to
the next. The collisionless dynamics of stellar and dark matter particles is evolved using
the particle-mesh technique (Hockney and Eastwood, 1981), with gravitational accelera-
tions computed from the gravitational potential on the mesh. The gravitational potential
is calculated by solving the Poisson equation using the multi-grid method (Guillet and
Teyssier, 2011) for all refinement levels.
RAMSES does not use single cells as the basic element but instead groups of sibling
cells. Each group consists of 2d cells, where d is the number of dimensions (i.e. 1, 2 or
3). These groups are called octs. The lowest resolution grid is called the coarse grid and
is denoted as level 0 (l = 0). This coarse grid forms the basis of the tree data structure
where each oct is associated to a certain level of the tree depending on its size. l = 0 has
the largest/least refined octs and each successive level (l + 1) of refinement decreases the
size of the octs. Octs at l+1 are 2d smaller than the oct at l. The resolution of a given cell
can be calculated using (2l)n, for example: if a cell in 3D simulation is refined to l = 7
then it has an effective resolution of (27)3 = 1283, however if the cell next cell is refined
to l = 8 then its effective resolution is 2563.
In the simulations used in this work, cells are refined when one of two criteria is met:
1) the baryonic mass (stars and gas) in the cell exceeds a fixed thresholdMref (see 2.3.1 for
the values used in this work), or 2) the number of collisionless particles per cell exceeds 8,
i.e. a quasi-Lagrangian approach. This allows the local force softening to closely match
the local mean inter-particle separation, which suppress discreteness effects (e.g., Romeo
et al., 2008). Every time the code progresses by a single time step, cells may be marked
for refinement or derefinement. Fig. 2.1 shows an example of the AMR grid in a small
(2 kpc⇥ 2 kpc) region of one of my galaxy simulations at a single moment in time. This
figure shows a range of different cell sizes ranging from the maximum refinement (17
levels) to 15 levels of refinement.
RAMSES employs adaptive time steps ( t), i.e. the size of  t can be different at
different levels of refinement. To determine the  t at the highest refinement level (lmax),
four different time steps are first calculated, according to different conditions:
• The first time step ( t1) is set to be less than the minimum free-fall time found at
lmax.
• The second time step ( t2) is set to be less than the time it would take for the
fastest particle in the simulation to cross the smallest cell, i.e. a particle cannot
move through a cell in a single time step.
• The third time step ( t3) is set to 10% of the expansion factor over its derivative
(this is a cosmologically motivated criteria).
• The final time step ( t4) is set to the Courant factor multiplied by the time it would
take for the most energetic gas in the simulation to across a cell at lmax. In this work
work the Courant factor is set to 0.8
With all four time steps calculated,  t is set to the minimum of these values i.e.  t =
min( t1, t2, t3, t4) (see §2.4 of Teyssier, 2002, for more details).
RAMSES let the user decide if all levels will be synchronised or if each level will have
its own time step. In the former, the time step of all levels will be the time step used at
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lmax. In the latter, sub-cycling is employed, using the  t calculated above as the starting
point each subsequent level will have a time step equal to double the time step of the level
above. For example, in the simplest case a time step at l = 0 is equal to 2 time steps at
l = 1 which corresponds to 4 time steps at l = 2 and so on. However it is possible to have
multiple levels set to the same time step with the higher levels having adaptive time steps
i.e. if lmax = 9 and l = 0–7 have the same time step then: l = 9 has the time step  t,
l = 8 has a time step of 2 t and l = 0–7 will have a time step of 4 t.
2.2.2 Star Formation in RAMSES
As the key goal of my work is to explore the impact of stellar feedback on the ISM, my
simulations need to form stars from the gas. However, due to the resolution of my simula-
tions I am unable to resolve the formation of individual stars and so instead must employ
“star particles”, each one representing a populations of stars. To form these star particles
the simulations require a prescription to determines when they are created. Several dif-
ferent prescriptions are currently in use, two of the more popular are the: (all gas) density
threshold method and a self-gravitating method.
Density threshold methods are perhaps the simplest of the two above, with star par-
ticles being creating in any cell that exceeds a user defined threshold (see Renaud et al.,
2013, for an implementation of this type of prescription). This prescription will also
require a star formation efficiency per free fall time (✏↵), which is normally a constant
chosen by the user and of the order a few percent. The primary limitation of this method
is the choice of the density threshold, which stops star formation in low density cells.
The second method assumes that stars can only form out of gas collapsing due to its
own self-gravity. Any cell where this is found to be true, normally by calculating the
virial parameter (i.e. Eq. 5.2.1) for the cell, is allowed to form stars (Hopkins et al., 2013,
employed such a prescription). As with the threshold method this method also requires ✏↵ ,
which is normally set to 100%. While this method includes more of the physics behind
star formation, calculating the virial parameter for every cell in the simulation can be
complex to implement and computationally expensive.
Both of these methods have strengths and weaknesses. In the case of threshold based
prescriptions this method is simple and easy to implement but “hides” the physics limiting
star formation in the choice of threshold and ✏↵ . The latter prescription allows every cell
to form stars as long as it is physically able but at the cost of being more complicated to
implement.
The choice of star formation prescription has an impact on where, how many and how
quickly stars will form in simulations. This in turn will impact where and how often stellar
feedback is injected into the ISM. The choice of star formation prescript therefore has the
potential to change how a simulated galaxy evolves! To gain a complete understand of
the how stellar feedback effects the ISM it is also necessary to explore how different star
formation prescripts change the impact of a given feedback model. Testing the effect of
the different star formation prescription on the impact of stellar feedback is beyond the
scope of the work present here, however it is a topic that should be explored in future
work.
In the work present in this thesis I use the prescription outlined in Krumholz et al.
(2008, 2009a,b) as implemented in Agertz et al. (2013). This perception is very similar
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to a threshold method, but instead of a density threshold to limit star formation to dense
regions, stars are only allow to form out of molecular gas, i.e. it assumes that all stars are
formed from molecular gas. The choice to use this prescription is motivated by its relative
simplicity (compare to a self-gravitating method) to implement and a desire to include as
much star formation physics as possible in the simulation.
As with any star formation prescription the starting point is an equation for the star
formation rate:
⇢˙? =
⇢g
tSF
(2.2.2)
where ⇢g is the density of the gas in a cell. By defining tSF as the free-fall time (t↵ =p
3⇡/32G⇢g) due to gravity divided by the gas efficiency of star formation per free fall
time (✏↵), equation 2.2.2 becomes
⇢˙? =
✏↵⇢g
t↵
=
✏↵⇢gp
3⇡/32G⇢g
=
✏↵⇢1.5gp
3⇡/32G
. (2.2.3)
Gnedin et al. (2009) and Gnedin and Kravtsov (2011) developed a framework to match
the observed correlation between molecular gas and star formation (e.g. the Kennicutt-
Schmidt relation, see Schmidt, 1959; Kennicutt, 1998). Therefore ⇢g is replaced by fH2⇢g,
where fH2 is the fraction of ⇢g that is H2 , gives:
⇢˙? =
✏↵, cellfH2⇢g
t↵
=
✏↵, cellfH2(⇢g)
1.5p
3⇡/32G
. (2.2.4)
In Eq. 2.2.4, I replace ✏↵ with ✏↵, cell, the star formation efficiency per free-fall time of a
cell which is the same for all cells in the simulation. In terms of the method described
here this is only a change of notation. In Chapter 5 I explore the difference between
the measured ✏↵ of GMCs and the input ✏↵, cell, and therefore the change of notation is
designed to aid clarity.
To calculate fH2 my simulations employ the model described in Krumholz et al. (2008,
2009a,b) (hence forth called the KMT09 model). In their work they showed that for a sin-
gle atomic-molecular complex the fraction of gas in a molecular phase is a function of
the complex’s surface density (⌃gas) and metallicity (Z)5. This result was found by simu-
lating a uniform sphere of hydrogen gas and dust surrounded by an isotropic dissociating
radiation field. This set-up demonstrated that fH2 depended on ⌃gas d and weakly  ,
where  d is the dust cross section per hydrogen nucleus6 and   /  dG0/(natomR). Here
G0 is the intensity of the dissociating radiation field, natom is the number density of atomic
gas surrounding the molecular gas andR is the rate for H2 formation. Both  d andR are
constant for a given galaxy (to leading order approximation) and natom is determined by
thermal pressure balance between the two phases of a two phase ISM. This means that
natom depends on the balance between cooling (via atomic lines) and heating for Far Ul-
traviolet radiation. Krumholz et al. (2008, 2009a,b) therefore found that fH2 can then be
written as
fH2 ⇡ 1 
"
1 +
✓
3s
4(1 +  )
◆ 5# 1/5
(2.2.5)
5A larger Z results in a larger cooling rate and thus allows molecules to form (see Mo et al., 2011, and
references within).
6Dust grains acts as sites for H2 formation (Zeilik and Gregory, 1997).
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and defined the quantities of s,  and   as s = ln(1+0.6 )/0.04⌃gas,0Z 0),   = 0.771(1+
3.1Z 00.365),   = 0.0612(0.1s 1 + 0.675) 2.8, with ⌃gas,0 = ⌃gas/(1M  pc 2) and Z 0 is
the, normalised to solar value, metallicity. Combining Equations 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 allows
for the computation of ⇢˙? for each cell in the simulation for a given value of ✏↵ .
With ⇢˙? calculated, the mass of gas in each cell to be converted into a star particle
can be then be found. Each star particle will have a mass equal to N · m? where m? is
the chosen unit mass of star particle and N is an integer number   0. The choice to use
N ·m? is motivated by computational limitations, i.e. to reduce the number of particles
created during the run time and thus reduce the number of computations required each at
each time. To calculateN Eq. 2.2.4 is sampled stochastically at every fine simulation time
step t using a poisson random process (Rasera and Teyssier, 2006; Dubois and Teyssier,
2008)
P (N) =
 P
N !
exp(  P ) (2.2.6)
where P (N) is the poisson probability of a given N and  P is the mean value
 P =
⇢˙? x3
m?
 t (2.2.7)
here ⇢˙? is defined by Eq. 2.2.4 and x is the width of the cell in question. TheN with
the greatest P (N) is then taken as the N for that cell.
Before the particle is created, the mass of the star particle is compared to the gas mass
of the cell (mgas). If (N ·m?)/mgas > fcell, then N is set to the first integer value where
(N · m?)  (fcell · mgas). fcell is a free parameter that prevents all gas in a cell from
being converted into a star, as this would case the simulation to crash. For the work in
this thesis I adopt RAMSES’ default value of fcell = 0.5. Once the star particle mass has
been calculated a new star particle is initialised at the location of its birthing cell, with the
velocity and metallicity of the gas that created it.
2.2.3 Stellar Feedback in RAMSES
As discussed in §1.2.2 and §1.3.4 stellar feedback is made up of multiple processes: i.e.
radiation pressure, radiative heating, ionising radiation, winds and supernovae explosions
(SNe). Over the course of a stars life time the ratio of processes effecting the stars envi-
ronment will change. Figure 1 of Agertz et al. (2013) (which I reprint in the left panel
Fig. 2.2) demonstrates how the power output of a stellar population following a Kroupa
(2001) initial mass function (IMF) changes as a function of time. This figure shows that
for a stellar population following a Kroupa IMF, SNe only occur while the age of the
population is between ⇠ 3Myr and ⇠ 40Myr. That same population will see a nearly
constant luminosity until the first SN, after which the total luminosity decreases. The wind
generated by that population shows a similar trend, though with an increase in the total
wind energy output proceeding the first SN. Therefore, to correctly model the mechanisms
through which a stellar population effects the ISM, a multi-component stellar feedback
prescription, which takes into account the age of stars or, in the case of my simulations
star particles is needed.
As mentioned in §2.2.2, I use star particles to represent a stellar population which is
described by an IMF ( (M)). The IMF of each particle is evolved at each time step of the
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Figure 2.2: Left: Reprint of Fig. 1 from Agertz et al. (2013) (see Appendix D.2.3 for
permission to reprint). Specific luminosity from radiation (black), stellar wind (blue) and
type II supernovae (red) for a stellar population following a Kroupa IMF as a function of
stellar age. Right: Salpeter (black), Kroupa (blue) and Chabrier (red) IMF profiles. All
three have been normalised for a star particle with a mass of 300M .
simulation to calculate the feedback contribution from each particle. For my simulations
I employ a Chabrier (2003) IMF normalised by m?. In the right panel of Fig. 2.2 I show
three different normalised IMFs: Salpeter (1955), Kroupa and Chabrier. I use the Chabrier
IMF due the slightly larger number of massive stars (i.e. those able to drive large winds
and will end their lives with SNe) and thus providing a larger number of SN events. The
Chabrier IMF is defined as:
 (M) = A
⇢
0.86M exp ( (log(M) log(0.22))
2
2.0⇥0.572 ) forM < 1.0 M 
M 2.3 forM   1.0 M , (2.2.8)
where A normalises the IMF so that the total mass of stars is equal to m?. This
IMF was chosen as it results in a larger number of massive stars than either the Kroupa or
Salpeter IMFs. This in turn results in increase in the number of SNe events and amount the
stellar wind injected into the ISM per star particle. In effect this mass function increases
the strength of the most substantial components of stellar feedback. The choice of IMF
may effect how stellar feedback changes the ISM, however I leave testing this to future
work.
In my simulations I make use of the multi-component feedback prescription from
Agertz et al. (2013) and Agertz et al. (2015). Here I give a brief description of the feed-
back prescription but I refer the read to Agertz et al. (2013) and Agertz et al. (2015) for
full details. The components of this feedback prescription are: stellar winds from mas-
sive stars, radiation pressure, type II SNe, type Ia SNe and stellar mass loss by low mass
stars. For each star particle at each time step the energy, momentum, mass lost7 from the
particle and the metals injected into the ISM are calculated using:
7After the feedback contributions from a given particle is calculated the mass of that particle is reduced
by the amount expelled through feedback.
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Energy: Etot = ESNII + ESNIa + Ewind
Momentum: ptot = pSNII + pwind + prad (2.2.9)
Mass loss: mtot = mSNII +mSNIa +mwind +mloss
Metals: mZ,tot = mZ,SNII +mZ,SNIa +mZ,wind +mZ,loss.
In the sections that follow I briefly describe how the different contributions to Eq. 2.2.9
are calculated.
Radiation Pressure
When photons impact baryons they exert a pressure (prad), which can increase in the
the momentum of the baryons. Therefore the photons from stars exert a pressure on
the surrounding ISM. The ISM surrounding newly formed stars is very dense and dusty
cloud. Photons that are absorbed by the dust are re-radiated (scattered) in the infrared.
Each absorption and scattering event transfers momentum from the photon to the dust
grain. Eventually the stars blow away their natal cloud, after which the radiation pressure
can only act on the gas. Therefore any prescription of radiation pressure needs to take
into account the direct transfer of momentum to the gas, the momentum transferred to the
dust of the cloud and the lifetime of cloud.
To take the above into account, the total momentum imparted by radiation pressure is
calculated in my simulations using a subgrid model, which treats each star particle as an
ensemble of star clusters with associated natal molecular clouds on to which the radiation
pressure acts. This allows for the total prad for all the star particles in a given cell to be
calculated. Agertz et al. (2013) demonstrated that the injection of radiation momentum
can be modelled by:
p˙tot =
⇢
p˙tot,1 + p˙tot,2 if t < tcl,
(⌘1 + ⌘2IR⌃gas,c)m?
L1(t)
c if t > tcl,
(2.2.10)
here IR is the opacity to IR photons, ⌘1 accounts for direct absorption and scatter
of radiation, ⌘2 is a gas clumping factor, tcl is the cloud lifetime, c is the speed of light,
⌃gas,c is the current cells surface density, t and m? are the age and mass of a given star
particle in the cell currently being evaluated, L1(t) is the bolometric luminosity per M .
L1(t) takes the form present in the left panel of Fig. 2.2, i.e. ⇡ 3.8 ⇥ 1036 ergs s 1M 1 
for t . 3⇥ 106 yrs and decreases roughly as ⇠ t 1.25 at later times.
When the t < tcl, Eq. 2.2.15 accounts for the momentum transfer from: photons
directly to the gas (the first term) and re-radiated infrared photons created by heating the
dust (the second term). If t > tcl then the natal cloud has been dispersed and there is
no dust for the radiation pressure to act on. Instead it acts directly on the gas in the cell
hosting the star particle. p˙tot,1 and p˙tot,2 are given by:
p˙tot,1 = ⌘1
L1(t)
c
m?, (2.2.11)
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p˙tot,2a =
⌘2IR
2⇡C2R
(1  "cl)(2   )
3  2↵   
✓
µmax
"cl
◆1 2↵ 1  (Mcl,min/Mcl,max)3 2↵  
1  (Mcl,min/Mcl,max)2  
L1(t)
c
m2(1 ↵)? .
(2.2.12)
whereCR is a constant relating the half mass radius of the cloud to its mass, µmax links
m? to the maximum stellar mass of a stellar cluster, ↵ is a power law index linking the half
mass radius of the cloud to its mass,   is the power law index of the cloud IMF and "cl
is the star formation efficiency of a given cloud ( "cl = 0.2 for the work presented here).
Mcl,max and Mcl,min are the maximum and minimum cloud masses, assuming asortment
of cloud mass’ follows a simple mass function:  (Mcl) / M  cl , with   = 1.7. This
choice of   results in the majority of the cloud mass being tied up in the most massive
clouds which maximises the radiation feedback. Mcl,min is set to 100M  (Lada and
Lada, 2003) and Mcl,max is calculated by adopting equation A6 of Agertz et al. (2013):
Mcl,max = µmaxm?. I allow for the possibility that the entire star particle could be a single
star clusters and therefore use µmax = 1.
There is some uncertainty is the value of tcl. For this work I set tcl = 3Myr as
Palla and Stahler (2000) found this value to be physically reasonable and consistent with
observations.
Observations of molecular clumps in the Milky Way find a relationship between the
half mass radius (Rhm) and the mass of the clump (Mcl) (see the comparison of observa-
tion data in the bottom panel of Fig. 18 of Agertz et al., 2013). This relationship is given
by
Rhm = CRM
↵
cl , (2.2.13)
where
CR ⇡
⇢
2.5, forMcl   3⇥ 104M ,
2.5/(3000M ), forMcl < 3⇥ 104M , (2.2.14)
and
↵ =
⇢
0.0, forMcl   3⇥ 104M ,
0.3  0.5, forMcl < 3⇥ 104M . (2.2.15)
Due to my choice ofm? and µmax the maximummass of a clump is 300M  (i.e. Mcl is al-
ways less than 3⇥104M ). Therefore, throughout this work I adoptCR = 2.5/(3000M )
and I take the average value of ↵ in this mass regime, i.e. ↵ = 0.4.
The advection of gas through the computational grid was found to reduce the mo-
mentum injected by a each star particle (Agertz et al., 2013). To account for this I use
⌘1 = ⌘2 = 2.
Agertz et al. (2013) introduced a metallicity scaling on the opacity of the clump, i.e.
IR = 5 (Z /Z) cm2 g 1, which I employ for this work. This scaling was designed to be
a means of accounting for varying dust-to-gas ratios.
Stellar Mass Loss from Low Mass Stars
While the winds from low mass (M . 8M ) stars will only add negligible momentum
and energy to the ISM, during their asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase they add a non-
trivial amount of mass. Following the prescription outlined below as much as 25% of the
star particle’s mass can be lost from stars with mass between 0.5M  and 8M . At each
time step ( t) the simulation calculates the amount of mass expelled by each star particle,
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mloss =
Z Mt?+ t
Mt?
Mfloss(M) (M)dM, (2.2.16)
where floss(Minitial) is the fraction of mass lost from a star during its lifetime andMt?
and Mt?+ t bracket the stellar masses leaving the main sequence between t and t +  t.
floss(Minitial) is calculated using
floss(Minitial) = 0.891  0.394/Minitial. (2.2.17)
Equation 2.2.17 was derived in Agertz et al. (2013) by taking the average value of the
relation between initial stellar mass and final mass of the remnant in the loss mass range
as reported in Kalirai et al. (2008). The mass lost by low mass stars is assumed to have
the same velocity as its source star particle. mloss is then used to calculate the fraction
metals added to the ISM by low mass stars: mZ,loss = Z?mloss.
Stellar Winds from Massive Stars
The contributions to the feedback prescription from the winds of massive stars (M &
5M ) are generated calculating approximations to the Geneva high mass loss stellar
tracks (Schaller et al., 1992; Schaerer et al., 1993b,a; Charbonnel et al., 1993) for a range
of different metallicities. The approximations were generated as fits to models produced
using the Starburst99 code (Leitherer et al., 1999). While the age of the star particle (t?)
is less than the tw = 6.5Myr Ewind, pwind, mwind andmZ,wind are calculated and added to
the feedback from the star particle. These quantities are defined as
Ewind = m?,inie1
✓
Z?
e2
◆e3 t?
tw
ergs
pwind = m?,inip1
✓
Z?
p2
◆p3 t?
tw
g cm s 1 (2.2.18)
mwind = m?,inim1 ln
✓
Z?
m2
+ 1
◆
t?
tw
M 
mZ,wind = Z?mwind M ,
where t? is in Myr,m?,ini is the birth mass (in M ) andZ? is the stellar metallicity (in units
of solar metallicity Z  = 0.02). e1,2,3, p1,2,3 andm1,2 are fitting parameters used to match
outputs from Starburst99 and have values of e1,2,3 = [1.9 ⇥ 1048 ergs M 1  , 0.50, 0.38],
p1,2,3 = [1.8⇥ 1040 g cm s 1 M 1  , 0.50, 0.38] andm1,2 = (2.4⇥ 10 2, 4.6⇥ 10 4).
Type Ia Supernovae
In the feedback prescription used in this work supernovae type Ia (hence forth SNIa)
are assumed to be caused by a binary star system where one component is an accreting
carbon plus oxygen white dwarf star (i.e. following Raiteri et al., 1996). Current stellar
evolution theory predicts that in order for a white dwarf to exceed the Chandrasekhar
limit (Mch = 1.38M ) the binary masses much be in the range ⇠ 3   16M . The
feedback prescription assumes that each SNIa event injects the same amount of mass
(Mch), metals (0.76M  of metals split into 0.13M  of 16O and 0.63M  of 56Fe) and
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energy (E¯SNIa = 1051ergs) into the ISM. Therefore to determine the total mass, metal and
energy content to be added to the ISM the number of SNIa per star particle that will occur
between t and t+ t is calculated using:
NSNIa =
Z Mt?+ t
Mt?
 ˆ(M2)dM2, (2.2.19)
where  ˆ(M2) is the IMF of the secondary star. This IMF can be defined as
 ˆ(M2) = A
0
Z Msup
Minf
✓
M2
MB
◆2
M 2.3B dMB, (2.2.20)
whereMB is the mass of the binary,Minf is an approximation of the minimummass of the
binary, andMsup is the approximate maximummass of the binary. I take the values ofMinf
and Msup from Raiteri et al. (1996): Minf = max(2M2, 3M ) and Msup = M2 + 8M 
(see also Greggio, 1983). The normalising constant A0 = 0.24A where A is the same
normalising constant as used in the IMF for the star particle (see Eq. 2.2.8). This value
of A0 will results in ⇠ 15% of all SNe in the simulation being type 1a over a period of
10Gyr.
Therefore from Eq. 2.2.20 the total energy, mass and metals injected into the ISM
from a given star particle over  t is
ESNIa = NSNIaE¯SNIa
mSNIa = NSNIaMch (2.2.21)
mZ,SNIa = 0.76NSNIa.
Type II Supernovae
The feedback prescription employed throughout this thesis assumes that stars with masses
between 8M  and 40M  will undergo core-collapse resulting in a type II supernovae
(hereafter SNII). As with the SNIa component of the feedback prescription, in order to
calculate the energy, momentum, mass and metals injected by the SNII it is first necessary
to calculate the number of SNII,
NSNII =
Z Mt?+ t
Mt?
 (M)dM (2.2.22)
where  (M) is the IMF described in Eq. 2.2.8. The typical energy per SNII event is
set to the same as for a single SNIa event i.e: E¯SNII = E¯SNIa = 1051 ergs. Additionally,
the momentum per SNII event is set tomejvej with an ejecta massmej = 12M  ejected at
vej = 3000 km s 1. The amount of mass ejected during the SNII and returned to the ISM
is calculated following the results of Woosley and Weaver (1995). For a single star of
mass M the mass of: the total (mej), iron (mFe) and oxygen (mO) in the ejecta are given
by
mej = 0.77M
1.06
mFe = 2.8⇥ 10 4M1.86 (2.2.23)
mO = 4.6⇥ 10 4M2.72.
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Figure 2.3: Density (⇢), velocity (v) and pressure (P ) profiles for the gas interior (r <
rsh) of a shock front (rsh) created by a point source explosion in a uniform medium
(i.e. a Sedov-Taylor blast). Each profile has been normalised by to their value at the
shock (⇢2, v2, and P2 respectively). For simple comparison I also show the density profile
outside of the shock (⇢1) which is also normalised.
By combining all of the above the total energy, momentum and mass injected into the
ISM by a single star particle during the course of a  t is calculated as
ESNII = NSNIIE¯SNII
pSNII = NSNIImejvej (2.2.24)
m t|ej,Fe,O =
Z Mt?+ t
Mt?
m|ej,Fe,O (M)dM
mZ,SNII = (mFe +mO)(1  Z?) +mejZ?.
Adding Energy and Momentum from Supernovae to the ISM
For the first 10-100 years after a SN event occurred the ejecta expands outwards adia-
batically, sweeping up gas and metals from the surrounding ISM. This stage of the SN
can be modelled as Sedov-Taylor (S-T) blast wave. During this energy conserving phase,
the density of the gas on the interior of the shock decreases exponentially, while at the
interface between shock and the un-shocked ISM the density, velocity and temperature
experiences a discontinuous jump (see Fig. 2.3). This energy conserving phase can last
up to ⇠ 104 years, after which the expanding SN remnant will eventually reach the mo-
mentum conserving phase (a.k.a. the snow plow phase). During this stage, the density
of the expanding shell is significantly higher than that of the un-shocked exterior and
shocked interior material. A full description of the S-T blast wave can be found in Chap-
ter 17 of Shu (1992). In particular I refer the reader to their Figure 17.4 for density profiles
of each stage of the S-T blast wave.
The feedback prescription adopts the SN momentum injection model recently sug-
gested by Kim and Ostriker (2015) (see also Martizzi et al., 2015; Gatto et al., 2015;
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Simpson et al., 2015) which takes into account these two phases of S-T blast wave. If a
SN explosion is resolved i.e. the cooling radius8 is resolved by at least three grid cells
(rcool   3 x) the SN is considered to be in the adiabatic phase and the explosion is
initialised by injecting the relevant energy (1051 erg per SN) into the nearest grid cell. It
can be shown, that in the adiabatic phase, the momentum of the expanding shell is ap-
proximately pST ⇡ 2.6⇥105E16/1751 n 2/170 M  km s 1 (e.g. Blondin et al., 1998; Kim and
Ostriker, 2015). pST replaces NSNIImejvej in Eq. 2.2.25, i.e. pSNII = pST. If this crite-
ria is not fulfilled, the SN is initialised in its momentum conserving phase, i.e. the total
momentum generated during the energy conserving Sedov-Taylor phase is injected into
to the 26 cells surrounding a star particle. In this case Eq. 2.2.25 remains as shown above
i.e. pSNII = NSNIImejvej.
2.3 Simulations in this work
In this section I outline the details of the simulations I used throughout my work and give
a brief overview of my general analysis technique.
2.3.1 Simulation Suite
I carry out numerical simulations of Milky Way (MW), Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC)
and Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC)-like galaxies. The characteristics of these galax-
ies are presented in Table 2.1. The initial conditions (ICs) feature a stellar disc, stellar
bulge, gaseous disc and dark matter halo. I set up the particle distributions following the
approach by Hernquist (1993) and Springel (2000) (see also Springel et al., 2005), assum-
ing an exponential surface density profile for the disc, a Hernquist bulge density profile
(Hernquist, 1990), and an NFW dark matter halo profile (Navarro et al., 1996). I use 106
particles for both the NFW halo and stellar discs, with the same mass resolution in the
bulge component as in the disc. The gaseous disc is initialised on the AMR grid assuming
an exponential profile and assuming the galaxies are embedded in a hot (T = 106K), ten-
uous (n = 10 5 cm 3) corona enriched to Z = 10 2Z . The discs have the abundances
given in Table 2.1. All simulations include the same tenuous hot corona. Despite the
temperature and density being reasonable for the Milky Way (see Gatto et al., 2013), the
corona in all simulations is unrealistic, for example the gas is not stratified. However, as
the coronal mass is insignificant and there is no significant accretion onto the discs, these
corona models are sufficient for my work.Each galaxy is simulated in isolation, i.e. I ne-
glect environmental effects such as galaxy interactions. The galaxies are set at the centre
of a box with a size of Lbox = 600 kpc, and run with 17 levels of adaptive mesh refine-
ment, allowing for a finest grid cell size of  x ⇠ 4.6pc. The mass refinement threshold
is Mref ⇡ 9300M  for the MW simulations and Mref ⇡ 930M  for the LMC and SMC
simulations, leading to baryon mass resolutions of just below ⇠ 1200M  and ⇠ 120M 
respectively. In all simulations m? = 300M . Each dark matter particle has a mass of
1.28⇥ 106M , 2.13⇥ 105M  and 2.59⇥ 104M  in the Milky Way, LMC and and SMC
simulations respectively.
8The cooling radius scales as rcool ⇡ 30n 0.430 (Z/Z  + 0.01) 0.18 pc for a SN explosion with energy
ESN = 1051 erg (e.g. Cioffi et al., 1988; Thornton et al., 1998; Kim and Ostriker, 2015).
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The MWmodels use the ICs from Agertz et al. (2013) (the AGORA ICs, see also Kim
et al., 2014). I generated the LMC and SMC ICs by applying the parametrisation adopted
by Mo et al. (1998) using the following parameters from Table 1 of Besla et al. (2010):
concentration, gas fraction and V200 (the virial velocity, i.e. the circular velocity at the
radius where the mean density of the dark matter halo is 200 times the critical density
of the Universe). For both the LMC and SMC simulations I employ a spin parameter
  = 0.05 (e.g. Bullock et al., 2001). I emphasise that these simulations are not designed
to match the real galaxies, rather the goal is to model spiral galaxies with similar gas
fractions, stellar masses and dark matter halo masses as the Milky Way, LMC and SMC.
While the ICs employed for the LMC and SMC-like simulations have stellar and gas
masses consistent with observations of the LMC (Meatheringham et al., 1988; Kim et al.,
1998; van der Marel et al., 2002) and SMC (Stanimirovic et al., 2004; Yozin and Bekki,
2014), it should be noted that the adopted scale lengths for the initial gas distributions are
smaller than what is commonly derived from observations (see e.g. Besla et al., 2010, and
references within).
I ran two realisations of each of the above initial conditions: “no feedback” and “feed-
back”, leading to six simulations in total. In the former the density and turbulence are only
set by gravity and hydrodynamics. The latter is identical to the no feedback run, except
these simulations also include the stellar feedback prescription described in §2.2.3. The
no feedback simulations are run as a reference to which I can compare feedback runs
and thus quantify the effect of stellar feedback in shaping the ISM. For the no feedback
models (denoted ‘noFB’) I adopt a local star formation efficiency per free-fall time of
✏↵ = 1%. This low efficiency, motivated by the results of e.g. Krumholz and Tan (2007),
leads to a galaxy matching the empirical ⌃SFR   ⌃gas (Kennicutt-Schmidt, KS) relation
(Kennicutt, 1998; Bigiel et al., 2008), as shown by Agertz et al. (2013), and implicitly
assumes regulated star formation, albeit without the explicit action of stellar feedback. In
contrast, in the stellar feedback regulated galaxy models (denoted ‘FB’) I adopt a larger
efficiency, ✏↵ = 10%, allowing for feedback to regulate the star formation process back
to the observed low efficiencies (e.g. Agertz and Kravtsov, 2016), i.e. reproducing the
empirical KS relation, while shaping the ISM in the process. These two different models
of galaxy evolution (with and without stellar feedback) allow us to investigate the role of
feedback in shaping the ISM.
2.3.2 Analysis Technique
The MW analogue was designed to have characteristics of a typical Sb-Sbc galaxy in
order to facilitate a comparison with the HI data for spiral galaxies found in The HINearby
Galaxy Survey (THINGS) (see §3.2 for details of THINGS ). The LMC and SMC models
allow me to study how the ISM is influenced by stellar feedback in low mass galaxies,
and will be compared both to previous numerical studies (e.g. Bournaud et al., 2010) and
observations (e.g. Stanimirovic et al., 1999).
To achieve these comparisons it is necessary to analyse the simulated data. With the
exception of some of the data used in §5 all simulated data is analysed in post processing.
Every 25Myr the simulations store their current configuration to file. It is these snapshots
that I analyse.
In the vast majority of cases the first stage of my analysis is to convert the stored AMR
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grids into a uniform Cartesian grid. Each cell in the cartesian grid inherits the properties
of their related AMR counter part. This allows for simple quantities such as the surface
density (e.g. Fig. 2.4) or more complex quantities such as the kinetic energy power spectra
(e.g. Fig. 4.11) of the galaxy to be calculated.
The fraction of gas in HI and H2 is determined at each time step as part of the star
formation routine (see§2.2.2), but is not recorded by RAMSES. Therefore to calculate the
HI and H2 gas distribution, post processing of the simulation is required.
To calculate the mass of each cell in HI during analysis I make use of a cooling table
produced at run time by RAMSES , under the assumption of collisional ionisation equilib-
rium (CIE) . For each cell, the the density and temperature are used to look up the mass of
the gas in the cell that is not ionised (mn). At the same time the KMT09 model is applied
to the cell to calculate fH2 and hencemH2 . By subtractingmH2 frommn the HI gas of the
cell is recovered. Once the the HI and H2 mass of each cell is calculated analysis of the
different gas phase distributions is possible, e.g. Fig. 2.5 and 2.6
2.4 General Results
In this section I detail the general results of the simulations such as gas structure and star
formation histories.
2.4.1 Gas Distribution
A clear difference between feedback and no feedback runs can be seen in Fig. 2.4, where
I show the edge-on and face-on views of the projected gas density field of my simulations
at t = 350Myr. The feedback simulations feature galactic winds and fountains, as seen in
the edge-on views, and an irregular ISM featuring feedback driven holes and transient star
forming clouds. The simulations without feedback show little vertical structure, instead
the gas cools and forms thin fragmented cold discs.
The HI surface density maps, Fig. 2.5, show almost identical structure to the entire gas
surface density map, which indicates that only a small fraction of the gas of in each galaxy
is in the molecular state, as shown by Fig.2.6. In the runs without feedback H2 is found at
the centre of the dense clouds found in the simulations. The Milky Way model is the only
feedback simulations where the H2 surface density is large enough over a sufficient area
to be seen. In this case the H2 is not just limited to dense clumps but also forms spiral
arm like structures. The H2 gas is limited to the plane of the disc in all simulations with
almost no vertical structure.
In Fig. 2.7 I show the Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs) for the gas density
fields. For an isothermal ISM, numerical and analytical work has shown that the PDF
follows a log-normal distribution (e.g. Vazquez-Semadeni, 1994; Nordlund and Padoan,
1999; Wada and Norman, 2001; Wada and Norman, 2007), or a superposition of multiple
log-normal distributions, each corresponding to a separate gas-phase (e.g. Robertson and
Kravtsov, 2008). If self-gravity of the ISM is resolved, then the PDF should develop a
power-law tail at high densities (in the Milky Way simulations by Renaud et al., 2013,
this occurs for n & 2000cm 3).
The effect of stellar feedback is striking; without feedback, gas condenses into dense
clouds reaching densities of n ⇠ 105 cm 3 in all models, albeit slightly lower for the
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Figure 2.7: Probability Density Function (PDF) of gas densities for all simulations at
t = 350Myr. Feedback runs are shown with solid lines, while no feedback runs are
shown with a dashed line. Blue, red and black represent our Milky Way, LMC and SMC
simulations respectively.
LMC model. Additionally, the PDFs for simulations without feedback do not match log-
normal distributions found in previous work of isolated galaxies, but instead resembles
the PDFs of galaxies undergoing mergers (see e.g. Renaud et al., 2014). In contrast, in
the feedback regulated simulations star forming clouds are dispersed and gas is returned
to the ISM in a phase characterised by densities in the range 1 cm 3 . n . 10 cm 3.
Gas here reaches maximum densities around n ⇠ 103 cm 3, two order of magnitudes less
than in the models neglecting feedback, although most of the dense gas, by mass, reach
only densities on the order of average GMC densities, i.e. n ⇠ few 100 cm 3.
All simulations show numerical “bumps” in the PDF. These bumps are particularly
obvious between ⇠ 10 1 and ⇠ 4 ⇥ 101 cm 3. These features occur as a result of the
AMR grid increasing resolution once the mass in a cell has exceededMref (see §2.3.1 for
values). As this numerical effects occurs in all simulations, independent of galaxy size or
the presences of feedback it does not effect or change the results presented in Chapters 4
and 5 or the conclusions of this thesis.
2.4.2 Stellar Distribution
The distribution of stars formed during each simulations appears to be very different,
as shown by Fig. 2.8. However by comparing the stellar distribution to that of the H2
gas, the expected correlation is apparent: the star formation prescription is based on the
fraction of gas in that is H2 and therefore regions with more H2 should produce more
stars (see §2.2.2). This means that the high density clumps seen in the gas distribution of
simulations without feedback are also regions of high star formation.
However despite the dependance on H2 the star stellar distribution does not match the
gas distribution perfectly. The best example of this is the Milky Way simulations. The H2
in the feedback run of the Milky Way-like galaxy shows some spiral arm structure while
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Figure 2.9: Mean global SFR for all simulations. Feedback runs are shown with solid
lines, while no feedback runs are shown with a dashed line. Blue, red and black represent
the Milky Way, LMC and SMC simulations respectively. The shaded region on the left
panel shows the period of my analysis, see §4.3.1.
the stellar population shows larger more established arms. Additionally, both Milky Way
runs show stars between H2 structures. Two possible reasons that the stars do not correlate
with the position of H2 gas are: 1) these stars formed in the past (i.e. t < 350Myr) and
through feedback and/or star formation have removed gas from the ISM, 2) these stars are
old enough that the star cluster they were born in has dissolved and the stars have since
moved away from the site (and gas) of their birth. In most cases it is likely a combination
of both.
2.4.3 Star formation History
In Fig. 2.9 I show the star formation histories of the simulated galaxies. After an initial
transient all models form stars at a roughly constant rate, where the feedback regulated
galaxies are less efficient at forming stars, despite a local star formation efficiency per
free-fall time being 10 times greater (✏↵ = 10% vs. 1%).
Fig. 2.9 shows that the SMC-like simulations have higher global SFRs than the LMC-
like simulations, whereas the opposite is found in observations (see Kennicutt and Hodge,
1986; Wilke et al., 2004; Whitney et al., 2008). The origin of this discrepancy is the
adopted initial conditions. The LMC and SMC-like simulations have comparable total gas
masses, but are both ⇠ 3⇥ more compact than the observed LMC and SMC (see Table 1
of Besla et al., 2010). In addition, the SMC’s smaller size leads to higher gas densities
than in the LMC models, which coupled to a non-linear star formation law (⇢˙? / ⇢1.5gas)
results in higher global SFRs.
MyMW-like simulation with feedback features a SFR of⇠ 4M  yr 1 at t = 450Myr,
which is a factor of a few greater than observed (Licquia and Newman, 2015, found
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⇠ 1.65M  yr 1 for the Milky Way). In the LMC-like simulation with feedback I find
a SFR ⇠ 0.1   0.2M  yr 1 at t = 450Myr, which is a close match to values de-
rived from observations of the LMC, ⇠ 0.14M  yr 1 (Murray and Rahman, 2010) and
⇠ 0.25M  yr 1 (Whitney et al., 2008), thus showing that despite the differences between
our simulations and observations, at late times (t & 200) my MW-like and LMC-like sim-
ulations with feedback produce global star formation rates that are compatible with those
measured from observations.
For the SMC feedback simulation I find a SFR ⇠ 0.3  0.4M  yr 1 at t = 450Myr.
As noted above, these values are higher than those observed for the real SMC (Wilke
et al., 2004, found a value of 0.05M  yr 1), by a factor of ⇠ 8. I remind the reader that I
did not aim to recreate an exact match to the real galaxies but instead to produce galaxies
with similar gas mass.
With the exception of our LMC-like simulations, our runs without feedback reach
similar SFRs to their feedback counterparts by t = 350Myr i.e. at the beginning of our
analysis period. The LMC-like run without feedback has a SFR ⇠ 4   5 time that of its
feedback counter part.
2.4.4 Effects of Compact LMC and SMC Simulations
As discussed above, in §2.3.1 and §2.4.3 my LMC and SMC simulations are not designed
to be direct analogies of the actual Magellanic Clouds. There are two key differences: 1)
I simulate the Clouds in isolation while the real clouds are currently interacting with each
other and the Milky Way, 2) both of my simulated galaxies are approximately 3 times
smaller (as measured by the scale length of the disc) than current observations suggest
the real Clouds are (see Besla et al., 2010, and references within). The latter may be the
result of the former and will be explored in future work (see §6.2.3)
As the simulated Clouds are different, it is important to have an understanding of
how this impacts the results gained from these simulations. For instance, as discussed in
§2.4.3, the SFR of my SMC is larger than that of my LMC and the measured value from
observations. As the total gas mass of my SMC simulation is comparable to that of the real
SMC, but contained in a smaller volume the simulation has, on average, a higher density
than the observed SMC. Combining this with Eq. 2.2.2 provides the simplest explanation
of the larger SFR.
Brinchmann et al. (2004) used a sample of 105 dwarf galaxies from the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) to explore the relationship between the SFR and total stellar mass
(M?) of dwarf galaxies. They found that for M? < 1010M  that SFR / M↵? where
↵ ⇠ 1, see their Fig. 17. With the exception of the LMC simulation without feedback, my
LMC and SMC simulations follow this relationship by t = 350Myr. In the case of the
LMC simulation without feedback, without a mechanism to halt or limit star formation
the compact nature leads to an ever increasing SFR (see Fig. 2.9). This would indicate that
my simulated LMC and SMC simulations, despite being more compact than the galaxies
they were modelled on, do follow the star formation properties of dwarf galaxies and
therefore can be used in this work to provide insight into how dwarf galaxies may respond
to feedback.
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Figure 2.10: Gas density PDFs of the Milky Way-like simulations, showing feedback and
no feedback for both L15 (dashed lines) and L17 (solid lines) resolutions at the same time
step. Red lines show the PDF for feedback simulations, while blue shows no feedback
simulations.
2.4.5 Resolution Effects
All simulations are limited by resolution which can affect the results derived from the
simulations. In order to identify the effects that resolution has on my results I ran two sets
of simulations: “high” resolution with  xmax ⇠ 4.6pc (hereafter referred to as L17) and
“low” resolution with  xmax ⇠ 18.3pc (hereafter referred to as L15) of my Milky Way-
like galaxy. The results presented throughout this thesis are those found using the L17
simulations, unless otherwise stated. The L15 simulations were run to as a comparative
tool for checking the effects of resolution.
Density Structure
In Fig. 2.10 I use the gas density PDFs of L15 and L17 simulations to explore the results
of resolution on the gas distribution in the simulations. The PDFs demonstrate that at
⇢ . 10 cm 3 the density distributions are almost identical. In this regime (⇢ . 10 cm 3)
both the feedback and no feedback runs at L15 resolution have marginally fewer cells at a
given density than their L17 counterparts. However at slightly higher densities the PDF of
L15 simulations surpass their L17 companions, peak, and then decline relatively quickly.
This is the result of the L17 simulations being able to resolve higher densities (⇠ 10⇥
those of the L15 runs), which is seen in the PDF as the high density tail. Furthermore, both
the L15 and L17 no feedback simulations reach significantly (⇠ 1–2 order of magnitude)
higher densities than their feedback counterparts.
Despite the difference in the peak density and the highest density reached, comparing
the L15 and L17 simulations, using PDFs, shows that contrasting a feedback and no
feedback simulation at either resolution will produce almost identical results.
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Figure 2.11: Star Formation History of our Milky Way simulations with feedback atL15
(blue) and L17 (red) resolution. The solid black line shows the ratios of the star formation
rates ( (t)), see text and Eq. 2.4.1 for details. The dashed black line shows hSFRi =
1M  yr 1. The shaded grey region shows the period of my analysis.
Star Formation History
As the key goal of this work is to address the impact of stellar feedback on the ISM, it is
important to understand the relationship between resolution and star formation histories
(SFHs). In Fig. 2.11 I plot the SFH for the L15 and L17 feedback simulations over the first
475Myr of the simulation. In addition to the SFHs I plot the ratios of the star formation
rates at as function of time ( (t)), which is given by
 (t) =
hSFR(t)iL17
hSFR(t)iL15 . (2.4.1)
I find that in our higher resolution simulations we do form more stars! However, as
we model star formation as being proportional to ⇢1.5g (recall Eq. 2.2.4), this is expected as
the L17 simulations reach higher densities (see Fig. 2.10). At its peak  ⇠ 2.68 (during
the transient phase), i.e. L17 forms ⇠ 2.68 times more stars than its L15 counterpart
at the same time. Once both galaxies have left the initial transient phase  stabilises to
0.83 <  < 2.40. During the period of my analysis (350Myr <  < 450Myr)  
becomes relatively constant with a mean value of h i ⇠ 1.07.
2.5 Summary
Throughout my work on galaxy evolution I have made use of numerical simulations.
While there are a number of different simulation methods, I opted to use the Adaptive
Mesh Refinement code RAMSES to simulate three different size galaxies which were
approximations of the Milky Way, Large Magellanic Cloud and Small Magellanic Cloud.
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For each galaxy, I ran two realisations, one with stellar feedback and one without. These
simulations were run with a relatively high spatial resolution ( x ⇠ 4.6 pc in the most
refined cells). From a first basic analysis of these simulations:
• Probability Density Functions of the gas density of my simulation suite reveals a
common difference between all feedback runs and their no feedback counter part.
In the case of the former, feedback appears to limit the the highest density reached
in the simulations and the number of cells found at these densities.
• MyMilky Way and LMC (with feedback) simulations with feedback both have star
formation rates very similar to those observed for the actual Milky Way and LMC.
The SMC and LMC (with out feedback) show higher star formation rates than found
by observations. However, as I aim to produce galaxies of similar approximate gas
mass to the MilkyWay, LMC and SMC rather than faithful copies, these differences
are acceptable for my purpose.
• Previous studies have found that in grid based simulations mass flow can be ham-
pered by so called bottle neck effects, i.e. material is unable to move from one
scale to another at a reasonable/realistic rate. By comparing a simulation run at a
lower resolution to my standard Milky Way simulation I have found that the simu-
lations presented in this thesis are not immune to these effects. I find that at scales
larger than 10 x are unaffected, but below 10 x the gas distribution is affected by
resolution effect.
To conclude, in order to conduct experiments to test physical processes that help shape
and determine galactic evolution, simulations are required. In order to explore the effect
and role of stellar feedback in shaping galaxies I have run several simulations of galax-
ies. Though these simulations are modelled on real galaxies they do not provide a direct
match. Despite this, simple analysis shows that the properties of these simulated galaxies
are well matched with the observed values and that the inclusion of feedback can signif-
icant alter the gas density field, compared to a no feedback run. In Chapter 4 I compare
the above simulations to the ISM of nearby spiral galaxies and in Chapter 5 I explore
the population of GMCs in the simulations, in particular focusing on their star formation
efficiencies.
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Chapter 3
Observational Data
In this Chapter, I describe the publicly available data-sets used in my work. I primarily
make use of The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey (THINGS) and HERA CO-Line Extragalactic
Survey (HERACLES) data sets. In particular, I address why these data sets were chosen,
how I determined the galaxies from the surveys to use, and how I prepared the data for
comparison with the simulations.
The Chapter is laid-out as follows. In §3.1, I give an overview of observations, their
limitations, as well as how and why I use them in this work. In §3.2 and §3.3, I give an
overview of The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey and the HERA CO-Line Extragalactic Sur-
vey, respectively (for a full description of these surveys I refer the reader to Walter et al.
(2008) and Leroy et al. (2009)). I explain how the data was prepared for use. In §3.4, I
summarise the properties of six galaxies selected from the above surveys. In §3.5, I give
an overview of the three GMC catalogues. Finally, in §3.6 I summarise the key results
from this chapter.
3.1 Observational Data: An Overview
For hundreds of years, astronomers have been observing the night sky, providing key
insights into the structure and history of the Universe (for example Copernicus, 1543;
Galilei, 1610; Hubble, 1942). In recent years, numerical simulations have become an
important tool for astrophysics (e.g. see §2.1), providing a wealth of data. However,
without knowledge of the real Universe, simulations can only provide an insight into how
different mechanisms behave, not which of these mechanisms are actually at work in the
Universe.
In the case of the work presented in this thesis, it would be a simple matter to run sim-
ulations both with and without feedback, identify the differences and draw conclusions
as to the impact of feedback without the use of observations. While these conclusions
would be valid in terms of the simulation that I present they may not correspond in any-
way to how feedback actually impacts actual galaxy evolution. But by comparing the
simulations to observations, in a self consistent manner, it is possible to not only draw
conclusions about how the feedback model I have implemented affects galaxy evolution
but also whether this model can reproduce the structures observed in galaxies. Further-
more, observations can provide a limit to the physics being tested, i.e. is the feedback
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too strong, is more than just feedback needed to match observations, etc. Without the
observations to compare to simulations become merely a test of different physics without
context.
While observations are an essential part of astronomy and astrophysics, they have
limitations which need to be considered when comparing them to theory or simulations.
The primary limitation is that we can only observe objects and processes that give off
light that we can detect, e.g. if we want to observe the 21-cm line of Hydrogen in a
galaxy, we need instruments that are sensitive to the microwave and radio portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Additionally, we can only observe an object if the light it emits
travels to us, without hinderance. Processes, such as extinction, will effect the amount of
light detected from a source and at what frequency the light is measured. Objects we
wish to observe are not always aligned relative to the observer such that observations are
possible, i.e. attempting to determine if an edge-on galaxy, such as the sombrero galaxy,
has spiral arms is significantly more difficult than for a face-on galaxy.
In their figure 13, Agertz et al. (2013) showed that the feedback prescription imple-
mented throughout this work provides a good match to the observed Kennicutt-Schmidt
relation (see Schmidt, 1959; Kennicutt, 1998, and §1.2.2 and §2.2.2 in this work). One
of the goals of this work is to use power spectra to explore which scales are impacted
by feedback (see Chapters 4). While this goal can easily be achieved with just simula-
tions, using observations will allow me to determine if feedback is required to explain the
structures in galaxies and on what scales the feedback has an impact in real galaxies.
For this comparison I chose to make use of observations made for The HI Nearby
Galaxy Survey (THINGS, Walter et al., 2008). As outlined in §3.2, THINGS is comprised
of HI observations for 34 galaxies. It is a useful data set for comparisons with my simu-
lations due to: its large number of galaxies, its relatively high resolution ( x . 500 pc)
which is comparable to the resolution that I have in my simulations and that the data is
freely available online. An additional advantage of this survey is that there is already a
vast range of literature published on the survey, meaning that some of the analysis does
not need to be repeated, such as analysis of the Kennicutt-Schmidt Relation or surface
density profiles (e.g. Bigiel et al., 2008). Furthermore, the THINGS data set includes a
range of different galaxy morphologies including a range of different spirals. Finally, a
“sister” survey: the HERA CO-Line Survey (HERACLES, Leroy et al., 2009) observed
several of the same targets as THINGS but in H2.1 The wealth of observational data from
these two surveys provide a good range of galaxies for comparison with my simulations.
While I make extensive use of THINGS and HERACLES I do not limit limit myself to
just these surveys. Instead, throughout this work I make use of any appropriate observa-
tional data, in most cases simply taking the findings of the survey, such as power spectra
or surface density profile, for comparison with my analysis of simulations, THINGS or
HERACLES. These data sets are discussed briefly when used.
1HERACLES actually observed the galaxies in CO and then use a conversion factor to estimate the H2
content, see §3.3.
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3.2 The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey
The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey (THINGS) made use of the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory’s (NRAO) Very Large Array (VLA) in New Mexico between 2003 and 2005
to obverse the HI (atomic hydrogen) 21-cm emission line for 34 galaxies. The survey
aimed to use this data to explore how the properties of a galaxy’s Interstellar Medium
(ISM) relates to its morphology, star formation rate and how the mass distribution relates
to the Hubble sequence.
Observations of the HI 21-cm line have been used for several decades to gain an un-
derstanding of the star formation, dynamics and structure of the ISM and dark matter
distribution for galaxies. One of the key advantages of the 21-cm line is that it does not
suffer from the same extinction as UV and optical light when passing through interstellar
dust. From the observed column density, the total HI mass of a galaxy can be calculated
for the entire galaxy. Additionally, any shifts in line positions allow for the measurement
of the velocity of the emitting gas.
The primary disadvantage of the HI 21-cm line emission is its intrinsically low sur-
face brightness which presents issues when attempting to observe the HI emission in high
spatial resolution. One way to combat this is the use interferometry, which allows for
the pooling of multiple radio telescope dishes together acting as one large telescope. The
VLA, which has a total of 27 radio antennas each with a diameter of 25 meters, provides
the equivalent of using a 36 km diameter antenna (NRAO, 2014). In the case of THINGS
and the 34 selected galaxies this has allowed for a spatial resolution of ⇠ 6” and spec-
tral resolution of  5.2 kms 1 (Walter et al., 2008). To ensure that the structure of HI
gas complexes were resolved, THINGS limited its choice of galaxies to those less than
15Mpc from Earth. This gives a spatial resolution (beam size) of 100 . ` . 500 pc,
depending on the galaxy in question.
Two additional constraints were used when selecting galaxies for the survey: a galaxy
could not be an early type E/S0 galaxy and there needed to be observational data of each
galaxy from either Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey (SINGS) or the Westerbork
HI Survey of Spiral and Irregular Galaxies (WHISP)2. The former constraint is due to the
gas content of these types of galaxies being made primarily ionised gas, i.e. the galaxies
are not predominately made of HI. For a full account of the selection processes used by
THINGS and the list of galaxies observed see Table 2 of Walter et al. (2008).
3.2.1 THINGS Data Products
Walter et al. (2008) describe in detail the processes they went through to reduce the raw
survey data into 0th (integrated HI map), 1st (mean intensity-weighted velocity) and 2nd
(velocity dispersion) moment maps. In what follows I give a brief summary of the tech-
niques employed by Walter et al. (2008) but I refer the reader their §3 and §4 for a full
account of the processes uses.
The first stage of the reduction process was the production of blanked data cubes by
the removal noise from the raw data. Each data cube is a 3D array (the dimensions are X-
position, Y-position and velocity) where the value of each element is the measured flux.
2See R. C. Kennicutt et al. (2003) and Swaters et al. (2002) for details on SINGS and WHISP respec-
tively.
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The flux (Si) of the blanked data cubes were converted to integrated HI intensity (IHI)
maps by summing over the velocity channel dimension using:
IHI =
X
Si ⇥ v, (3.2.1)
here  v is the velocity width of each channel in km s 1, here Si is in Jy beam 1. The
intensity–weighted average velocity (hvi) maps were creating using:
hvi =
P
i Si ⇥ viP
i Si
, (3.2.2)
where vi is the velocity per channel in km s 1. Finally the velocity dispersion ( ) maps
were calculated using:
  =
sP
i Si ⇥ (vi   hvi)2P
i Si
. (3.2.3)
IHI, hvi and   are in units of Jy beam 1 km s 1, km s 1 and km s 1 respectively.
Walter et al. (2008) produced two different blanked data cubes for each galaxy and
therefore two different sets of maps for each galaxy. The first type of cube, referred to
as “Natural Weighted”, is designed to give the highest surface brightness sensitivity. The
second kind of cube, referred to as “Robust Weighted”, is designed to give better behaved
synthetic beams at a uniform resolution (⇠ 6”) for all galaxies (For a complete account of
these weightings seeWalter et al., 2008, and www.aips.norao.edu/index.shtml
for details on the software used to create the weightings).
All of the maps as well as the blanked data cubes produced by THINGS, are pub-
licly available for download as Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) files3 from the
THINGS Public Data Respoitory: http://www.mpia-hd.mpg.de/THINGS/Data.
html
3.2.2 Using HI intensity maps
Throughout my work in Chapter 4 I make use of the THINGS integrated HI and velocity
maps for comparison with my simulations (for details on the simulations see Chapter 2).
While it is possible to carry out analysis on FITS files using programs such as DS9, my
analysis tools are not compatible with FITS files and I therefore converted each FITS file
to a plain text file before use.
Before any analysis of THINGS data could be carried out, the integrated HI intensity
maps needed to be converted from Jy beam 1 km s 1 into cm 2. This conversion is
achieved by combining Equations 1 and 5 from Walter et al. (2008) to give
NHI =
✓
1.106561⇥ 1024
Bmaj · Bmin
◆
IHI, (3.2.4)
were Bmaj is the semi-major axis of the observational beam, Bmin is the semi-minor axis
of the beam and IHI is the integrated HI intensity calculated with Eq. 3.2.1. To ensure that
the unit conversion was correct I calculated the column density distribution:
f(NHI) = c
✓N (NHI)
 NHI
◆
, (3.2.5)
3See Wells et al. (1981) for details on FITS files.
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Figure 3.1: Number fraction of a given density for: the non-blanked natural weighted map
(blue) and the non-blanked Robust weighted data map (red). The lines are normalised to
match figure 2 of Erkal et al. (2012). All data points are for Galaxy NGC 628 from the
THINGS dataset.
where N (NHI) is the number of pixels in the map with a column density of between NHI
andNHI+ NHI and c is a normalising constant (which includes the absorption length of
an individual galaxy). In Fig. 3.1 I show f(NHI) for both the natural and robust weighted
intensity maps of NGC 628. The results for both weightings are a good match to those
found Erkal et al. (2012) (see their Figure 12) and includes the expected truncation of
f(NHI) between 1021   1022 cm 2, i.e. my unit conversions are correct and matches the
results of previous work. From NHI several other quantities can be calculated such as the
mass per pixel, total mass or surface density of a given galaxy.
As the velocity and velocity dispersion maps are already in km s 1 no test of unit
conversion was carried out.
As shown by Fig. 3.1 there is very little difference between the robust and natural
weighted HI intensity maps. For all of my work with THINGS I use the ‘robust weighting’
data maps from THINGS as these offer a higher resolution and a more uniform beam size,
see Walter et al. (2008) for a detailed discussion.
3.3 The HERA CO-Line Extragalactic Survery (HERA-
CLES)
The HERA CO Line Extragalactic Survey (HERACLES) made use of the Institut de Ra-
dioastronomie Millimetrique’s (IRAM) 30m telescope in the Spanish Sierra Nevada be-
tween 2006 and 2008 to obverse the J = 2! 1 transition line of CO for 18 galaxies. The
survey aimed to use this data to explore the relationship between atomic gas, molecular
gas and star formation in a significant sample of galaxies.
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Molecular Hydrogen (H2) is difficult to observe in the ISM of galaxies due to the lack
of a dipole moment, and the fact that temperatures greater than those found in the ISM or
Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs) are required to generate quadrupole or vibrational tran-
sitions. Tracers, like carbon monoxide (CO), are therefore observed instead as a proxy for
the H2 gas. By understanding the relationship between tracers and H2 it is then possible
to map the location of H2 gas.
CO is one of the more common tracers of H2 (see Young and Scoville, 1991, and
references within for a summary of the use of CO as a tracer). While different lines
transitions can be used to observe CO, the size of the 30m telescope combined with the
capability of the Heterodyne Receiver Array (HERA, see Schuster et al., 2004, for details
of the instrument) make it ideal to observe the J = 2 ! 1 transition at sufficiently high
spatial resolution (1300) to resolve bars, ring and spiral structures.
While tracers allow for the “detection” of H2 in environments that are not ideal for
direct observations they are not perfect. In situations where H2 becomes disassociated
from it’s tracers, it becomes next to impossible to observe. Smith et al. (2014) found
that as much as 42% of the H2 gas in their simulations could be in environments without
tracers. If the same is true of real H2 it would be dark to observations. Therefore the
H2 measured by HERACLES should be treated as a lower limit of the H2 gas mass and
distribution.
The choice of observed galaxies was set by the primary goal of the survey, i.e. the
galaxies observed needed to have HI data available, be observable from the Spanish Sierra
Nevada and be close enough to have relatively high resolution. In order to meet these
needs, 18 galaxies from the THINGS sample were selected. This choice ensured that all
galaxies had HI data. The distance criteria used in THINGS also ensured relatively high
resolution for HERACLES , for a galaxy at the median distance of the selected galaxies,
this gives a spatial resolution of ⇠ 500 pc. An additional selection criteria required that a
galaxy occupied an area less then 120 ⇥ 120 on the sky.
3.3.1 Using HERACLES
As with the THINGS data, all of the data produced as part of Leroy et al. (2009) is
freely available for use from http://www.cv.nrao.edu/˜aleroy/heracles_
data/. For each galaxy in HERACLES there are maps of: integrated CO intensity, the
uncertainty in the integrated CO intensity and the velocity field, additionally there is also
the data cubs containing the H2 intensity per velocity channel. For my work in Chapter, 4
I make use of the integrated H2 intensity maps.
As with the data from THINGS , the CO intensity maps from HERACLES first needed
to be converted from FITS files into a plain text file. The integrated CO intensity, as
downloaded are in units ofK km s 1, which need to be convert to M  pc 2 and from CO
to H2. I achieve this conversion using
⌃H2 = 5.5X2
0.8
R21
ICO, 4 (3.3.1)
where X2 converts the CO J = 1! 0 transition intensity to H2 intensity, R21 is the ratio
of CO’s J = 2 ! 1 transition to its J = 1 ! 0 transition and ICO is the integrated H2
4In Leroy et al. (2009) the fraction is inverted, this was a typographical mistake (private communication).
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intensity map.
Observational measurements ofX2 (more often referred to asXCO) have found values
that range over 3 order of magnitude! Sandstrom et al. (2013) showed that not only
is this wide range of values present across 26 nearby galaxies, but that X2 also varies
with galactic radius. They found that at larger galactic radii the scatter in values of X2
increased (see their Fig. 4). Exploring how different values of X2 affects the observed
H2 content of a galaxy is beyond the scope of this work, I have therefore chosen to adopt
the conversion factors used in Leroy et al. (2009) when analysing HERACLES data. This
also allows me to test whether the H2 surface density maps I created from HERACLES
agree with the accepted values, i.e. those found by Leroy et al. (2009). I therefore use
X2 = 1.0 and R21 = 0.8 respectively (private communication with Adam Leroy). This
choice of X2 and R21 results in Eq. 3.3.1 simplifying to
⌃H2 = 5.5ICO. (3.3.2)
To test this conversion I compared the total H2 mass given in Leroy et al. (2009)5(MH2,L09)
to total H2 mass that I calculated (MH2). However, in order to do this I need to convert
the ⌃H2 map to a mass map, which requires converting the pixel size from arc-seconds to
parsecs.
All of the HERACLES maps have pixels with an angular size of   = 200 (see §3.4 of
Leroy et al., 2009). By using the small angle approximation the size of each pixel can be
calculated in parsecs:
 p =
✓
2⇡ 
1296000
◆
D = ✓D, (3.3.3)
here ✓ is the width of each pixel in radians and D is the distance to the galaxy in parsecs.
For NGC 628 this gives p ⇠ 70.78 pc and therefore an area (assuming pixels are square)
of A ⇠ 5010 pc 2. By summing the product of the ⌃H2 and A, I calculatedMH2 for NGC
628, finding a value of ⇠ 13 ⇥ 108M . This compares well MH2,L09 ⇠ 12.6 ⇥ 108M .
The difference between MH2,L09 MH2 is ⇠ 4% and is most likely the result of rounding
differences between the two calculations.
3.4 Sample from THINGS and HERACLES
Rather than compare my simulations to every galaxy in THINGS, I have selected 6 galax-
ies from the sample. In the sections that follow I outline which 6 galaxies I selected, why
they where chosen and briefly outline their general properties. To allow for comparison
in Chapter 4, I use the same galaxies from HERACLES as I do from THINGS.
3.4.1 Selection of Galaxies
My initial sample from THINGS was just NGC 628 which was chosen for its relatively
low inclination angle (i = 7 ) and strong spiral spiral structure, see Fig. 3.2. However, in
terms of mass this galaxy is more comparable to the LMC than theMilkyWay. Comparing
5The actual value is not given, but by using the values from column of four of their Table 3 and their
Equation 3MH2,L09 can be calculated.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of the sample of galaxies from THINGS with my simu-
lations
Galaxy Comprable simulation Orientation Relative HI -fraction RelativeM?
NGC 628 LMC-like face-on medium low
NGC 3521 MW-like edge-on high high
NGC 4736 MW-like face-on low medium
NGC 5055 MW-like edge-on high high
NGC 5457 MW-like face-on low low
NGC 6946 MW-like face-on medium low
Notes: Column 1: names of galaxy, Column 2: simulation the observed galaxy best matches,
Column 3: viewing perspective, Column 4: HI mass compared to the MW simulation,
Column 5: stellar mass compared to the MW simulation.
simulations to only one galaxy also raises the question: is this galaxy typical? For this
reason I extended my sample from THINGS to a total of six galaxies. The initial selection
of galaxies was based on morphology: was the galaxy a spiral and does it have clear
spiral structure? Secondly, the galaxies needed to have an SFR similar (i.e. same order
of magnitude) to my simulated Milky Way-like galaxy. However to allow me to test how
stellar feedback regulates the star formation of different galaxies I selected galaxies with a
range of different HImass (4⇥108M  MHI  142⇥108M ). For simple comparisons
to simulations I also aimed to select galaxies were observed close to face-on, with a low
inclination angle (i  45 ). The final criteria employed was: the galaxy needed to have
been observed in both THINGS and HERACLES . These criteria lead me to select NGC
628, NGC 3521, NGC 4736, NGC 5055, NGC 5457 and NGC 6946. HI and H2 maps
for my selection from THINGS are shown in Figures 3.2–3.7. Table 3.1 summaries the
orientation of each galaxy and how it compares to the my Milky Way simulation in terms
of HI gas fraction and stellar mass (M?).
NGC 3521 and NGC 5055 are exceptions to the inclination criteria, i = 73  and
i = 59  respectively. However they were selected due to both galaxies having very clear
clear spiral structural (see Fig. 3.3 and 3.5). Throughout the rest of this thesis I treat all
galaxies from my sample of THINGS as if they were observed face-on (i.e. i = 0 ),
unless otherwise stated. I test the effect of this assumption on my results in §4.3.1. I
note that while NGC 5457 was not discussed in Leroy et al. (2009) H2 data products are
available as part of HERACLES data achieve.
3.4.2 Galaxies Properties
I summarise the properties of each of my selected galaxies in Table 3.2. This shows that,
despite each galaxy in my THINGS sample meeting my selection criteria, they are all
very different from one another. For example, NGC 5457 has a relatively low SFR and
M? for its HI gas mass.
One way in which all the galaxies in my sample are similar: for every galaxy in the
sample, the HI disc is always significantly more extended than the H2 disc. Bigiel et al.
(2008) calculate the radial HI , H2 and SFR surface density profiles (⌃HI(R), ⌃H2(R) and
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Figure 3.2: HI (left) and H2 (right) surface density maps of NGC 628. Both maps are
shown at the same physical area (as shown by the 5 kpc marker on the maps). The colour
bar limits have been set to show the greatest detail. The white regions in the H2 map show
pixels with no observed H2, black regions show pixels with observed surface densities
below the shown limits.
Figure 3.3: HI (left) and H2 (right) surface density maps of NGC 3521. Both maps are
shown at the same physical area (as shown by the 5 kpc marker on the maps). The colour
bar limits have been set to show the greatest detail. The white regions in the H2 map shows
pixels with no observed H2, black regions show pixels with observed surface densities
below the shown limits.
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Figure 3.4: HI (left) and H2 (right) surface density maps of NGC 4736. Both maps are
shown at the same physical area (as shown by the 5 kpc marker on the maps). The colour
bar limits have been set to show the greatest detail. The white regions in the H2 map shows
pixels with no observed H2, black regions show pixels with observed surface densities
below the shown limits.
⌃SFR(R) respectively) for the majority of the galaxies in my sample, the exception being
NGC 5457. These profiles not only show that ⌃SFR(R) seems to follow ⌃H2(R) (at least
for R/R25 . 0.5, where R25 is optical radius6 ) but also that the H2 content of these
galaxies drops rapidly for R/R25 & 0.5.
NGC 628 is an almost completely face-on spiral galaxy, the centre of which is heavily
dominated by H2 gas (see Fig. 3.2). ⌃H2(R) decreases as R increases, resulting in the
vast majority of the (detectable) H2 gas being found at R . 10 kpc. By contrast the HI
gas extends to R & 20 kpc. For R . 14 kpc ⌃HI increases with R, however at larger R,
⌃HI begins to decrease again. ⌃?(R) is nearly identical to ⌃H2(R) (Bigiel et al., 2008).
The spiral arms of NGC 628 can be seen in both gas phases, but are more extended in HI,
despite this the arms appear more clearly defined in H2.
In contrast to NGC 629, NGC 3521 is the least face-on galaxy in the sample, as a
result the disc of the galaxy appears to be fairly edge-on. This makes the galaxy appear
to be very compact in the direction of the x-axis, but highly extended along the y-axis
of Fig. 3.3. The H2 gas dominates the surface density of the disc out to R ⇠ 13 kpc but
by R ⇠ 19 kpc there is very little contribution to the surface density from H2. ⌃HI(R)
is flat for R > 10 kpc. Here ⌃?(R) also closely follows ⌃H2(R) (Bigiel et al., 2008). In
terms of stellar mass, NGC 3521 is the most massive galaxy in my sample and has second
highest star formation rate. The HI map of NGC 3521 shows some spiral arm structures,
but no such structure can be seen in H2 .
Despite having a relatively high inclination (i = 41 ), from a visual inspection of
Fig. 3.4 NGC 4736 appears to be face on. This galaxy has a HI disc with radius of
. 10 kpc which is surrounded by a large ring-like structure. This large structure extends
out almost 15 kpc from the galactic centre. As with the other galaxies in my sample, the
centre of NGC 4736 is dominated by a H2 gas disc, however in this case the H2 extends
6Bigiel et al. (2008) defines the optical radius as where the B-band magnitude drops below
25mag arcsec 2.
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Figure 3.5: HI (left) and H2 (right) surface density maps of NGC 5055. Both maps are
shown at the same physical area (as shown by the 5 kpc marker on the maps). The colour
bar limits have been set to show the greatest detail. The white regions in the H2 map shows
pixels with no observed H2, black regions show pixels with observed surface densities
below the shown limits.
further relative to the HI gas disc. Bigiel et al. (2008) showed that stellar surface density is
truncates atR ⇠ 2.5 kpc, this is before the edge of the H2 disc. This seems to demonstrate
that dense H2 gas cannot account for star formation alone. This galaxy has the smallest
total gas mass (MHI+MH2) but not the smallest stellar mass (see Table 3.2), this suggests
that NGC 4736 may have undergone significant star formation in the past and depleted its
gas supply.
The high inclination angle of NGC 5055 manifests in both the HI and H2 maps
(Fig. 3.5) as discs that are more extended along the x-axis than the y. The HI map also
shows a high surface density HI disc (⌃HI & 10M  pc2) surrounded by a lower density
ring or arc (⌃HI < 10) like structure, which extends out toR & 30 kpc. In HI it is possible
to make out spiral arms, however in H2 only a disc is visible with a bright H2 core. Unlike
the majority of the galaxies in my sample the galactic centre of NGC 5055 is not HI poor
compared to HI disc, instead there is flat HI distribution out to R ⇠ 20 kpc.
NGC 5457, commonly known as the pin wheel galaxy, is a grand design spiral with
multiple large spiral arms. In HI not only are the spiral arms clearly visible but also seen
is a low density (1M  pc 2 . ⌃HI . 10M  pc 2) extended HI structure (see top left
of Fig. 3.6’s HI map), this structure is entirely absent in the H2 map. Assuming stars
only form out of molecular gas (see the discussion in §2.2.2), then the lack of H2 in this
structure will severely limit star formation in this extended region. NGC 5457 is known
to have experienced tidal interactions in the last ⇠ 108–109 yr (Waller et al., 1997) which
could provide an explanation for this region. The H2 map of NGC 5457 shows small
spiral arms and that H2 again dominates the centre of the galaxy.
NGC 6946, The Firework Galaxy, is known to have a very complicated structure and
history. Romeo and Fathi (2015) found that not only does the galaxy have 3 nested bars
but also a double molecular disc and nuclear starburst region. In addition, nine individual
supernova events have been observed in NGC 6946 over the last 100 years (IAU, 2015).
As with the majority of my sample the centre of the galaxy (R . 10 kpc) is dominated
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Figure 3.6: HI (left) and H2 (right) surface density maps of NGC 5457. Both maps are
shown at the same physical area (as shown by the 5 kpc marker on the maps). The colour
bar limits have been set to show the greatest detail. The white regions in the H2 map shows
pixels with no observed H2, black regions show pixels with observed surface densities
below the shown limits.
by H2 , while larger radii are dominated by HI. Bigiel et al. (2008) found an extended
stellar populations: i.e. ⌃?(R . 15 kpc) & 8M  pc 2. The combination of the triple bar
system and high density galactic nucleus (⌃H2 ⇠ 104M  pc 2) are most likely the causes
of the high star formation rate (SFR= 4.76M yr 1) observed in this galaxy.
3.5 Giant Molecular Cloud Data
The work I present in Chapter 5 looks at the internal properties of GMC’s and the possible
role feedback plays on them. In this case, surveys such as THINGS and HERACLES
are not the most useful. I therefore make use of three data-sets of observational GMC
catalogs: Solomon et al. (1987), Rosolowsky et al. (2007) and Heyer et al. (2009). These
three data sets provide catalogues of the properties found for the GMCs they identified,
e.g mass, radius, velocity dispersion, etc. In other words the catalogues are ready to be be
used as presented, though in some cases simple conversions of units are needed. For this
reason I only give a brief description of these surveys and why they were chosen.
3.5.1 Solomon et al. (1987)
Solomon et al. (1987) is the largest of the three catalogues with data for 273 GMCs situ-
ated in Milky Way with Galactic longitudes between 8  and 9 . This survey aimed to col-
lect data on all GMCs with radii greater than 20 pc which lie inside the solar circle. Data
was collected by observing the 12CO J = 1! 0 transition line with the the FCRAO 14m
telescope in 1981 and 1982 and produced Position-Position-Velocity data for all GMCs.
From this data Solomon et al. (1987) was able to explore the relationship between sev-
eral properties of GMC such as the velocity line width and size. In addition they found
that GMCs tend to be in or near virial equilibrium and thus showing that GMCs are not
confined by pressure equilibrium between warm and hot gas phases of the ISM. For full
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Figure 3.7: HI (left) and H2 (right) surface density maps of NGC 6946. Both maps are
shown at the same physical area (as shown by the 5 kpc marker on the maps). The colour
bar limits have been set to show the greatest detail. The white regions in the H2 map shows
pixels with no observed H2, black regions show pixels with observed surface densities
below the shown limits.
details of the observations I refer the reader to Solomon et al. (1987) and the references
within.
The choice to use Solomon et al. (1987) was primary motivated by the fact that it is
a large catalogue of GMCs in the Milky Way and therefore a reasonable comparison for
my Milky Way simulations to be compared to. While this catalogue does not give precise
Galactic positions the sample is limited to GMCs with Galactic longitudes between 8 
and 9 .
3.5.2 Rosolowsky et al. (2007)
Rosolowsky et al. (2007) created a catalogue of 149 GMCs found in M33 by combining
archival data with new observations. The new observations of the molecular gas in M33
were carried out using the BEARS receiver on the 45m telescope at Nobeyama Radio
Observatory, while archive data come from the BIMA interferometer and the FCRAO
14m telescope. The high resolution and sensitivity of the data, 1300 and   ⇠ 60mK
respectively, allow the authors to extract quantity of data for each GMC they detected.
For full details of the observations I refer the reader to Rosolowsky et al. (2007) and the
references within.
One of the key reason for choosing this data, despite M33 not being analogous to the
Milky Way, is due the observations being in an external galaxy the position of the each
GMC with respect to the galactic centre and M33’s spiral arms is known. This allows for
the possibility of exploring environmental effects on the GMC population.
3.5.3 Heyer et al. (2009)
Heyer et al. (2009) reanalysed 243 of the GMCs in the Solomon et al. (1987) catalogue
by using The Boston University-FCRAO Galactic Ring Survey (GRS) to supplement the
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original observations with higher quality data. This new survey provides improved preci-
sion with regards to molecular gas structures. Heyer et al. (2009) found that this reanaly-
sis produced lower mass surface densities. For full details of the observations I refer the
reader to Heyer et al. (2009) and the references within.
I include data from the Heyer et al. (2009) catalogue for comparison between simu-
lated and observed GMCs so that I can explore the full range possible properties of the
GMCs. It is beyond the scope of this work to evaluate which sets of observations are
most physically accurate. Instead I treat data from Solomon et al. (1987) and Heyer et al.
(2009) as separate data sets.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter I have outlined both the need to compare observations of galaxies to sim-
ulations and the key observational surveys that I have made use of throughout my work.
Below I summarise the key points:
• The primary way in which I explore the role of feedback on the evolution of galaxies
is through the use of computer simulations. However, observational data provide a
context for understanding the results found from simulation and theories. Without
this context simulations only provide an idea of how different physical can effect a
system not whether the physical processes being modelled represent what occurs in
nature.
• I have opted to make use of The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey (THINGS) as the pri-
mary source of observational data to compare with my simulations. This is in part
due to relatively high resolution ( x ⇠ 500 pc) of the survey and the range of
different galaxies covered by the survey.
• From THINGS I selected 6 galaxies: NGC 628, 3521, 4736, 5055, 5457 and 6946
to compare to my simulations. These galaxies where chosen to explore how spiral
galaxies of different HI mass would compare to simulations both with and without
feedback. Furthermore these selected galaxies have star formation rates of the same
order as the Milky Way and thus should experience similar a quantity of feedback.
• In addition to THINGS I also make use of its “sister”–survey the HERA CO–Line
Survey (HERACLES). This survey allows for the calculation of H2 surface density
maps which can be compared to my simulations. Thus I am able to explore the role
of feedback on two separate gas phases of the ISM.
• I make use of three catalogues of GMCs: Solomon et al. (1987), Rosolowsky et al.
(2007) and Heyer et al. (2009). These catalogues provide a large sample of GMCs
and their properties such as mass, radius, velocity dispersion, etc which makes them
very useful for comparison with the GMC populations found in simulations.
To conclude, attempting to ascertain how different physical processes effect the evo-
lution of the universe without observations is impossible. Observations are a requirement
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of numerical astrophysics. In later Chapters I will make use of the observational data pre-
sented in this Chapter in an attempt to determine the role and scale on which that feedback
plays a part in galaxy evolution.
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Chapter 4
The Impact of Stellar Feedback on the
Density and Velocity Structure of the
Interstellar Medium
A common method for characterising the Interstellar Medium (ISM) has been the calcula-
tion of the power spectrum from the density distribution of a gas in a galaxy (e.g. Begum
et al., 2006; Dutta et al., 2009a). While the ISM can and has been characterised in several
ways already (Begum et al., 2006; Dutta et al., 2013; Elmegreen and Scalo, 2004; Romeo
et al., 2010; Toomre, 1964) I have chosen to implement this method of characterisation.
The key reasons for this choice are to 1) adopt a method that is commonly used in the lit-
erature, 2) provide a statistical method of comparing simulations including and neglecting
stellar feedback and 3) enable direct comparison between observation and simulations.
This chapter looks at results of calculating the power spectra on both my simulations
and on my selection of THINGS galaxies and aims to introduce the reader to power spec-
tra and demonstrate how I have implemented them to characterise the effects of feedback
on the ISM of galaxies. The chapter is organised as follows. In §4.1, I introduce what
a power spectrum is as well as showing some of the results from the literature. In §4.2,
I outline how I calculate power spectra for both simulations and observations. In §4.3, I
present the results of my work with power spectra. In §4.4, I discuss my results in the
context of previous results found in the literature. In §4.5 , I summarise the key results of
my work on power spectra. Finally, in §4.6 I discuss future work that I plan to undertake
with power spectra.
This chapter, in part, was published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society (MNRAS), Volume 466, Issue 1, Pages 1093-1110, in April 2017.1
4.1 Introduction
Today, decades after the pioneering work by Larson (1981), observations and simula-
tions of the interstellar medium (ISM) are revealing its turbulent nature with higher and
higher fidelity (see review by e.g. Mac Low and Klessen, 2004; Elmegreen and Scalo,
1The reproduction of the published sections of this chapter are done so under the publishers licence to
publish, see Appendix D.1 for details
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2004). HI emission lines in most spiral galaxies have characteristic velocity dispersions of
  ⇠ 10 km s 1 on a scale of a few hundred parsecs (Tamburro et al., 2009), exceeding the
values expected from purely thermal effects. This suggests that the ISM is super-sonically
turbulent. Turbulence controls the overall structure of the ISM, and is an important in-
gredient for star formation (McKee and Ostriker, 2007), not only for determining the rate
of star formation in molecular clouds (Federrath and Klessen, 2012; Padoan et al., 2013),
but also by affecting the global and local stability properties of galaxies (Romeo et al.,
2010; Hoffmann and Romeo, 2012; Romeo and Agertz, 2014; Agertz et al., 2015).
The structure of the ISM has been studied using numerical simulations of isolated
models of galaxies (e.g. Tasker and Bryan, 2006; Agertz et al., 2009; Dobbs et al., 2011;
Hopkins et al., 2012; Renaud et al., 2013; Marasco et al., 2015), as well as individual
patches of the ISM (Joung and Low, 2006; Walch et al., 2015; Martizzi et al., 2015;
Gatto et al., 2015). The main sources of turbulence driving are still not clear. Several
candidates capable of driving the ISM turbulence exist, for example large-scale expanding
outflows from high-pressure HII regions (Kessel-Deynet and Burkert, 2003), stellar winds
or supernovae (e.g. Kim et al., 2001; de Avillez and Breitschwerdt, 2004, 2005; Joung and
Low, 2006), gravitational instabilities coupled with galactic rotation (Gammie et al., 1991;
Piontek and Ostriker, 2004; Iba´n˜ez-Mejı´a et al., 2015; Krumholz and Burkhart, 2016) and
the Magneto-Rotational-Instability (MRI) (Balbus and Hawley, 1991), to name a few.
The turbulent ISM is often conveniently characterised in Fourier space using power
spectra. Kolmogorov (1941) proved that incompressible turbulence will feature an en-
ergy spectra E(k) / k 5/3 below the injection scale, where k / 1/` is the wavenumber
and ` the physical scale. Compressible turbulent gas features a steeper spectra, with
E(k) / k 2 (Burgers, 1948), as confirmed by idealised numerical simulations of turbu-
lent gas (e.g. Kritsuk et al., 2007a). These two results are now referred to as Kolmogorov
and Burgers scaling respectively. On galactic scales, simulations indicate that turbulent
scalings are present (e.g. Wada et al., 2002; Agertz et al., 2015), but as mentioned above, it
is not established which physical mechanisms are required to maintain them, and whether
the observed HI content of galaxies feature the same energetics as idealised galaxy sim-
ulations. Observations of the neutral ISM in nearby galaxies have revealed that the HI
component often gives rise to simple power law behaviours (P (k) / k ↵), with ↵ typi-
cally in the range 1-3, over several ordered of magnitude in scale (see section 4.1.2).
4.1.1 Defining Power and Energy Spectra
At first glance power spectra appear to be a rather abstract method of analysing a system,
however they can become a very simple device for comparing global properties, as a
function of scale, of one system to another. To calculate the power spectrum of some
real data set (w(x), where x is the spatial coordinate), one first needs to calculate the
Fourier transform of that data set (w˜(k)), where k is the wave vector. From this the
power spectrum can be defined as
P (k) = w˜(k) · w˜(k)⇤, (4.1.1)
here, I use ‘*’ to denote a complex-conjugate. For data n-dimensional data, where n > 1,
Eq. 4.1.1 give a power spectrum map. To obtain an isotropic (one dimensional) power
spectrum P (k) must first be binned by k = |k| and then each bin must be divided by
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Figure 4.1: Left: two different distributions of particles: uniform (top) and random (bot-
tom). Right the resulting power spectra for these distributions. The vertical dashed line
represents the wave number corresponding to the particle separation.
the number of points added to the bin (Nk). From this point forward I will use hP (k)i to
represent an isotopic one dimensional power spectrum, some authors refer to this quantity
as the “angle-averaged power spectrum” (e.g. Joung and Low, 2006). It is also useful to
define the wave number k = 2⇡/`, where ` is a physical scale. In §4.2 I describe how I
calculate the power spectra for simulations and observations.
Fig. 4.1 show the result of calculating the power spectrum for two different cases:
a uniform density distribution of particles (top left) and a random density distribution
of particles (bottom left). In the first case majority of the power is found at a single
wavenumber kpeak, which corresponds to the separation between particles while lower
power wings of the distribution come from separation between particles in the diagonal
direction. In the second case the power is evenly distributed on all scales, this is white
noise.
For the power spectrum the quantity known as the energy spectrum (E(k)) can be
calculated. This is defined as:
E(k) ⌘ ⇡(2k)(D 1)hP (k)i, (4.1.2)
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where D is the number of dimensions of the input data w(x). This quantity is normally
used in cases when w(x) is a mass weighted velocity, i.e. kinetic energy. As gas density
observations of galaxies do not always have a corresponding velocity observation it is
rarer to find measurements of E(k) in the literature. Instead, E(k) is more often explored
in theoretical work.
4.1.2 Power Spectra in the Literature
Over the last 30 years multiple authors have found that the density distribution of the ISM
in observed galaxies show power on all scales, (e.g. Begum et al., 2006; Combes et al.,
2012; Crovisier and Dickey, 1983; Dutta et al., 2008, 2013; Walker et al., 2014). The vast
majority of power spectra for observed galaxies are found to be well fit by either a single
or a broken power law, with the power increasing proportionally to ` i.e.
hP (k)i / k ↵ (4.1.3)
where ↵ is the power law index.
An example of such a break is found by Dutta et al. (2009a) in NGC 1058 at a scale
of ⇠ 1.5 kpc. Power law indexes on large scales (& 1 kpc) have been found to have
values between 0.7 and 1.7 (Combes et al., 2012; Dutta et al., 2008) and on small scales
(. 1 kpc) the indexes (on average) are between 2.5 and 3.0 (Combes et al., 2012; Dutta
et al., 2009b; Stanimirovic et al., 1999). Power laws of this nature are characteristic of a
turbulent medium (Dutta et al., 2008).
Turbulent flows are expected, from theory, to produce power laws (see §4.1) which
indeed are measured from observations of the ISM by multiple authors. Determining the
meaning of the power law index can be difficult, however by comparing simulations to
observations it becomes possible to interpret the measured power law indexes. To this end,
I summarise a selection of power law indexes from the literature in Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3
(the data for these tables come from Begum et al., 2006; Block et al., 2010; Bournaud
et al., 2010; Combes et al., 2012; Dutta and Bharadwaj, 2013; Dutta et al., 2008, 2009a,b,
2010, 2013; Elmegreen et al., 2001; Stanimirovic et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2012).
This data shows that on scales from ⇠ 100s pc to ⇠ 10s kpc its is more common
to measure a single power law than a broken power law. When collecting this data, a
distinction began to appear between spiral galaxies and dwarfs: in general dwarf galaxies
are well fit by single power law index (↵) of 2.5 . ↵ . 3.7 while spiral galaxies are
normally fit well by a single and smaller power law index 1.6 . ↵ . 2.0.
It is important to note two caveats to the distinction between dwarf and spiral power
law indexes. Firstly and most importantly, the data produced in this table is taken directly
from the source paper. I do not recalculate the spectra or the values of ↵. While this
may seem unimportant, I note that some authors can be vague with how they define and
calculate power spectra. This could lead to differences in definition which translates
to differences in ↵. To mitigate this effect I confirmed with the authors of Dutta and
Bharadwaj (2013); Dutta et al. (2008, 2009a,b, 2010, 2013) that they used the definition
described above (private communication).
The second caveat is the data source, Dutta et al. (2008, 2009b, 2013); Dutta and
Bharadwaj (2013) calculates the visibility, defined as the Fourier transform of the sky
brightness and then the power spectrum from this quantity, while I and others use zeroth
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Table 4.1: Summary of density single power laws from
the literature for dwarf galaxies
Galaxy Name ↵ `min `max Source
[pc] [pc]
Dwarf Galaxies
AND IV 1.30 560 6200 Dutta et al., 2009
CVnIdwA 1.33 380 2370 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 101 2.00 590 3060 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 133 3.94 430 4610 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 155 3.97 270 1650 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 187 1.98 110 430 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 210 2.75 80 500 Begum et al., 2006
DDO 210 2.60 100 500 Dutta et al., 2009
DDO 210 3.66 110 680 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 43 2.56 650 5870 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 46 2.75 320 2290 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 47 3.14 420 3910 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 50 2.25 250 2720 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 52 2.54 850 4930 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 53 2.48 230 2230 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 63 1.90 220 2050 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 70 3.94 140 1610 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 75 2.80 90 1670 Zhang et al., 2012
DDO 87 2.90 480 4500 Zhang et al., 2012
F564-V3 2.74 1310 5090 Zhang et al., 2012
GR 8 1.10 100 1500 Dutta et al., 2009
Haro 29 2.87 320 2290 Zhang et al., 2012
IC 10 1.59 40 2460 Zhang et al., 2012
IC1613 2.85 50 2370 Zhang et al., 2012
M81SWA 1.98 200 1350 Zhang et al., 2012
NGC 3738 2.75 320 3040 Zhang et al., 2012
NGC 3741 2.30 150 3750 Dutta et al., 2009
NGC 4163 3.32 160 2540 Zhang et al., 2012
NGC 4214 2.31 180 9260 Zhang et al., 2012
SMC 3.04 30 7000 Stanimirovic et al., 1999
SMC 3.2 150 1400 Pilkington et al., 2011
UGU 04459 1.80 160 1780 Dutta et al., 2009
Column 1: name of galaxy, Column 2: stated power law index , Column 3: scale at which power law begins, Column 4: scale at
which power law ends, Column 5: source of power law index
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Table 4.2: Summary of density single power laws from
the literature for spiral galaxies
Galaxy Name ↵ `min `max Source
[pc] [pc]
IC 2574 1.70 400 3300 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 0628 1.60 860 8610 Dutta & Bharadwaj 2013
NGC 0628 1.60 800 8000 Dutta et al., 2008
NGC 0628 1.70 560 10000 Dutta et al., 2009
NGC 0628 1.60 800 7500 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 0925 1.00 900 9200 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 2403 1.80 500 4400 Dutta et al., 2009
NGC 2403 1.10 600 4000 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 2841N 1.70 1400 14000 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 2841S 1.50 1400 14000 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 2903 1.50 1100 11000 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 3031N 0.70 400 18000 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 3184 1.30 40 3960 Dutta & Bharadwaj 2013
NGC 3184 1.40 1600 15800 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 3198 0.40 1400 8600 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 3521N 1.80 600 10700 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 3521S 1.60 600 10700 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 3621 0.80 600 6600 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 4254 1.70 1700 8400 Dutta et al., 2010
NGC 4736 0.30 500 7800 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 5055 1.60 1000 10000 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 5194 1.70 790 6280 Dutta & Bharadwaj 2013
NGC 5194 1.70 1000 8000 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 5236 1.80 840 8380 Dutta & Bharadwaj 2013
NGC 5236 1.90 800 7500 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 5457 2.10 510 10190 Dutta & Bharadwaj 2013
NGC 5457 2.20 600 12300 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 6946 1.60 1600 10650 Dutta & Bharadwaj 2013
NGC 6946 1.60 300 4000 Dutta et al., 2013
NGC 7793 1.70 600 6500 Dutta et al., 2013
Column 1: name of galaxy, Column 2: stated power law index , Column 3: scale at which power law begins, Column 4: scale at
which power law ends, Column 5: source of power law index
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Table 4.3: Summary of density broken power laws from the literature
Galaxy Name ↵small ↵large `min `Break `max Source
[pc] [pc] [pc]
LMC 2.90 1.60 10 200 10000 Block et al., 2010
LMC 2.67 1.67 10 100 10000 Elmegreen et al., 2001
M33 3.20 2.40 25 110 3162 Combes et al., 2012
NGC 1058 2.50 1.00 600 1500 10000 Dutta et al., 2009b
Column 1: name of galaxy, Column 2: stated power law index for small scales ` < `break, Column 3: stated power law
index for large scales ` > `break, Column 4: scale at which power law ends, Column 5: scale of break between small scale
and large scale power laws, Column 6: source of power law index
moment (intensity) maps from radio interferometry. Recent work by Nandakumar &
Dutta (in prep) explored how the type of map used effects the power law found, they
have demonstrated that using images from radio interferometry produces systematically
larger values of ↵ than a visibility based method. Their work concludes that this due to
a noise bias that cannot easily be separated from the radio interferometry images which
contaminates the power spectra.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show a range of different values for ↵, some authors have attempted
to explain these differences by exploring galaxies properties. Zhang et al. (2012), for
example, found a bimodality in their power laws: shallower power laws were linked to
galaxies with a higher luminosity and SFR compared to those with steeper laws.
In Table 4.3 I show the values of ↵ for spectra found to have broken power laws. The
physical meaning of these breaks is still being debated. Some authors suggest that the
break determine is the results of the galaxies scale height, i.e. linking the break in the
power law to the switch of turbulence from 3D to a 2D regime (Elmegreen et al., 2001;
Padoan et al., 2001; Dutta et al., 2009b). The idea that the the change in slope is a shift in
the dimensionality of the turbulence has been built on by subsequent work, in some cases
using this change in slope to find the scale height of discs galaxies (Padoan et al., 2001;
Dutta et al., 2009b). Combes et al. (2012) point out that simulations have found that the
break in the power law might not always be connected to the the transition from 3D to
2D turbulence, for example in the case of a disc heated by a high star formation rate and
strong stellar feedback.
It becomes immediately clear that the value of ↵ at smaller scales before the break
is always greater than at larger scales, after the break. Broken power laws are often
found in simulations, including my own (see Fig. 4.3). Simulations of galaxies have also
been analysed using density power spectra (Bournaud et al., 2010; Combes et al., 2012;
Pilkington et al., 2011). Both Bournaud et al. (2010) and Combes et al. (2012) find a
broken power laws with the breaks occurring at a range of scale (⇠ 300 – ⇠ 1150pc)
depending on the simulation. Pilkington et al. (2011) do not report broken power laws for
their simulations, however examination of their Figure 5 could be interpreted as breaks at
small scales.
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4.2 Method
In this section I outline how I calculate both the density power spectra (hP (k)i) and the
kinetic energy spectra (E(k)) for my simulations and observational data sample. For
details on the simulations and observations I direct the reader to §2.3 and §3.4 respectively.
4.2.1 Surface Density Power Spectra
Before calculating a surface density power spectrum for either observational or simulated
data I first create a 2D surface density map for the data. To caclulate the HI and H2 surface
density power spectra of my THINGS sample I use the 0th moment maps, converted to
units of M  pc 2, see §3.2.2 and §3.3.1 for details. To ensure that I got the largest
possible range of scales for analysis I take the entirety of HI and H2 maps.
Due to the complexity of accounting for the inclination of an observed galaxy, I treat
all observed galaxies as if they are face-on to the observer. However as simulations can
easily be observed at any angle, I test the impact of inclination angle on the measured
power spectrum using my simulations in §4.3.1).
For simulations I produce two maps, one for HI and one for H2. Both HI and H2 are
calculated on the 3D AMR structure before then being converted to a uniform 2D map
(see §2.3.2). These maps are created so that the galaxy is face-on with an inclination
angel of i = 0 . Each map has size of 36⇥ 36 kpc2, centred on the galaxy centre, with a
resolution of x = 4.6 pc, unless otherwise stated. Examples of these maps are shown in
Fig. 2.5 and 2.6
To calculate the Fourier transform of all data I use ‘Fastest Fourier Transform in the
West’ (FFTW2) (Frigo and Johnson, 2005). I added padding to each map (simulation and
observation) to avoid contamination arising from the inherent periodic boundary condi-
tions from the FFT technique. To this end each map is placed at the centre of a square
void domain (zero-padding). The size of the void domain is 2n where n is the first in-
teger where 2n is greater than the number of cells/pixels of the surface density map. By
applying Eq. 4.1.1 and then by binning in radial bins, as described in §4.1, I calculate the
hP (k)i of the zero-padded map.
4.2.2 Kinetic Energy Power Spectra
For both simulations and observations I calculate a 2D kinetic energy power spectra
(EKE,2D(k)). As my simulations have full 3-dimensional velocities and densities I also
calculate 3D kinetic energy power spectra (EKE,3D(k)), but only for the simulations. For
EKE,2D(k) and EKE,3D(k) I adopt the definition of E(k) given by Eq. 4.1.2.
To account for compressibility when calculating energy spectra I follow the work of
Kritsuk et al. (2007b) and use w = ⇢1/2v, rather than w = v, where v is velocity and
⇢ is the gas density. This definition allows for the calculation of the Fourier transform
of the kinetic energy field. However I could have instead used w = ⇢1/3v, the literature
occasionally refers to this as the kinetic energy flux. Previous work (i.e. Kritsuk et al.,
2007b) found that theE(k) ofw = ⇢1/3v produces Kolmogorov-like scaling (i.e. E(k) /
k 5/3) in super-sonic flows.
2http://www.fftw.org
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For computational feasibility, I constrain my analysis of simulations to a 10 ⇥ 10 ⇥
5 kpc3 region in the plane of the galaxy, centred on the galactic centre. I experimented at
lower resolution ( x ⇠ 18.3) with a 10⇥ 10⇥ 10 kpc3 region and found that it produced
a spectrum with almost identical shape but a slight reduction in power at all scales. Ad-
ditionally for all simulation E(k) I compute the map (in 2D) and data cubes (in 3D) at a
uniform resolution of ⇠ 9.2 pc. As with hP (k)i, I pad each map before calculating the
Fourier transform. The method of padding is identical to the method used when padding
the surface density maps.
When calculating EKE,2D(k) I first create a line of sight, mass weighted, 2D velocity
map (vlos). By multiplying this with HI surface density map (⌃HI) I get w = ⌃
1/2
HI vlos. w
is then used in Eq. 4.1.1 before being passed through the method described in §4.1, with
the results being passed into Eq. 4.1.2 to calculate EKE,2D(k).
In the case of observational data I make use of the first moment (velocity) maps for my
selection of THINGS galaxies, which I combine with same surface density maps I used
when calculating hP (k)i (see Chapter 3.2.2 for details on the maps). Before combining
the two maps I first subtract the bulk line of sight motion of the galaxy. I do not trim the
the first momentum maps, as with the surface density maps I use the entire map.
For EKE,3D(k) I instead use w = ⇢
1/2
all v, here ⇢all is the total gas density of all gas in
given cell and v is the 3D turbulent velocity vector in each simulation cell i.e. I remove the
average galactic rotation from the velocity vector. Due to the disc having a non-periodic
nature in the z   axis and all of the relevant data in the z axis being contained within
the 3D data cube I first convolve the w with a Hanning window function, defined as:
h(z) = 0.5(1  cos(2⇡z/H)), (4.2.1)
where h(z) is the window function, z is the hight above the disc andH is the extent of
the function. The Hanning window function was chosen due to its well known behaviour,
i.e. h(z)! 0 at z   H . For all six simulated galaxies ⇠ 100% of the disc gas is found at
|z| < 2 kpc. I therefore set H = 2kpc.
4.3 Results
In this section I show the results of calculating density power spectra (hP (k)i) and the
kinetic energy spectra (E(k)) for my simulations and observational data sample.
The calculation of power spectra in §4.3.1-§4.3.5 depends the correct implementation
of Fourier transforms. To ensure that these transforms were carried out correctly, I com-
pared the Fourier transform of a uniform disc carried out analytically to transform of the
same disc using my analysis pipeline. I found agreement between the two methods. For
details of this test I refer the reader to Appendix A.
4.3.1 HI Density Field
Observations
In Fig. 4.2 I show the surface density power spectra, hP (k)i, computed as described in
§4.2.1 with k = 2⇡/`, for the 6 galaxies in my THINGS sample. To each spectrum I have
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Figure 4.2: HI surface density power spectra of the 6 galaxies from the THINGS sample
(solid black lines). The beam size is shown by the dotted vertical lines (see Table 3.2 for
values). The blue lines show fitted power laws. The spectra have been normalised (see
text for details)
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Figure 4.3: Time-averaged surface density power spectra using HI gas for my simulations.
From left to right I show the resulting spectra from the MW, LMC and SMC models with
feedback shown in red and no feedback shown in blue. The dashed black lines show
power law fits with gradients next to each fit. The red and blue vertical dot-dashed lines
indicate the position of the break in the power law. The shaded regions around each power
spectrum show the 1  deviation from the mean.
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fitted a power law exponent (i.e. ↵ in hP (k)i / k ↵), as well as the spatial resolution limit
(calculated from the beam size). The surface density maps for each galaxy are normalised
by the total HI gas mass (MHI) of the galaxy before I calculate power spectra.
All galaxies are all well represented by single power laws over a wide range of spatial
scales: a 100 pc up to ⇠ 10 kpc, in agreement with previous studies (e.g. Walker et al.,
2014). I find power law exponents in the range 1.6 . ↵ . 2.8. On scales. few 100 pc the
spectra steepens, a feature often argued to be an observational signature of the thickness
of the gas disc (e.g. Dutta et al., 2009b). Previous work (e.g. Elmegreen et al., 2001;
Padoan et al., 2001; Dutta et al., 2009b; Zhang et al., 2012) have argued that this break
in power spectrum the signature of a transition from 3d turbulence at small scales to 2D
turbulence at large scales. This then allows for the a measurement of a galaxies scale
height to be carried out. However, as the breaks I find always coincide with the resolution
limit of THINGS, it is difficult to make robust claims with regards to scale height.
Simulations
Fig. 4.3 shows the time-average HI surface density spectrum over a period of 100Myr
(separated by  t = 25Myr). I carry out my analysis between t = 350Myr and t =
450Myr due to the relatively flat star formation rates during this and, as shown in Ap-
pendix B, the spectra have converged by this time. I also show the associated 1  spread
in the time averaged data with the shaded regions around each spectrum. I explored the
effects of resolution on the power spectra of my simulations (see Appendix C) and found
that for ` & 10 x the spectra were unaffected by resolution, but for ` . 10 x the power
spectra steepened. I therefore only present power spectra on scales & 10 x (& 46pc).
I find that all three size galaxies follow the same trend in their spectra: hP (k)i in mod-
els without feedback are more shallow and feature more power on small scales compared
to their feedback counterparts, which feature steeper spectra on scales . 1kpc. Models
without feedback show a decrease in hP (k)i on large scales (& 1kpc), as expected from
fragmentation i.e. the disc has collapsed in to multiple high density compact regions with
little large scale structure. As expected from Appendix B, I find very little scatter be-
tween the analysed simulation snapshots over time, indicating that over an orbital time,
the density field is roughly in ‘steady state’.
Block et al. (2010) used observations of the LMC to calculate a power spectrum which
they fit with a two-component power-law with a shallow slope (↵ = 1.6) for ` & 100 pc,
and a steep slope (↵ = 2.9) on smaller scales. Their results are in excellent agreement
with my LMC simulation including feedback, but in stark contrast to the model without.
Furthermore, on scales ` . 1 kpc the power law fits to the LMC simulation are in good
agreement with observations by Elmegreen et al. (2001).
Observations of the SMC (Stanimirovic et al., 1999; Pilkington et al., 2011) have
found steep power law indexes (↵ = 2.85 and 3.2 repspectively) on all scales < 7 kpc.
My simulations do not produce such steep spectra, except for ` < 100 pc. My SMC
model with feedback can easily be fit by a single power-law on scales 100 < ` < 7 kpc,
in agreement with observations in terms of scale range, but with a shallower slope. It is
possible that the differences here arise due to the definition of hP (k)i, e.g. being angle-
averaged or not, which I leave for a future investigation. Furthermore, my simulations lack
a cosmological environment, i.e. the LMC and SMC are passing through the Milky Way
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Figure 4.4: Direct comparison of HI surface density power spectra of NGC 628, 4736 and
5055 (black, dark grey and grey solid lines respectively) from this THINGS sample and
my Milky Way simulation (red and blue solid lines). The grey shaded region indicates the
range of beam sizes given for the this subset of THINGS. Left panel: I show the effect of
first convolving the surface density map of the feedback (magenta) and no feedback (cyan)
runs with a Gaussian (FWHM = 100 pc). Right Panel: Time averaged power spectra of
the simulations when analysed at  x ⇠ 18.3 pc (dashed lines) and  x ⇠ 4.6 pc (solid
lines). Over-plotted are the time averaged spectra of the simulations inclined at 40 , with
feedback (magenta) and without feedback (cyan) at a resolution of  x ⇠ 18.3 pc.
halo and experience strong tidal forces. Such forces produce large scale structures such as
the Magellanic Bridge and Magellanic Stream, which would increase the power on large
scales. As noted in §2.4.3 my SMC simulation is more compact than the real SMC, which
results in higher densities in the simulated SMC. This is turn, leads to an increase in small
scale power relative to large scales, i.e. creating a power spectrum with a shallower power
law than the observations of the SMC find. All of the above (definition of hP (k)i, lack of
cosmological context and being more compact) likely combine to created the difference
between the observed value of ↵ and the value I measure in my simulations.
Finally, I note that all measured HI spectra steepen on small scales, with a break
around `break ⇠ 100   200 pc for all simulated galaxies featuring feedback. `break was
determined by adjusting its values when fitting the power laws to provide the best match
between the power law fit and its spectrum. The choice of `break can affect the measured
value of ↵, however changing `break by±50% results in ↵ changing by< 4%. I adopt this
as the error on ↵ (i.e.  ↵ = 0.04↵). The measured `break is resolved in all models, and
coincides with the thickness of the HI layer, in agreement with the analysis of Dutta et al.
(2009b), as discussed previously.
At large scales (` & 4 kpc) both the LMC and SMC spectra show a large and sudden
increase in power, which does not appear to be present in the Milky Way or THINGS
spectra. This is an artefact of the my analysis pipeline and is present in the spectra for
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Figure 4.5: Summary of Slab Experiments. I show the results of adding two different
uniform gas “slabs” to the HI gas distribution of the Milky Way feedback simulation
(FBMW) at t = 400Myr before calculating the power spectrum. The slabs have surface
densities of ⌃0 = 10M  pc 2 (magenta line), ⌃0 = 50M  pc 2 (cyan line). For compar-
ison the spectrum of the simulation without a slab is also shown (red line). The dashed
(black) line shows a power law slope of ↵ = 3. The spectra are all normalised via their
half-light radius (see §4.3.1).
both the Milky Way simulations and THINGS but at much larger scales (` > 10 kpc).
This artefact is a result of the combination of periodic boundary conditions employed in
FFTW and using linear binning when calculating power spectra (all contributions from
large scales are deposited in a few bins). In the case of the LMC and SMC for ` > 5 kpc
the spectra should be ignored. For the Milky Way simulation and THINGS sample scales
upto ` = 10 kpc can be trusted.
Direct Comparison
In the left panel of Fig. 4.4 I show a comparison of hP (k)i from the simulated Milky
Way-like galaxy directly to a subset of the THINGS sample (NGC 628, 4736 and 5055). I
selected this subset to compare a range of masses and inclination angles to my simulated
galaxies. To make comparisons of the relative power an shape of the spectra simple I
have normalised the surface density map of each galaxy (simulation and observation) by
the HI mass within 1 half-light radius (r1/2) from the galactic centre before calculating
the power spectra. For NGC 628, 4736 and 5055 this corresponds to r1/2 = 5, 1.75
and 4.7 kpc respectively (values from Belley and Roy, 1992; Martin and Belley, 1997;
Thornley, 1996) while for myMilkyWay simulations this corresponds r1/2 = 3.1-3.2 kpc,
depending on the snapshot.
The feedback model is in good agreement with observations in terms of relative power
on all scales, and is an especially good match to NGC4736. This galaxy, like my simula-
tions is more compact than NGC 628 or 5055, which feature a factor of a few less power
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on scales ` . 5 kpc. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the importance of stellar feedback for galaxy
evolution through this comparison by highlight the fact that stellar feedback has affect the
distribution of HI up the several kiloparsecs, rather than only affected the typical scales of
SNe bubbles (< 100 pc).
Observations of galaxies have found extended HI disc and structures out to large galac-
tic radii (R ⇠ 100 kpc) (Oosterloo et al., 2007; Scott et al., 2014). An extreme example
of an extended HI can be found in the compact dwarf galaxy NGC 2915 which is sur-
rounded by a very extended HI disc (r   r25) and is unable to forms stars (Meylan, 1994;
Freeman, 1996). Bigiel et al. (2008) found extended HI distributions around several of the
THINGS spirals and dwarf irregulars at a nearly constant ⌃ ⇠ 10M  pc 2 out to at least
one optical radius (r25). Such a large HI structure no doubt plays a role in determining the
shape of hP (k)i, i.e. stellar feedback is not enough to match observations by itself. The
source of these extended regions is still not clear, but is currently thought to be a rem-
nant of cosmological accretion or the result of mergers and interactions between galaxies
(Oosterloo et al., 2007, and references within). My simulations use an exponential surface
density profiles for the initial conditions, which more closely resembles the observed stel-
lar and H2 distributions. To investigate wether the lack of large scale HI in my simulations
can be the cause of the difference between observations and simulation at large scales, I
add a low surface density extended distribution of gas to one of my simulated galaxies
and then calculated the resulting power spectrum, I show the results in Fig. 4.5.
To carry out this test I add ⌃0 to all cells, with ⌃0 = 10 or 50M  pc 2. In both cases
the added gas boosts the power on large scales, leading to a steepening of the spectra. In
the case of ⌃0 = 50M  pc 2, hP (k)i becomes relatively well fit by a single power-law,
with a larger power-law exponent than observed, ↵ ⇠ 3, i.e recovering the analytically
known power spectrum of a uniform disc. ⌃   50M  pc 2 is an unusually high HI
surface density at large galactic radii (Bigiel et al., 2008), and should be considered an
extreme case, but illustrates that missing extended gas will affect the shape of hP (k)i.
This test also serves to illustrate that in the case of complex structure, such as galaxies,
the power spectrum is a superposition of the uniform disc plus the signal from the ‘fine’
structure of the galaxy i.e. GMCs and spiral arms.
To what extent does smearing effect power spectra? Both observations and simu-
lations experience some form of smearing of the signal, for example resolution related
effects in simulations. To explore the effects of smearing on the hP (k)i I convolved the
surface density maps of my Milky Way simulations with a Gaussian prior to calculating
the power spectra. I use the standard definition of a Gaussian:
 (x) = ae (x b)
2/(2c2), (4.3.1)
where is a normalising constant, b is the position of the peak of the Gaussian and
c = FWHM/(2
p
2 ln 2). In the left pannel of Fig. 4.4 I show the results for a Gaussian
with a Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) equal to 100 pc on hP (k)i compared to the
unaltered power spectra. Smearing removes power on scales less than ⇠ 3 - 4⇥ of the
FWHM, hence affecting the overall shapes of the spectra. This effect can be dramatic,
but still allows for the disentangling the effect of stellar feedback (when the spectra is
appropriately weighted). In my models the overall match to observations in the absence
of feedback is always poor, regardless of choice of smoothing scale, indicating that this
effect is subdominant for the THINGS sample.
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Figure 4.6: H2 (solid black) surface density power spectra of the 6 galaxies from the
THINGS sample (solid black lines). The beam size is shown by the dotted vertical lines.
The red lines show fitted power laws. The spectra have been normalised (see text for
details).
Effect of Inclination
In my previous analysis I have considered all observed galaxies as face-on, i.e. i = 0  and
analysed my simulations so that they were face-on. However as shown in Table 3.2 this
is not the case for my THINGS sample. Inclination could have an effect on the observed
power spectrum. To test this I now observe my simulated galaxies at an inclination of i =
40 . This is equivalent to the mean inclination in my THINGS sample. For computational
feasibility I analyse the simulation at a resolution of  x ⇠ 18.3 pc for both the density
power spectra and the 2D kinetic energy spectra. It should be noted that reducing the
resolution of the analysis results in the removal of small scale power from the no feedback
simulations, but very little effect on the feedback runs.
In the right panel of Fig. 4.4 I shows the effect of inclining the surface density power
spectrum. This figure shows that inclining a galaxy only causes a small increase in power
on scales of small scales (` . 100 pc), which is seen in both feedback and no feedback
runs. This is not unexpected as by inclining I have effectively increased the column
density. On larger scales I find very little change in the shape of the spectra in both cases.
It is clear from this simple test that the effect of inclination on a density power spectrum
is to increase power on small scales, and leave large scale unaffected. These makes it
possible to ‘observe’ the effect of feedback directly without inclination correcting.
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Figure 4.7: Time-averaged surface density power spectra using H2 gas for my simulations.
From left to right I show the resulting spectra from the MW, LMC and SMC models with
feedback shown in red and no feedback shown in blue. The dashed black lines show my
power law fits with gradients next to each fit. The red and blue vertical dot-dashed lines
indicate the position of the break in the power law. The shaded regions around each power
spectrum show the 1  deviation from the mean
4.3.2 H2 Density Field
Observations
The H2 power spectra display a more complicated behaviour compared to the HI data, with
five of the six galaxies (NGC 628, NGC 3521, NGC 5055, NGC 5457 and NGC 6946)
being relatively well fit by broken power laws, with breaks occurring on scales & 1 kpc
(see §4.3.1 for details on how the break scale is determined). In these five galaxies I find
steep power laws (3.5  ↵  6) on scales below ` ⇠ 3 kpc, with shallower power laws
on large scales (1.5  ↵  2.7). The behaviour of the cold gaseous ISM of nearby spiral
galaxies is not trivial to recover.
Simulations
I now briefly turn to the H2 surface density power spectra shown in Fig. 4.7. I remind the
reader the H2 gas in my simulations is calculated in post-processing using the KMT09
model (see Krumholz et al., 2008, 2009a,b, and §2.2.2 and §2.3.2 for details on how the
model is applied in this work).
While the simulated HI density field matched observations, this is not the case for the
H2 spectra (Fig. 4.6). Here all simulations, with and without feedback, produce power
spectra fit by very shallow power laws (↵ . 0.5) at most scale (` & 100 pc). At scales
less than a one to two hundred parsecs the spectra for simulations is steeper but still not
as steep as values found for real galaxies. Here feedback appears to only reduce the
formation of H2 . This lack of match between simulation and observation is most likely
due to the rather simplistic modelling of H2, i.e. H2 is only added in post-processing
and only in regions of high density. This model therefore cannot produce diffuse H2
throughout the disc (e.g. Smith et al., 2014) which leads to an lack of large scale power.
I discuss the most likely reasons for the difference between observed and simulated H2
power spectra in §4.4.3
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4.3.3 2D Energy Spectra
In this section I analyse the impact of feedback on the velocity structure of the simulated
and observed ISM. As described in §4.2.2, I do so by computing the 2D line-of-sight
kinetic energy power spectrum (EKE,2D(k)) for the simulated and observed galaxies.
Observations
In Fig. 4.8 I show the line-of-sight E(k) the galaxies in my THINGS sample. Four of the
galaxies in the sample (NGC 628, 5055, 5457 and 3521) feature steep power spectra on
scales above the resolution limit, with E(k) / k ↵ and ↵ ⇠ 2, suggesting that the ISM of
these galaxies is compressible and supersonic. All but the latter galaxy feature a reduction
in steepness in the spectra on scales 0.5 kpc . ` . 1 kpc which could be related to disc
thickness.
NGC 4736 is a starburst galaxy feature a large ring of cold gas and young stars situated
near the galaxies centre. These features make the ISM of NGC 4736 different to the
other galaxies in the sample. This is cold be a possibly origin of the more shallow E(k)
measured in this galaxy on ⇠ kpc scales, with ↵ ⇠ 1.2, which seems to indicate that the
contribution from small scales is significant. NGC 6946 features an even shallower E(k),
with ↵ ⇠ 0.8. This galaxy also has a complicated dynamical structure, with three nested
bars, a double molecular disc and a nuclear starburst region (Romeo and Fathi, 2015). The
velocity map of NGC 6946 (see Fig. 65, bottom left panel, of Walter et al., 2008) shows
large structures, with sizes of ⇠ 5 kpc or greater, with little variation ( v . 25kms 1) in
velocity. These relatively uniform regions could possibly account for the shallower shape
of EKE,2D(k).
Simulations
In Fig. 4.9 I show EKE,2D(k) for all of my simulations, using the line-of-sight velocity
field as observed face-on. I again show the time-averaged spectra of the feedback/no
feedback simulations for the MW, LMC and SMC simulations respectively. The spectra
are shown from 10 resolution elements (10 x ⇠ 46 pc) up to scales of ⇠ 10 kpc.
As with the density field I find a dramatic difference between the feedback and no
feedback simulations; feedback regulation results in steep power spectra, with ↵ ⇠ 2  3
on scales . 0.5 kpc, with a transition into shallower relations on large scales, in good
agreement with the observational E(k)’s for NGC 628, 3521, 5055 and 5457. Most power
in the feedback run is hence present on large ( kpc) scales, with a cascade to small scales.
Without feedback, EKE,2D(k) increases as scales decrease from ` ⇠ 10 kpc down
to scales of a few 100 pc for all simulated galaxies, indicating the presence of dense
cloud structures. The spectrum then turns over on smaller scales. Large scale turbulence
imparted by large scale rotation and gravitational instabilities is no longer present, as
power has cascade once into dense star forming clouds where it is ‘locked up’ instead of
being disrupted and returned to the large scale driving. This concept will be explored in
more detail in future work (Agertz et al. in prep).
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Figure 4.8: 2D kinetic energy (⌃1/2HI vlos) power spectra for the THINGS sample (black
solid lines). The blue dashed line shows a fitted power law to the spectra, with the gradient
of the slope given in legends. The vertical black dotted line shows the beam width for each
galaxy (see Table 3.2 for values). The E(k) presented here have all been normalised (see
§4.3.3 for details).
Figure 4.9: 2D kinetic energy (⌃1/2HI vlos) time-averaged power spectra for my simulations.
From left to right I show the resulting spectra from the MW, LMC and SMC models with
feedback shown in red and no feedback shown in blue. The dashed black lines show my
fitted power law with gradients next to each fit. The shaded regions around each power
spectrum show the 1  deviation from the mean. The E(k) presented here have not been
normalised.
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Figure 4.10: Direct comparison of the 2D kinetic energy (⌃1/2HI vlos) power spectra of NGC
628, 4736 and 5055 (black, dark grey and grey solid Lines respectively) frommy THINGS
sample and my Milky Way simulation (red and blue solid lines). The grey shaded region
indicates the range of beam sizes given for the this subset of THINGS . Left: Shown in
magenta (feedback) and cyan (no feedback) are the results of first convolving the surface
density map (solid lines) and the surface density map as well as the velocity map (dashed
lines) with a Gaussian (FWHM=100pc). Right: Inclination test. Time averaged spectra of
the simulations inclined at 40  are shown in magenta (feedback) and cyan (no feedback).
All simulation spectra in this panel are calculated at a resolution of  x ⇠ 18.3 pc. These
spectra are all normalised, see §4.3.3 for details.
Direct Comparison
In Fig. 4.10 I directly compare EKE,2D(k) from the Milky Way-like simulations to a sub-
set of THINGS sample (NGC 628, 4736 and 5055). To enable this direct comparison I
normalise EKE,2D(k) by enforcing
R `=1kpc
`=0.1 kpcE(k)dk = 1 all spectra in Fig. 4.10.
In simulations without feedback there is a clear excess of power on small scales
(` . 200   300 pc) and a significant lack of power on large scale, with a peak in the
spectrum on intermediate scales. However the feedback runs provide a better match to
observations on all scales. This highlights the role of stellar feedback, together with grav-
ity and shear, in regulating the energetics of the ISM on all scales. EKE,2D(k) from the
feedback regulated simulations are a better match to observations for ` < 1 kpc, indicat-
ing that the feedback model used in my simulations (see §2.2.3 for details) can readily
predict the scale dependence of the (line-of-sight) kinetic energy field of real galaxies on
small scales.
I briefly explore applying two regimes of smoothing: applying a gaussian ( ) only
to the surface density map (
p
⌃HI  · vlos and applying the gaussian to both the surface
density map and line of sight velocity map (
p
⇢  · vlos ). This provides an even closer
agreement on sub-kpc scales, as show in Fig. 4.10. Smoothing, again using a Gaussian
with a FWHM = 100 pc, predominantly reduces small scale power which brings the
feedback model to overlap with observations. The model without feedback is affected in
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Figure 4.11: Full 3D kinetic energy (⇢1/2all v) power spectra spectra for each galaxy (Milky
Way left, LMC centre and SMC right) using the full 3D velocity field (v). Each panel
shows the time-averaged spectra (solid colour lines) and the 1  deviation from the time-
average (shaded colour region).The black (dashed) lines represent various gradients which
are detailed on the panel. Red represents feedback simulations and blue no feedback
simulations in all panels. The minimum trusted scales is shown with the vertical black
line.
a similar way, but is still inconsistent with the observations on all scales.
What about the observed large scale power? In the right panel of Fig. 4.10 shows
the effect of inclination of EKE,2D(k), carried out in the same manner as in §4.3.1. When
inclined I find that the non-turbulent rotational velocity dominates the entire signal, which
brings both the feedback and no feedback model into close agreement with observations.
For line-of-sight energy spectra to be able to be able to differentiate feedback models,
careful subtraction of the gas rotational velocity, e.g. using “tilted-ring model” (Rogstad
et al., 1974) or 3D analogues such as the method of Teodoro and Fraternali (2015), as
used to model HI rotation curves of dwarf galaxies (Read et al., 2016b, 2017). Such a
analysis is beyond the scope of the this work.
4.3.4 3D Energy Spectra
To compare the results in my simulations to the well known expectations of turbulent
scalings for incompressible Kolmogorov turbulence (E(k) / k 5/3) and compressible
super-sonic turbulence (E(k) / k 2), in this section I explore the 3D spectra (EKE,3D(k))
for simulations (see §4.2.2), the results of which are shown in Fig. 4.11 for all three galaxy
sizes.
As for the 2D case, the feedback simulations feature a much steeper power spectra
compared to their no feedback counterparts. Without feedback power cascades to, and re-
mains, on small scales, hence creating shallow energy spectrum with a steepening occur-
ring on scales of individual clouds. In all three galaxy models, feedback maintains power
law slopes of almost exactly ↵ = 2 on scales . several 100 pc, as expected in super-
sonically turbulent flows. On scales & few 100 pc a more shallow scaling of EKE,3D(k)
is measured, possibly indicating the thickness of the simulated discs. The spectra feature
very little scatter over time, indicating that turbulence driven by stellar feedback and cou-
pled with the large scale driving, has reached steady-state over the time scale of 100Myr.
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Figure 4.12: Time averaged 3D kinetic energy (⇢1/2all vc) power spectra spectra for each
velocity component of the Milky Way simulations. Shown are the vertical (vz, magenta),
radial (vr, green) and tangental (v✓, black) velocity components. I distinguish between
feedback and no feedback with solid and dashed lines respectively. It is worth noting that
I have not normalised, i.e. they show the relative power of each component.
These results complement previous results found in the literature. For example, Joung
and Low (2006), Martizzi et al. (2016) and Padoan et al. (2016) modelled SNe driven
turbulence in isolated small scale boxes (< 1 kpc) and measured E(k), finding that power
one small scales (` . 100 pc) follows E(k) / k 2. On larger scales, their energy spec-
tra becomes shallower and feature significantly less power than my simulations predict,
illustrating that full galactic models are necessary to account for the transfer of energy
between scales inside of galaxies. In future work I hope to explore the driving scale of
theE(k) and the interaction between small scale driving (stellar feedback) and large scale
driving (gravity) further.
Additionally, I have also performed the same analysis on the three velocity compo-
nents in a cylindrical coordinate system (vz, vr and v✓) for the simulated Milky Way
galaxy separately. I find that the scalings for the individual components is almost to the
total kinetic energy field in the feedback simulation, see Fig. 4.12, with the radial com-
ponent containing most of the power. In the no feedback case I instead find a significant
difference between the three components, with Evz < Ev✓ < Evr on all scales. The lack
of feedback here leads to little power in the vertical component, being ⇠ 2 dex lower
compared to its feedback counterpart.
Bournaud et al. (2010) found, using high resolution models of an LMC-like galaxy,
that E(k) of vr and v✓ are almost identical, while vz follows shallower power law up to
scales of ` ⇠ 200  300 pc before levelling off. The reason for this discrepancy could be
due to the nature of their feedback model, e.g. the lack of pre-SNe feedback limits the
effectiveness of the SNe for not just the density power spectra (see §4.4.1) but also for
E(k).
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the spectra for ⌃1/2HI vlos, vlos and ⌃
1/2
HI (left panels) and ⇢
1/2
all v,
v and ⇢1/2all (right panels). Top: Comparison of simulation including feedback. Bottom:
Comparison of simulations neglecting feedback. The spectra are normalised to the value
of E(k) for ⌃1/2HI vlos (left panels) and for ⇢
1/2
all v (right panels) at ` = 46 pc.
4.3.5 Velocity or Density Fluctuations?
Owing to the lack of large scale interactions and therefore limited source of large scale
velocity dispersion, it is possible that E(k) for my simulations is primarily due to fluctu-
ations in the density field only i.e. just a measure of
p
⌃HI or
p
⇢all with noise from the
velocity superimposed onto the spectra. To test this possibility I compare the spectra of
⌃1/2HI vlos, vlos and ⌃
1/2
HI in 2D and ⇢
1/2
all v, v and ⇢
1/2
all in 3D for my Milky Way-like simu-
lation in Fig. 4.13. Henceforth I refer to these quantities as EKE,2D(k), Evlos(k), E⌃(k),
EKE,3D(k), Ev(k) and E⇢(k) respectively. In order to facilitate comparison of the shape
of the spectra, I normalise the spectra in each panel to the same power at ` = 46 pc.
For the feedback model I find that EKE,2D(k) and Evlos(k) are very similar. In the 3D
feedback case on scales less than a few 100 pc, EKE,3D(k) and Ev(k) follow each other,
although Ev(k) features a lot of noise, while at large scales Ev(k) increases in power.
This relative increase in power may be due to feedback driven outflows of tenuous gas
venting out of the disc (see the edge-on view in the bottom left of Fig. 2.4). Both E⌃(k)
and E⇢(k) poorly match the respective velocity and kinetic energy spectra, suggesting the
velocity fluctuations play a more important role in explaining the kinetic energy spectrum.
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In the case of the no feedback comparison Evlos(k) and E⌃(k) are almost identical,
i.e. the velocity structure of the gas appears to trace that of the density structure. However
combining these two produces a non-linear result, here a turn over at ` ⇠ 200   300 pc.
Ev(k) and E⇢(k) show a similar behaviour for ` . 1 kpc, with significant noise in the ve-
locity component, before diverging at larger `. This behaviour likely originates from sharp
features in the velocity field, leading to oscillations in the Fourier transformed quantities
(Gibbs phenomenon)
From these comparisons I conclude that the kinetic energy spectra I present for⌃1/2HI vlos
and ⇢1/2all v are not driven by the density field alone.
4.3.6 Compressive vs. Solenoidal Motions
It is interesting to explore how stellar feedback affects the nature of turbulence by com-
puting the fraction of kinetic energy present in compressive3 (curl-free, r⇥ v = 0) and
solenoidal4 (divergence-free, r · v = 0) motions. This is an important characteristic of
the ISM, e.g. the shape of the density PDF depends on the type of turbulent forcing,
as demonstrated by numerical simulations of super-sonic flows (e.g. Padoan et al., 1997;
Federrath et al., 2010; Federrath and Klessen, 2013).
In compression-dominated turbulence, regions with an excess of dense gas widen the
PDF from the expected case of isothermal supersonic turbulence of non self-gravitating
gas (Vazquez-Semadeni, 1994; Nordlund and Padoan, 1999; Wada and Norman, 2001).
This in turn shifts the median of the PDF to larger densities. For an ISM that has reached
equipartition it is expected that 2/3 of the kinetic energy is in solenoidal motions and
1/3 in compressive (Padoan et al., 1997; Kritsuk et al., 2007a; Federrath et al., 2010;
Renaud et al., 2013, 2014, and references within). The ratio of 2:1 is determined by the
dimensionally of each mode, i.e. compression only has one degree of freedom, while
solenoidal modes have two.
Renaud et al. (2014) noted that compression-dominated turbulence is induced by tides
during galaxy interactions, and triggers the observed starburst activity over kpc-scale vol-
umes. However, the role of compressive turbulence appears to be less important in more
quiescent environments like isolated disc galaxies, where turbulence remains close to
equipartition (i.e. solenoidal-dominated regime, Renaud et al., 2015). There, the Mach
number is the main driver of gas over-densities, and thus star formation.
To better understand the nature of the ISM turbulence in my simulations I calculate
the fraction of energy in each component via
fm =
nX
i=1
⇢i
✓
⇢iv2m,i
⇢iv2s,i + ⇢iv
2
c,i
◆
/
nX
i=1
⇢i (4.3.2)
where m refers to the mode (solenoidal or compressive), ⇢i, vs,i and vc,i is the density,
solenoidal velocity component and compressive velocity component of ith cell and n is
the total number of cells. I calculate vc and vs at a uniform resolution of  x = 36.6 pc
to ensure that the solenoidal motions are properly captured (i.e. 8⇥ the width of a fully
3Compressive modes includes both compression and rarefaction of the gas.
4Some authors refer to solenoidal modes as vorticity.
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Figure 4.14: Top row and bottom right: Mass weighted fraction of turbulent kinetic en-
ergy in solenoidal (solid lines) and compression (dash lines) turbulent motion. Each panel
show the data for one set of simulations: the panel on the left for the Milky Way like, the
middle panel shows the LMC like and the right panel the SMC like simulations. Simula-
tions with Feedback are shown with red lines while those without are shown with blue. I
show the equipartition fractions with the horizontal black (f = 66%) and grey (f = 33%)
marked by the horizontal line. Bottom left: Comparison of the solenoidal fraction of my
Milky Way-like simulation when calculated at different resolutions (see legend for reso-
lution). Solid lines show results for the feedback run and dashed lines for no feedback.
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refined cell, as discussed in Renaud et al., 2015). First derivatives are computed using a
stencil of ±4 cells.
In Fig. 4.14 I show how fs and fc evolves as a function of time in my simulations.
After an initial transient phase, the solenoidal modes become the dominate type of ki-
netic energy in all models, when feedback is not present the solenoidal mode accounts
for ⇠ 70% of the turbulent energy budget, in good agreement with equipartition expecta-
tions. In the models with feedback I find that solenoidal accounts for between 55% and
66% of the turbulent energy budget, meaning stellar feedback increases the importance
of compressive (shock dominated) turbulences. This is more significant in the larger MW
model, whereas the effect is smaller in the dwarf galaxies, being almost negligible in the
SMC model.
One might naively expect that SN explosions should lead to a compression dominated
turbulent energy budget, however despite the strong impact of feedback (as discussed
above) my simulations indicate that solenoidal motions dominate the turbulent energy
budget. This suggests that the energy and momentum injection related to feedback does
not lead to compression dominated ISM and may even contribute to the solenoidal mo-
tions of the gas. Padoan et al. (2016) found similar results, i.e. SN explosions do not
result in a compression dominated energy budget. They argued that solenoidal motions
are produced by feedback as a result of expanding bubbles (i.e. SN explosions) interacting
with a non-uniform ISM through the baroclinic effect.
The fraction of energy in each component depends on scale: as  x increases, and
hence probe gas motions on larger scales, an increase (decrease) in the fraction of kinetic
energy is found in the solenoidal (compressive) mode (see Fig. 4.14, bottom left panel).
Despite this dependance on scale, fs is always > 50% and > 66% in feedback and no
feedback simulations respectively i.e. independent of scale feedback always increases
fraction of energy found in compressive modes.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Previous Results from Galaxy Simulations
A number of studies have analysed the structure of the ISM using power spectra. Both
Combes et al. (2012) and Walker et al. (2014) simulated Milky Way-like galaxies includ-
ing sub-grid models for stellar feedback. In agreement with the findings presented here,
both studies found that increasing the strength of feedback resulted in steeper HI density
power spectra, fit by single (P / k ↵) or multiple power laws. Walker et al. (2014)
found that models with weak feedback (their MUGS suite) featured shallow power-laws
(↵ ⇠ 1.2) similar to ↵ ⇠ 1.5 found in my simulations without feedback. In their MaG-
ICC suite of simulations, featuring significantly stronger feedback (supernovae + ’early
pre-SN’ feedback), they recovered indices of ↵ ⇠ 2.5 that closely match ours. However,
in contrast to my models, they find that on scales ` . 2 kpc their spectra steepen consid-
erably (↵ ⇠ 5), in contrast to observed galaxies on those scales, as shown in §4.3.1. The
origin of this discrepancy may be that the MaGICC galaxies feature significantly thicker
gaseous discs than analysed here, possibly due to the lower spatial resolution in those
models (⇠ 155 pc compared to the 4.6 pc used here).
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Bournaud et al. (2010) modelled an LMC-like galaxy to study the effect of feedback
on the structure of the ISM. However they found that their galaxies with and without
feedback were both well fit by two power laws, with a break at ` ⇠ 150 pc and with
almost identical power laws on large (↵ ⇠ 1.9) and small (↵small = 3.12) scales. My
LMC model is in excellent agreement with these values (see Fig. 4.3), but only when
stellar feedback is present. As for the more massive galaxy models, I find that neglecting
feedback resulted in shallower HI spectra, in contrast to the finding on Bournaud et al.
(2010). It is unclear why my models give rise to such different conclusions, but it should
be noted that they adopt an equation of state for their ISM, instead of solving the full
energy equation. This may stabilise the model without feedback enough to give rise
to a structure compatible with their model including stellar feedback. Indeed, a visual
inspection of their simulations (see figure 3 and 4 in Bournaud et al., 2010) reveals only
small differences, mostly a slightly more porous ISM on small scales, with a large scale
morphology that does not resemble my fragmented LMC model when feedback is not
present.
Pilkington et al. (2011) analysed dwarf galaxies formed in a cosmological context, and
argued that single power law fits to their models agreed with observations of similar mass
galaxies such as the SMC. However, whereas the SMC indeed is well fit by a single power
law, their simulations are better fit by multiple power laws with a break at ⇠ 450 pc. This
is closer to what I find for my LMC and SMC simulations that include feedback, although
the break occurs on smaller scales and the exact value of the power-law indices in all of
my models are larger, likely due to the definition of hP (k)i, see discussion below.
Krumholz and Burkhart (2016) found that analytical models of feedback-driven tur-
bulence predict a lower velocity dispersion for galaxies with a SFR > 1M  yr 1 than
gravity-driven models (see their figure 1). By comparing these models to observational
data they claim that using velocity dispersion as a function of SFR demonstrates that
gravity is the primary source of turbulence in the ISM, at scales typical of gravitational
instabilities in galactic discs, i.e. supporting the conclusions of Goldbaum et al. (2016).
However my results show that the role of feedback as a complementary driver of turbu-
lence varies strongly with scale (see Fig. 4.11), in particular in the small scale regime.
I also note several caveats to their model that affect the interpretation of their results.
The data set used to distinguish between gravity and feedback models have not been
corrected for observational effects, difference in observational method or removal of ro-
tational velocity. Instead the raw observational data is used as reported by the authors.
One example is the data from Lehnert et al. (2013) which used H↵ lines to determine the
velocity dispersion, these values are only corrected for resolution effects i.e. rotation is
not accounted for. Therefore any results derived from these velocity dispersions are most
likely an overestimate.
The models presented in Krumholz and Burkhart (2016) rely on the Toomre stability
parameter for gas (Qg), stars (Q⇤) and the galaxy disc (Q) where Q 1 = Q 1⇤ + Q 1g
(see Toomre, 1964; Wang and Silk, 1994), assuming Q and Qg to be equal to unity for
the gravity and feedback models respectively. Q = 1 is a strong assumption. In fact
in the THINGS sample, star-forming spirals feature Q ⇠ 1-5 (see fig. 4 of Romeo and
Falstad, 2013),Qg spans an even wider range of values (see fig. 5 of Romeo and Wiegert,
2011), and both Q and Qg depend on the scale over which they are measured (Hoffmann
and Romeo, 2012; Agertz et al., 2015). All of the above can significantly affect the
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conclusions of Krumholz and Burkhart (2016).
4.4.2 Comparison with Previous Observational Studies and Caveats
of this Analysis
As discussed in §4.1.2, power spectra analysis of the cold gas content of galaxies is com-
mon in the literature (e.g. Stanimirovic et al., 1999; Elmegreen et al., 2001; Begum et al.,
2006; Dutta et al., 2008, 2009a,b, 2010, 2013; Block et al., 2010; Bournaud et al., 2010;
Combes et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012; Dutta and Bharadwaj, 2013). In most, if not all
of these studies, the power spectra are well fit by single or broken power-laws from scales
of a few 100 pc to kpc scales (see Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3), in agreement with the analysis
presented in §4.3.1. The power law index for my sample of THINGS galaxies (see §3.4)
match the large scale (> few 100 pc) results recovered from my simulation of a Milky
Way like spiral galaxy when feedback is present, with ↵ ⇠ 2-2.5. Without feedback the
spectra are too shallow to be compatible with observations.
For four of the galaxies (NGC 628, 3521, 4736 and 5055) I find a larger value of ↵
than those reported by Dutta et al. (2008, 2009b, 2013) and Dutta and Bharadwaj (2013)
(see Table 4.2) but a reasonable match to the indices quoted in Walker et al. (2014). A
similar difference in power law index was found for my SMC model, which featured
an almost single power-law of with ↵ = 1.8, compared to the derived ↵ = 2.85 from
observations Stanimirovic et al. (1999). In contrast to my results, HI power spectra in
local dwarf irregular galaxies in the Little THINGS sample are found to be better fit with
steeper power laws (Zhang et al., 2012) compared to spiral galaxies (Dutta et al., 2013).
While it is tempting to discuss this, and other trends, further, I refrain from doing
so as the value of the power law index is known to depend on the adopted definition of
the power spectrum, velocity channel width (Lazarian and Pogosyan, 2000), integrated
intensity maps vs. single-velocity-channel maps (Padoan et al., 2006) etc., which dif-
fer significantly in the literature. For example, I have confirmed that my definition on
hP (k)i agrees with Dutta et al. (2008, 2009b, 2013) and Dutta and Bharadwaj (2013)
(private communication), but find a difference in method; in this work I made use the
zeroth moment maps available from the THINGS data archive, while Dutta et al. (2008,
2009b, 2013); Dutta and Bharadwaj (2013) calculates the visibility, defined as the Fourier
transform of the sky brightness and then the power spectrum from this quantity. Recent
work by Nandakumar & Dutta (in prep) has demonstrated that using images from radio
interferometry produces systematically larger values of ↵ than a visibility based method.
They conclude that this difference is due to a noise bias that cannot easily be separated
from the images and therefore any power spectrum from such a map would contain power
from both the galaxy and noise.
To allow for a meaningful comparison between simulations and observations it is
important to analyse both in a similar way as possible, as was attempted in this work, but
a complete homogenisation of literature results is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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4.4.3 Shaping the H2 Density Field
In §4.3.1 I showed that the power spectra of the observed H2 gas produces steep small
scale power spectra and shallower large scale power laws which match the CO5 power
spectra found in Combes et al. (2012). My simulations on the other hand produces very
flat H2 power sptraca. An inspection of HERACLES H2 maps shows large scale structures
(see the right panels of Fig. 3.2–3.7) which is mirrored by the CO maps in Combes et al.
(2012) (private communication). The H2 surface density maps of my simulations shown
in Fig. 2.6 show little large scale structures, with most structures less than a kiloparsec in
size.
The break point in all of H2 spectra for my simulations is inline with scale of GMCs
(i.e. ⇠ 100pc) implying that the KMT09 model accurately reproduces the creation of H2
in dense regions (for details on the KMT09 model see §2.2.2 and §2.3.2). On larger scales
my simulations are lacking in power which is mirrored by the lack of large H2 structures
shown for my Milky Way simulation in Fig. 2.6.
H2 is created in dense regions where it is shielded from energy sources that could
cause the dissociation of the molecule (Mo et al., 2011). However, H2 is not necessarily
confined to the region in which it is created, but may move to less dense regions where
it can self-shield from disassociation by turbulent motion of the gas (Gnedin and Draine,
2014).
Simulations with a more complete prescriptions of H2 formation, movement and de-
struction, such as Hu et al. (2015) or Smith et al. (2014), have showed that around 42% of
the molecular mass of their simulations is found in regions without traces such as CO and
therefore appears dark to observations, thus suggesting that a large fraction of H2 exists in
a defuse warm state. As this warm dark H2 is defuse it would not be recreated or modelled
by a density determined post-processing method for calculating the H2 gas distribution.
As I currently calculate the H2 content of my simulation in post processing using
the KMT09 model, I am unable to follow the H2 gas through time which causes the
discrepancy between observations and simulations. This method only “detects” H2 in the
densest regions of the simulations and does not include any H2 that might have migrated
from the site of its birth. Implementing a full prescriptions of H2 formation, movement
and destruction similar to those used in Hu et al. (2015) or Smith et al. (2014) would
allow for more defuse H2 to be detected in the simulations. The improved H2 prescription
would lead simulations6 to recreate a more realistic distribution of H2 which includes H2
in: dense regions where it is created, lower density more defuse regions with tracers and
very defuse region with no tracers.
However, implementing such a prescription would not solve the lack of match between
simulations and observations but flip it around: the simulations would now have a more
realistic H2 structures (including H2 in regions without tracers) but observations would
only be able to detect H2 that has an observable tracer embedded within it (i.e. the dark
H2 found by Smith et al., 2014, would not be observed). In short while the simulations
would have an improved and physically motivated H2 prescription there would be no way
to test its validity due to limitations of observations.
5CO being a very common tracer of H2 , see discussion in §3.3
6Assuming that implementation of such a prescriptions would produce results similar to Hu et al. (2015)
or Smith et al. (2014)
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Other possible sources for the H2 discrepancy between my simulations and observa-
tions could include: observational resolution, noise in the observational signal and the
conversion from CO to H2. For example, as discussed in §3.3.1, converting from CO to
H2 requires the use of a conversion factor, XCO, but measurements have found that this
factor is different for different galaxies and different regions within any given galaxy. In
this work I have employed the same value of XCO for my entire THINGS sample and
assumed its value to be constant within each galaxy. Clearly the impact of these factors
needs to be quantified, however before the impact of these factors can be assessed the
question of defuse H2 needs to be solved. This is currently beyond the scope of the work
I present here but hope to address these issues in future work.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter I have studied the role of stellar feedback in shaping the density and veloc-
ity structure of neutral hydrogen (HI ) in disc galaxies. To achieve this, I used THINGS
data to compute HI density and kinetic energy power spectra for 6 local spiral galaxies
and compared these to the high resolution (⇠ 4.6 pc) simulations presented in Chapter 3.
The key results are summarised below.
• Combined with gravity and shear, stellar feedback drives the observed density field
of galaxies, as illustrated through Power spectra of HI gas. Feedback creates a
steepening of the power spectra on spatial scales below ⇠ 1  2 kpc, with ↵ ⇠ 2.5,
in agreement with local spirals from THINGS. This match is achieved by feed-
back preventing regions of very high densities (⇢ > 104cm 3) from dominating
the density field, and instead allowing for star formation in gas of average densities
⇢ ⇠ 100 cm 3, typical of observed GMCs of sizes ⇠ 10  100 pc.
• The large scale shape of the HI power spectra (& few 1 kpc) is insensitive to stellar
feedback and is controlled by the large scale distribution of gas, i.e. the extent of
HI at large galactic radii.
• Density bases post-processing methods of calculating ⌃H2 are unable to produce
the large scale H2 structures seen in observations. In power spectra this manifests
as flat spectra on scales greater than a few hundred parsecs.
• Line-of-sight HI kinetic energy power spectra (E(k)) from simulation with feed-
back are in good agreement with observations up to kpc-scales for a majority of the
studied spiral galaxies. Simulations without feedback under-predict the observed
kinetic energy present on large scales (& 0.5 kpc), with excessive small scale power
due the presence of dense star forming clouds.
• The inclination of a galaxy can have a significant impact on the measured line-of-
sight HI kinetic energy power spectra of a galaxy, as the energy in galactic rotation
dominates over turbulent energy. Correcting for this is crucial in order to differenti-
ate feedback models from E(k), whereas the density power spectra is only weakly
affected for the moderate inclination angles (i . 40 ) investigated in this work.
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• In 3D, simulations with feedback produce kinetic energy spectra E(k) / k 2, as
expected for super-sonic turbulence, on scales . few 100 pc, with a break at large
scales possibly related to disc thickness. This can only be achieved if feedback acts
as a mechanism for moving gas from the small to large scales, where is it then free
to collapse down to small scales again. Without a mechanism such as feedback to
redistribute gas, it accumulates at small to medium scales (` . 300 pc).
• Without feedback, the ISM roughly reaches equipartition in terms of the fraction
of kinetic energy in solenoidal motions (2/3) vs. compressive (1/3). With stellar
feedback, the fraction of energy in compressive modes increases to & 45% for the
Milky Way model, with a similar trend, but weaker effect, in the SMC and LMC
models.
To conclude, on top of gravity and shear stellar feedback is a major driver of the HI
density and energy structure of the ISM up to kpc scales and these effects can be quantified
using density and energy power spectra of HI gas.
4.6 Future work
While the work above is complete and published in Grisdale et al. (2017), there are several
off-shoots to the presented here that I would like to explore in future work. Below I give
a brief outline of what these projects explore
4.6.1 Power Spectra as a Method to Distinguish Feedback Models
One of the original goals of this project was to explore how different feedback models
shape the ISM and to quantify this using power spectra. If different feedback models
produced different spectra it would allow power spectra to be used to identify which
feedback prescriptions most accurately match the real universe. In order to explore this
I would have run simulations with different feedback models. As a first test I would
have rerun the simulations used in this work but with components of the feedback, such
as supernova, disabled. Further tests would have taken other feedback models such as
“MAGICC” (see Stinson et al., 2013, for details). Ultimately the project evolved along a
different path and testing multiple feedback prescriptions proved to be beyond the scope
of this work. In future work I plan to come back to this original idea and determine if
power spectra can be used to benchmark feedback models against observations.
4.6.2 The Driving Scale of ISM Turbulence
One of the interesting results of this work is the difference in the scale at which the 3D
kinetic energy peaks in feedback and no feedback simulations. From such spectra it is
possible to calculate the Effective Driving Scale (EDS), which is defined as
`EDS ⌘ 2⇡
R
k 1EkdkR
Ekdk
(4.6.1)
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where k is the wavenumber (k = 2⇡/`) and Ek is EKE,3D(k). Despite being called the
driving scale, `EDS is better described as the energy weighted mean scale or most likely
scale. For the 3D kinetic energy spectra I find `EDS & 1 kpc and `EDS . 400 pc for
simulations with and without feedback respectively. Work such as Joung and Low (2006)
and (Padoan et al., 2016) calculate `EDS for isolated ⇠ 500 pc3 patches of ISM, finding
a values similar to my no feedback simulations, i.e. `EDS is a few hundred parsecs, even
in simulations with feedback. In an attempt to explain this difference I have run several
isolated patches of my own and calculated the `EDS for these. Initial results from these
tests find `EDS similar to my no feedback simulations, even when feedback is included.
This suggests that the effects from the larger galaxy play an important part in shaping the
shape of the kinetic energy spectra. In upcoming work I will explore this in more detail
and explore a possible link to the gravitational stability of the gas (see §4.6.3 below).
4.6.3 Stability Analysis
Turbulence, as a mechanism for keeping the ISM stable against gravitational collapse, is
believed to play an important role in star formation on a variety of scales, from those of
Giant Molecular Clouds to the entire galaxy (e.g. Padoan and Nordlund, 2011; Renaud
et al., 2013). Measuring whether a galaxy is stable or not against gravity is a debated
subject (Romeo et al., 2010). One of the common ways of measuring stability is the
classic Toomre stability criterion (Q), which can be summarised as:
Q =
 
⇡G⌃
(4.6.2)
This criteria weighs the velocity dispersion ( ) and epicyclic frequency () against the
surface density of gas (⌃) to determine if the gas is stable, e.g. if Q > 1. Q has been used
in numerous works to determine the stability of the gas (or stars) in observed galaxies
with the vast majority of cases findibg Q & 1 (for example see Romeo and Wiegert,
2011). Due to these findings simulators often design initial conditions to produce a gas
disc with Q ⇠ 1 (e.g. Krumholz and Burkhart, 2016).
Q is often calculated for the entire region of interest using a fixed scale, i.e. ` ⇠ 1 kpc,
and therefore smooths over substructure and its effects on stability. This prompted Romeo
et al. (2010) to introduce a new scale based stability criteria:
!2(k) = 2   2⇡G⌃(k) k +  2(k) k2, (4.6.3)
where G is the gravitational constant, k = 2⇡/` is the wavenumber, ⌃(k) and  (k) are
the surface density and velocity dispersion measured at scale `. For this new criteria gas
is only unstable if !2 < 0.
Calculating !2 for galactic simulations, both with and without, feedback can can pro-
vide valuable insight into how feedback can changes the surface density and velocity
structures of a galaxy. But perhaps more interestingly, it can provide insight in to how
feedback effects the ISM’s ability to collapse due to gravity.
I carried out such analysis on the L15 Milky Way-like simulations (see Chaper 2.4.5)
as preliminary work for Agertz et al. (2015). These tests focused on a 2 kpc annulus that
extended from a galactic radius of 4 kpc to 6 kpc. The annulus was sampled in cubes of
size `3. The preliminary results for the mass weighted mean of ⌃(k),  (k) and !2(k)
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Figure 4.15: Example of preliminary analysis carried out for Agertz et al. (2015).From left
to right the panels show the: surface density, velocity dispersion and !2/2 (see Eq. 4.6.3
and accompanying text) as function of scale (`). In all panels I show data for the L15
simulations, in red is the feedback run while the no feedback run is shown in blue. In the
right panel the solid black line indicates the transition from stable to unstable, while the
dashed black line shows where motion of the gas balances gravity.
of all cubes is shown in Fig. 4.15. These initial results showed that for ` & 300 pc
both the feedback and no feedback simulations were stable against gravity. However on
smaller scales the no feedback run is, on average, unstable. In Agertz et al. (2015) this
analysis was taken further i.e. a multi-component (gas and star) analysis of the stability
of the galaxy, and L15 simulations were replaced with a medium resolution ( x ⇠ 9 pc),
isolated Milky Way-like simulations.
In the future I hope to take the preliminary analysis that I carried out on the L15
simulations and apply it to the my current (L17) simulations. By carrying out this analysis
on both the HI and H2 gas in the simulations I hope to explore how feedback affects the
stability of these two components individually. This analysis would be supplemented by
comparing the results to the stability of observed galaxies in HI and H2 using THINGS
and HERACLES. I also aim to explore how !2(k) changes with galactic radius.
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Chapter 5
The Impact of Stellar Feedback on the
Properties of Giant Molecular Clouds
When averaged over galactic scales or populations of Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs)
the star formation efficiency of gas is found to be of the order of a few percent (Lada et al.,
2010). However, measurements of individual clouds exhibit a wide range of efficiencies
(Lee et al., 2016). In this chapter I explore two different methods for identifying GMCs in
simulations, the properties of the identified GMCs such as mass, size, velocity dispersion,
star formation efficiencies, etc. In particular I look at the spread in the efficiencies and the
impact stellar feedback has on it.
This chapter is laid out as follows. In §5.1, I define star formation efficiencies and
outline the motivation behind the work in this chapter. In §5.2, I detail how I identify
GMCs and calculate the star formation efficiency. In §5.3, I present the results of my
GMC identification and efficiency calculations. In §5.4, I compare the measurements of
efficiencies to observations and explore the cause of the scatter in these efficiencies. In
§5.5, I present the conclusions of this work so far. Finally, in §5.6 I outline some additional
analysis that I plan to carry out in future work.
The work presented in this chapter is currently being prepared to be submitted for
publication in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society (MNRAS) and as such
some aspects of the analysis are not yet concluded (see §5.6). This work will be published
as Grisdale et al., (in prep).
5.1 Introduction
Galaxies are very inefficient at forming stars (Leroy et al., 2008). The vast majority of
stars form inside Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs; Mac Low and Klessen, 2004) however
they are just as inefficient as whole galaxies, i.e. on average, observations find that GMCs,
in our own Galaxy over a single free-fall time only convert ⇠ 1-2% of their gas mass into
stars (Krumholz and Tan, 2007; Lada et al., 2010). For a star to form, all that is required is
a sufficiently high enough gas density for gas to collapse due to gravity (Prialnik, 2006).
This means stars should form easily in any region of that has sufficient mass and is self-
gravitating. As shown above this is not the case! The reason for such a low efficiency is
not well understood and a matter of some debate. One of the leading theories is that stellar
feedback (henceforth feedback) inhibits star formation (Thompson et al., 2005; Ostriker
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and Shetty, 2011).
5.1.1 Defining Star Formation Efficiency
The efficiency of star formation can be defined in different ways and depends on what is
used to measure it. I start by defining the lifetime star formation efficiency of a GMC as
✏lf =
M?
Mg
, (5.1.1)
here Mg is the total mass of molecular gas that was accumulated by the GMC over its
lifetime and M? is the stellar mass formed by the GMC over its lifetime. This efficiency
provides a direct measurement of amount of gas that the GMC has converted into stars.
However, observationally it is virtually impossible to measure due to the lifetimes of
GMCs being of the order 1-10s of Myr (see Mac Low and Klessen, 2004, and references
within).
It is therefore better to use a definition that can be calculated from observable quanti-
ties, such as
✏GMC =
M?,GMC
MGMC +M?,GMC
=
M?,GMC
Mtot
, (5.1.2)
where M?,GMC is the current stellar mass associated with the GMC and MGMC is the
current gas mass of the GMC, both of which are observable. ✏GMC differs from ✏lf , as it
provides a measure of efficiency at the moment of observations, rather than an average
efficiency over the GMC’s lifetime.
The Schmidt law of star formation (Schmidt, 1959),
⇢˙?,GMC = ✏↵
⇢GMC
t↵
, (5.1.3)
where ⇢˙?,GMC and ⇢GMC are the star formation rate and gas densities, t↵ is the free-fall
time and ✏↵ is the star formation efficiency per free-fall time of the GMC (Schmidt,
1959), can provide yet another definition of the star forming efficiency. If ⇢˙?,GMC =
M?,GMC/(V dt) and ⇢GMC = MGMC/V , where V is the volume of the GMC then the star
formation efficiency per free-fall time can be defined as:
✏↵ =
M?,GMC
dt
t↵
(MGMC +M?,GMC)
, (5.1.4)
whereM?,GMC is the total current mass of stars or star clusters associated with the GMC
that formed over the period dt. t↵ is defined as
t↵ =
p
(3⇡/32G⇢GMC), (5.1.5)
Eq. 5.1.4 provides the ratio of the free-fall time to the time it takes to convert gas into
stars. Lee et al. (2016) (henceforth Lee16) used this definition and found ✏↵ for GMCs in
the Milky Way had a scatter that spanned⇠ 4 orders of magnitude. This leads back to the
question of what determines the range of ✏↵?
Possible explanations for this scatter include: gas turbulence, accretion, feedback,
magnetic fields and a dependance on when during the GMCs lifetime the efficiency is
measured (for example see Feldmann and Gnedin, 2011; Padoan et al., 2012).
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5.1.2 Finding a Star Formation Law
Over the last 58 years, several works have attempted to define an analytical star forma-
tion law that matches the empirical Schmidt law (Schmidt, 1959) and the more recent
Kennicutt-Schmidt relation (Kennicutt, 1998), which describe the average Star Formation
Rate (SFR) surface density (⌃SFR) of a galaxy as a function of a galaxies mean gas surface
density (⌃gas).The Kennicutt-Schmidt relation is given by
⌃SFR / ⌃1.4±0.15gas . (5.1.6)
I emphasise that Eq. 5.1.6 describes the link between the average star formation rate
surface density and average gas surface density of a galaxy and not a link between the gas
and star formation surface densities of GMCs. Analytical models attempt to replace the
proportionality by some (measurable) efficiency parameter, i.e. ⌃SFR = ✏⌃1.4±0.15gas , which
takes into account the physical processes inside GMCs.
Krumholz and McKee (2005) (henceforth KM05) present an analytical star formation
law that uses the mach number and virial parameter of a GMC to calculate its SFR (see
their equation 20). This star formation law defines a critical gas density above which star
formation can occur, which they define as: when the Jeans length and sonic length are
equal. Padoan and Nordlund (2011) derive a similar law (see their equation 30), but with
a differences in how they define their critical density and the addition of magnetic fields.
Both of these models use a fixed t↵ per GMC.
Hennebelle and Chabrier (2011) (hence forth HC11) present an analytical model of
star formation that uses an evolving free-fall time. Furthermore they model isolated
prestellar cores as result of repeating density fluctuations in the GMCs gas.
Lee16 applies both the KM05 and HC11 models to their observational data. They
report that neither of these analytical models of star formation is able to recover the large
scatter in ✏↵ that they measure using Eq. 5.1.4. Lee16 use these results as “strong evi-
dence” that the above models are incomplete.
Each of the above star formation laws have been shown to match observational data
of GMCs, for example see figure 2 of HC11, but they also have limitations. The brief list
of star formation laws above is not exhaustive as complete review of all the different star
formation laws is beyond the scope of this work. However all analytical models of star
formation are attempts to model the physical processes, such as accretion and outflows
caused by feedback, so that the resulting model can reproduce the observed empirical
Kennicutt-Schmidt relation on small (cloud) scales.
In the work present in this chapter I explore how the star formation efficiency of
GMCs is affected by feedback, whether feedback is required to explain their low efficien-
cies, and whether feedback can cause the observed scatter in ✏↵ . I also aim to address
whether the simple star formation law I employ in my simulations is able to match the
observed scatter. To do this I identify GMCs in the my Milky Way-like simulations (see
§2.2.2) and calculate their efficiency at forming stars. I remind the reader that each cell
in my simulation has the potential to form stars according to the very simple Schmidt star
formation law in the form of Eq. 2.2.4 i.e. ⇢˙? / ✏↵, cell⇢g, therefore any deviation from
the input efficiencies (✏↵, cell) are the result of the physics modelled in the simulation. By
comparing feedback and no feedback runs of the Milky Way it will be clear what (if any)
impact feedback has on ✏↵ .
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5.2 Method
For my analysis of the impact of feedback on ✏↵ I make use of the Milky Way-like sim-
ulations descried in §2.3. I employ two different methods to identify GMCs in my sim-
ulations. The first method is designed to closely match the methods used by observers
when identifying GMCs and is referred to as 2D clump finding. The second method takes
advantage of the full range of information available in a simulation and is referred to as
3D clump finding.
Throughout this Chapter I carry out my analysis at t = 325Myr unless otherwise
stated. For computational feasibility I run the 2D clump finding on maps with a resolution
of  x ⇠ 9.2 pc.
5.2.1 2D Clump Finding
Observations rarely, if ever, provide three-dimensional spatial data, instead most obser-
vations provide 2D position data and sometime also include velocity data in so-called
Position-Position-Velocity (PPV) space. Therefore the identification of GMCs is often
carried out by running a clump finding program on molecular surface density maps of a
galaxy or parts of a galaxy. To emulate this with simulations I create a two-dimensional,
face-on, “molecular” gas surface density map of the simulated galaxies (see §2.3.2 for
details on the creation of maps).
In 4.3.2 I showed that the KMT09 model (see Chapters 2.2.2 and 2.3.2) used to calcu-
late the H2 content of my simulations failed to reproduce the more extended H2 structures
observed in galaxies. In this chapter rather than using the same limited model, I instead
assume that any gas with ⇢   ⇢mol is molecular, where ⇢mol a threshold density above
which all gas is molecular. While simple this method it should be more than sufficient for
the work present here.
I pass the surface density map to the clump finding identification and analysis package
CUPID,1 which is part of the Starlink Project (see Manset and Forshay, 2014; Starlink,
2015, for details). There are several different clump finding algorithms built into CUPID,
however for ease of comparison with the results of Rosolowsky et al. (2007), I employ
the “ClumpFind” method developed by Jonathan Williams (Williams et al., 1994).
This algorithm uses contours to determine the whether a given pixel in a map is a
clump or not. The contours are created with user defined widths ( C), with the value of
the first contour set by the peak value in the map. To identify clumps the program works
its way down through the contour levels, at each level identifying pixels that are above the
current contour. Pixels above the current contour that are not separated by lower contour
levels are linked together. If the contour of the pixel being considered contains a clump
identified at a higher contour level than the current level, the clump is merged with the
higher level clump. In the case where clumps share a contour level the pixels are assigned
to the nearest clump peak via a “friends-of-friends” algorithm (Williams et al., 1994).
Fig. 5.1 shows an example of how CUPID deals with a small section of surface density
map.
1While it is possible to create my own clump finding tools writing such is very time intensive and beyond
the scope the work presented here.
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Figure 5.1: Example of how the 2D clump finding works. Left: Surface density map of a
small section of the Milky Way simulation with feedback. Over plotted are the contours
used by the CUPID to identify clumps. Each contour has the same  c. Red/black regions
are regions of highest density, while dark blue are regions of lowest density. Right: The
contours from the left panel with the clumps identified by CUPID superimposed. Each
clump has been given a unique colour. Dark blue parts of the figure are regions that are
not part of a clump.
Additionally, the user can set the minimum value threshold (Cmin) such that only
clumps with peak surface density greater than this value are considered clumps. The user
can also set the minimum number of pixels (np,min) that a clump needs to include to be
considered as a clump. For full details of both the CUPID and the “ClumpFind” algorithm
I refer the reader to http://starlink.eao.hawaii.edu/docs/sun255.htx/
sun255.html#toc and Williams et al. (1994). For this work I use  C = 3 RMS,
Cmin = 2 RMS and np,min = 9 pixels where  RMS is the root mean square of the sur-
face density map. For consistency in GMC definition between feedback and no feedback
simulations I always use the  RMS of the feedback map when running the clump finder.
Table 5.1 gives the exact values used in this work. The choice to set  C = 3 RMS and
Cmin = 2 RMS is motivated by the need to compare results to observations and are there-
fore designed to mimic the settings used in Rosolowsky et al. (2007) . Different values of
np,min could be used2, however I chose np,min = 9, assuming that a density peak in any
given cell would likely be surrounded on all sides by cells with similar densities.
The density above which all gas becomes molecular depends on the environment. For
example, one of the mechanisms through which H2 forms is on dust grains in the ISM
(Christensen et al., 2012). Thus, H2 will form more efficiently in an ISM with more dust.
As dust is formed out of metals this means a higher metal content leads to more efficient
H2 formation. For a Milky Way-like galaxy ⇢ = 100 cm 3 is sufficiently dense enough
for all hydrogen gas to be in the molecular state (Krumholz et al., 2009b; Renaud et al.,
2experiments with different values show little effect in both feedback and no feedback case
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Table 5.1: Fiducial settings used for 2D
clump finding
Parameter Setting unit
dt 4 Myr
⇢mol 100 cm 3
 RMS 4.015 M  pc 2
Cmin = 2 RMS 8.030 M  pc 2
 C = 3 RMS 12.045 M  pc 2
Notes: Column 1: clump finding parame-
ter, Column 2: Values used when identifying
GMCs, Column 3: units of the value used
2012). For the work presented in this chapter I only use my Milky Way-like simulation
and therefore adopt ⇢mol = 100 cm 3.
CUPID returns a map, identical in dimensions to the input map provided to it, where
each cell/pixel of the map contains just the clump ID that the cell was linked to, an exam-
ple of such a map is shown in the right panel of Fig. 5.1 (I refer to this map as the GMC-ID
map). By combining the GMC-ID map with surface density and velocity maps it is possi-
ble to calculate multiple properties of the clumps the mean surface density (⌃GMC), mass
(MGMC), velocity dispersion ( GMC), radius (RGMC), and tff of the clump.
To calculate RGMC, I first calculate the total area of the clump (A), i.e. the number
of pixel’s in the clump multiplied by the area of pixel. By assuming that each GMC is
spherical in shape it is possible to estimate RGMC as RGMC ⇠
p
A/⇡. With RGMC and
still assuming a spherical cloud, the volume of the GMC is approximated as (4⇡/3)R3GMC.
This allows the mean volume density of the GMC to be calculated and this in turn allows
the calculation of t↵ using Eq. 5.1.5.
Finally to assess whether or the GMC is gravitationally bound I calculate the virial
parameter,
↵GMC =
5 2GMCRGMC
GMGMC
. (5.2.1)
If a cloud is bound by gravity then ↵GMC  2, while ↵GMC  1 indicates that gravity
dominates over the kinetic energy and the GMC will collapse. Values larger than 2 imply
that the gas has sufficient kinetic energy to overcome self-gravity. This parameter provides
a measure of whether the gas in the GMC should be contracting and forming stars or if it
is relatively stable against collapse.
5.2.2 3D Clump Finding
Built in to RAMSES is an on the fly clump finding module called PHEW (Parallel HiErar-
chical Watershed, see Bleuler et al., 2015, for details). This module allows the simulation
to identify clumps in either the gas or particle density fields while the simulation runs.
The properties of the identified clumps are stored at fixed intervals, allowing the user to
see how the population of clumps changes with time. Despite clump finding while the
simulation is running, PHEW does not track the clumps through time, instead it builds a
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new list of clumps each time the module runs.
PHEW works by employing the Watershed method of clump finding. This method
employs a multi-part algorithm over all cells.3 The first stage identifies all cells above a
given density threshold (⇢thres). In a region of cells with ⇢ > ⇢thres, the cell with greatest
density is given a “peak ID” and all neighbouring cells above ⇢thres inherit this peak ID.
The second stage is used to identify noise. This first requires knowing where cells
with one peak ID are next to cells with a different peak ID. Once identified PHEW then
calculates the density of the surface connecting the two peaks by taking the average of
the neighbouring cells from each peak, i.e. the saddle in the density. The maximum
value of the saddle between two peaks is the recorded as the “key saddle”. Each peak
therefore has a key saddle for each peak it neighbours. For each peak and key saddle pair
PHEW calculates the relevance (the ratio of the peak to saddle). If the relevance is above
a user defined value the peak is considered to be a true a peak and not the result of noise.
Neighbouring peaks which have a relevance less than the user specified value are merged.
If two peaks are not merged after the relevance check then they are checked for sub-
structure (the third stage of the algorithm). To achieve this the saddle between the two
neighbouring peaks is compared to the user supplied “saddle threshold” (⇢saddle). If the
saddle is below ⇢saddle the two peaks remain separated. If the saddle is above ⇢saddle then
the two peaks are considered substructure of the same peak and both peaks will inherit
the peak ID of the peak with the largest density.
The above is brief and simplified overview of how PHEW works, for more a more
detailed account I refer the reader to section 2 of Bleuler et al. (2015) and in particular
their figure 1.
For the work present here I have made several modifications to the “vanilla” version of
PHEW that is include with RAMSES. The majority of my modifications are minor changes
to properties of the clump that are recorded. However there are two significant modifica-
tions that I briefly outline here:
• I have modified the frequency at which PHEW outputs clump information. Origi-
nally clump data was only stored when writing a snapshot, for my simulations this is
every 25Myr. My version now produces outputs every coarse time step, i.e. every
time the least refined cells are moved forward in time. This new output frequency
corresponds for my work with outputs every ⇠ 0.07Myr.
• One of the new properties calculated by PHEW is the mass of stars contained with
in each gas clump. This is calculated by simply summing the mass of star particles
that are inside one of the cells associated with the clump. In addition to calculating
the total of stars within each clump, my modification simultaneously calculates the
total mass of stars with ages t? < 1Myr, 4Myr and 10Myr, to allow for ✏↵ to be
calculated with multiple dt without restarting the simulation.
These modifications allow me to easily determine how the GMC population develops
over time with relatively high temporal resolution, allow me to investigate star formation
3When employed on particles, the model first creates a empty mesh identical to the gas mesh-grid, into
which the mass of the each particle is placed, this allows first gas and stars to be treated with identical
processes when clump finding.
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Table 5.2: Settings used for 3D clump
finding
Parameter Setting unit
dt 4.0 Myr
⇢thres 100 M  pc 3
relavance 1.2 –
⇢saddle 104 M  pc 3
Notes: Column 1: clump finding parame-
ter, Column 2: Values used when identifying
GMCs, Column 3: units of the value used
efficiency of GMCs for no additional computational or time cost and lets me select the
stellar population I am interested in.
I emphasise that at the time writing this work, PHEW only clump finds on the total
gas or stellar density, i.e. it will not calculate the fraction of H2 in a cell and then clump
find on the calculated H2 . However, due to the current limitations on the molecular gas
in RAMSES (see discussions in 4.3.2 and 4.4.3) this is perhaps a benefit. Clump finding
on all the gas in the simulation allows for the detection of GMCs which might have fallen
below the radar if only “molecular” gas, was used.
Unlike the 2D clump finding there is no observational data to base the parameters for
PHEW on. As I am only interested in molecular gas, I set ⇢thres = ⇢mol = 100 cm 3 (see
discussion in §5.2.1 for a justification for this choice of⇢mol). The values of the relevance
threshold and ⇢saddle were found by isolating a small region of the feedback Milky Way
simulations, removing all gas gas below ⇢thres and overlaying the GMCs identified by
the clump finder. I then used visual inspections of this isolated region to fine tune the
parameters given to PHEW. The settings I use with PHEW throughout this work are given
in Table 5.2.
For the GMCs, PHEW calculates the following properties: maximum density, mini-
mum density, mean density, total mass, volume, peak position, mean x, y and z–velocity,
velocity dispersion in x, y and z, mean temperature, total stellar mass within each GMC
of stars with age less than t1 = 1Myr, t2 = 4Myr and t3 = 10Myr (M?,t1 , M?,t2 , M?,t3
respectively) and the total stellar mass inside each GMC (M?,tot)
Despite providing the volume (VGMC) of each GMC, PHEW does not provide their
radius (RGMC). I calculate this by assuming spherical symmetry, i.e.
RGMC =
✓
3VGMC
4⇡
◆1/3
. (5.2.2)
As PHEW runs as part of the simulation the resolution of the analysis is determined
by the refinement of the simulation when PHEW clump finds. However due to the choice
of ⇢thres only fully refined cells will have ⇢   ⇢thres. This is means that the 3D clump
finding presented here is effectively carried out at  x ⇠ 4.6 pc.
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5.2.3 Star Formation Efficiency Calculations
I adopt the definintion of the star formation efficiency per free-fall time (✏↵) as defined
Eq. 5.1.4 throughout this work. Below I detail how this is calculated when using both 2D
and 3D clump finding.
2D SFE calculations
The first stage of calculatingM?,GMC is to create a 2D stellar mass map with pixels/cells
of equal size to the gas surface density map used to find GMCs. When creating this map
an age cut in applied, so that only stars with ages less than dt contribute. I have the option
to use either the birth mass or the current mass of each star particle (see §2.2.3 on how
star particles loss mass). For the best comparison to observational data I use the current
mass of each particle, i.e the total mass converted into stars minus any mass that might
have been returned to the GMC via feedback.
Rather than run CUPID on this stellar mass map, I instead overlay the GMC-ID map.
From this overlay I am able to identify which GMC each cell in the stellar mass map
belongs to. By summing the stellar mass contained within each GMC I calculateM?,GMC.
This is done in an attempt to mimic the observational methods employed by Lee16 and
thus allow for comparison to observations. To further facilitate comparison with Lee16
dt is set to 4Myr, i.e. the lifetime of stars withM? & 30M .
Using the values found forMGMC,M?,GMC, dt, t↵ and Eq. 5.1.4 I calculate ✏↵ .
3D SFE calculations
Due to the modification I have made to PHEW, calcualting ✏↵ is relatively simple. Both
⇢GMC andMGMC are provided for every GMC, thus t↵ is easily calculated. As discussed
in §5.2.2 PHEW provides 4 options of stellar mass contained within each GMC (M?,t1 ,
M?,t2 ,M?,t3 andM?,tot).
While comparing data from the observation to full 3D simulation data is not compar-
ing apples to apples, by setting dt to the same value as used in observations, I calculate the
3D equivalent of the same type of object as observations. For this reason I use dt = 4Myr
to match Lee16. The choice of dt then informs the choice of which stellar mass to use in
Eq. 5.1.4, i.e. M?,t2 , as this only contains stars with t?  dt.
5.2.4 Using Observational Data
For comparison with the GMCs identified in my simulations I make use of 3 observa-
tional catalogues of GMCs: Solomon et al. (1987), Rosolowsky et al. (2007) and Heyer
et al. (2009) (see 3.5 for a brief overview of these catalogues). These catalogues provide
the mass, size and velocity dispersion of GMCs which allows for other quantities to be
calculated such as surface density or virial parameter.
Despite each of the three catalogues providing a measurement of size they do so in
slightly different way. For example Solomon et al. (1987) provides the size of the GMCs
as the measured change in GMCs coordinates, Rosolowsky et al. (2007) provides semi–
major and semi–minor axis measurements (in parsecs) and Heyer et al. (2009) provides
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the radius of the cloud (in parsecs). This means a small amount of processing is required
before the data can be compared to my simulations.
Using Solomon et al. (1987)
To calculate the radius of the GMCs in the data from Solomon et al. (1987) I substitute
their definition of the size parameter into their definition of the effective radius which
gives
R =
3.4
⇡1/2
D tan(
p
 l b), (5.2.3)
whereD is the distance from the Sun to the GMC,  l is the ‘width’ of the GMC in galactic
longitude and  b is the ‘height’ in galactic latitude. In order to calculate the surface density
(⌃) of GMCs I assume that each is spherically symmetric and use
⌃ =
M
⇡R2
=
M
A
, (5.2.4)
here M is the mass of the GMC as given in column 14 of table in Solomon et al. (1987)
and the A is the area of the GMC calculated from R. For velocity dispersion I use the
values given in column 12 of Table 1 in Solomon et al. (1987), as quoted.
Using Rosolowsky et al. (2007)
As Rosolowsky et al. (2007) supply the semi–major and minor axis of each GMC I cal-
culate the area of the GMC using the equation for area of an ellipse (A = ⇡xy, here x
is the semi–major axis and y is the semi–minor axis). Using the calculated A and M (as
given in Table 3, column 9 of Rosolowsky et al., 2007) I compute the ⌃ for each GMC.
To calculate R I assume spherical symmetry and inverse the equation of area4 i.e.
R =
r
A
⇡
. (5.2.5)
I take the value of the velocity dispersion directly from Table 1, column 8 of Rosolowsky
et al. (2007).
Using Heyer et al. (2009)
The catalogue from Heyer et al. (2009) is perhaps the simplest to use. With the values
of R, M and  v given for each GMC provided in pc, M  and km s 1 respectively. To
calculate ⌃ of the GMC I again assume spherical symmetry. Heyer et al. (2009) provides
a choice of two sets of values for each parameter, for this work I make use of the A1 data
set (see Heyer et al., 2009, for explanation of the different sets of values).
5.3 Results
In this section I explore the results of employing both the 2D and 3D clump finding
methods to identify GMCs, calculate the properties of these GMCs and compare the 2D
results to observational catalogues of GMCs.
4I experiment with using half the mean of x and y as R and found little difference to using the spherical
symmetric method.
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Figure 5.2: Fraction of GMCs (fGMC) with given properties, as marked on the panels.
These GMC properties were calculated using the 2D clump finding method. The red,
blue and black lines show data from the Milky Way simulation with feedback, without
feedback and data from Solomon et al. (1987) respectively. From top left the properties
shown are: mass, radius, velocity dispersion, surface density and virial parameter for the
3 GMC populations. The dashed vertical line in the virial panel shows ↵ = 2 (see text for
details). fGMC is normalised to 1 for each property. Each panel gives the p-value of the 2
sample KS test, which compares simulations to the observational data (see main text for
details).
5.3.1 2D GMC Properties
I start by exploring the GMCs identified using the 2D clump finding method. The results
are split into two subsections: first I look at properties of the gas in the GMCs before
moving on to explore their star formation efficiencies.
General Properties
For each GMC I calculate five key quantities: mass, radius, velocity dispersion, surface
density and virial parameter. These quantities are shown, with comparison to observa-
tional data, in Fig. 5.2–5.5. An inspection of any of these plots shows that some properties
are appear to significantly influenced by the presence of stellar feedback. For the moment
I focus on the simulation data shown in Fig. 5.2.
It is clear that stellar feedback has a significant impact on the range of masses that
GMCs can have. In the simulation without feedback the peak in GMC mass sits at
MGMC ⇠ 105.1M  with a range of 104.1M  . MGMC . 107.4M . The distribution
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Figure 5.3: MGMC as a function of RGMC. The red, blue and black symbols show data
from the Milky Way simulation with feedback, without feedback and data from Solomon
et al. (1987) respectively.
around the peak is mostly symmetrical with a slight tail at the low mass end. The GMCs
in the feedback run has a peak atMGMC ⇠ 105.5M  with masses ranging from 104.1M 
to 106.8M . Feedback appears to reduce the maximum mass of GMCs, but shift the most
common mass to marginally larger masses.
The shape of the distribution is also significantly different, with feedback, the majority
of clouds have masses less than or equal to the peak while without feedback, the majority
of GMC have masses at or above the peak. The GMCs in the run without feedback can
continually accrete more gas but can only lose mass through star formation, however due
to the low efficiency of star formation mass is not lost quickly, resulting in a significant
fraction (⇠ 27%) of GMCs with MGMC > 106M . The GMCs in the feedback run can
lose mass through feedback blowing gas away from a GMC which limits the number of
GMC at high mass (only ⇠ 8% have a MGMC > 106M ) and even the highest mass
reachable.
Interestingly enough, despite the difference in mass, GMCs from both runs have sim-
ilar radial sizes. The key difference is the number of GMCs with 40 pc < RGMC < 60 pc:
a marginally larger percentage (⇠ 23% vs 18%) of GMCs from the feedback simulations
have sizes in this regime. ⇠ 44% of GMCs in the feedback run have radii less than 30 pc,
in the no feedback simulations this increases to ⇠ 52%. Thus in both cases a significant
fraction of GMCs have masses less then 30 pc.
Combining the mass and and radius of the GMCs to calculate the surface densities
(⌃GMC) of the GMCs shows some interesting difference differences between the two
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Figure 5.4: Same as Fig. 5.2, but overlaying the data from Rosolowsky et al. (2007)
GMC populations. Due to both populations having similar values of RGMC but differ-
ent ranges of values in MGMC, the GMCs in the galaxy without feedback span ⇠ 2.5
dex in ⌃GMC. The majority of these GMCs also have a high ⌃GMC (& 100M  pc 2).
By contrast the feedback GMCs only span ⇠ 1.5 dex with the vast majority having
⌃GMC < 100M  pc 2.
The velocity dispersion of the of the two runs show differences between the two mod-
els. In the run with feedback the vast majority (⇠ 96%) of GMCs have  GMC < 10 km s 1
with a small tail which extends up to ⇠ 22 km s 1 and a very strong peak (⇠ 77% of
GMCs) for  GMC . 5 km s 1. In contrast the no feedback run, only ⇠ 36% of GMCs
have  GMC . 5 km s 1 shows  GMC as great as 100 km s 1. In 4.3.3 and 4.3.6 I found
that the high density structures in no feedback runs have a high rotational velocity due to
the continuous accretion which is showing up in the velocity dispersion of the GMCs.
The lower-right panel of Fig. 5.2 brings together all of these quantities in the virial
parameter (↵GMC). Despite the strong differences in MGMC,  GMC and ⌃GMC, both re-
alisations have a similar range of values for ↵GMC. ⇠ 58% of GMCs in the feedback
simulation are gravitationally bound (↵GMC  2), with ⇠ 43% of these being in virial
equilibrium (1  ↵GMC  2). While for GMCs in the simulation without feedback
⇠ 0.77% of GMCs have sufficient kinetic energy to not be gravitationally bound, i.e
↵ > 2 (see Bertoldi and McKee, 1992; Ward et al., 2016, for a full discussion concerning
the virial parameter).
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Figure 5.5: Same as Fig. 5.2, but overlaying the data from Heyer et al. (2009)
Comparison to Observations
I now turn to a comparison with observational data. I employ the two sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) test to calculate the probability (p-value) that the difference between the
simulated data and the observed is due to noise in either data set. This provides a quan-
titive comparison between the observed GMC and simulated GMC populations. The p-
values are given on each panel, where pFB (pnoFB) is the p-value when comparing the
GMCs with(out) feedback to observations. I adopt the convention that p > 0.05 indicates
that the difference between two samples is the result of noise.
The GMCs found in feedback Milky Way simulations show a excellent agreement
in MGMC, RGMC and  GMC to those found in Solomon et al. (1987) (see Fig. 5.2). For
all three of these properties I calculate pFB > 0.87, which indicates that the difference
between the observed GMCs and observations is very likely the result of noise in the
either data set. In the case of the no feedback simulation, I find excellent agreement
(pnoFB > 0.649) in mass and radii, but poor agreement in velocity dispersion (pnoFB <
0.05), as discussed above this is the result the large rotational motions of the GMCs.
Despite matching well in both mass and radius the simulated GMCs with feedback
have, on average, lower surface densities than their observation counter parts. However,
even with this poor match between GMCs in my feedback simulation and Solomon et al.
(1987) I still recover a pFB > 0.05, demonstrating a limit of this form of statical analysis:
the shape of the two curves are roughly similar but are positioned at different ⌃GMC.
Perhaps a better statistic would be  2, however due to both observational and simulated
data having several data points with fGMC = 0,  2 ! 1, which limits the usefulness of
a  2 analysis.
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Figure 5.6: Star formation efficiencies per free fall time (✏↵) of GMCs in 2D. Left panel:
✏↵ as function of total mass (Mtot). Right Panel: Histogram of the fraction of GMCs
(fGMC) with a given ✏↵ . The dashed lines show the median efficiency (h✏↵imed) for each
data set. The values of the h✏↵imed and the standard deviation in log ✏↵ ( log ✏) are given the
upper left corner of the right panel. In both panels GMCs from my Milky Way simulation
with feedback are shown in red, while those from the no feedback run are shown in blue.
The black points (left) and black histogram (right) show the data given in Table 3 of
Lee16.
In Fig. 5.3 I explore the discrepancy betweenMGMC, RGMCs and ⌃GMC. At any given
mass the GMCs observed by Solomon et al. (1987) have smaller radii. This means that
despite having similar ranges in bothMGMC and RGMCs the observed GMCs tend to have
higher surface densities.
Star Formation Efficiencies
This is mostly likely the result of observations being able to probe smaller scales than my
simulations and thus are able to probe higher densities. The GMCs from the no feedback
run tend to be more massive and more energetic which results in these GMCs have a larger
spread in ⌃GMC than seen in Solomon et al. (1987). . Both simulation runs have a much
wider distributions of ↵GMC than observations. This difference is most likely the result of
all the differences inMGMC, RGMC and  GMC combining in Eq. 5.2.1.
Similar trends are seen in the data from both Rosolowsky et al. (2007) and Heyer
et al. (2009), see Fig. 5.4 and 5.5. The mass and virial parameter of the GMCs in my
simulations are a slightly better match those from Rosolowsky et al. (2007). However
GMCs from both feedback and no feedback simulations have significantly higher surface
densities than those found for M33 in Rosolowsky et al. (2007). This could signal a
difference in the populations being compared.
I find an excellent match between the properties of the GMC population from my
simulations and those observed measured in Heyer et al. (2009). Indeed the distribution
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Figure 5.7: Median star formation efficiency (h✏↵imed) as a function of time t. I show
data for GMCs from the feedback Milky Way simulation in red, and the no feedback
simulation in blue. The error bars on each data point show  log ✏, i.e. 1 standard deviation
of h✏↵imed, at each time.
of both surface density and virial parameter found in my feedback simulation match those
found by Heyer et al. (2009) with p-values of 1.0 and 0.414 respectively. Though the same
cannot be said for simulations without feedback, as before the GMCs in this population
fail to match shape of the surface density distribution of the observed GMCs. Comparing
Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 shows that my feedback simulation best matches the data
from Heyer et al. (2009). As discussed in §5.2.3 I calculate the star formation efficiency
per free fall time (✏↵) using Eq. 5.1.4 for each GMC. In the left panel Fig. 5.6 I show ✏↵
of each GMC as function of the GMC’s total mass (Mtot = MGMC +M?,GMC). I remind
the reader that each cell has a fixed ✏↵ of ✏↵, cell = 10% (1%) in my simulation with(out)
feedback (see 2.2.2). Therefore one might expect to recover ✏↵, cell = ✏↵ , but this is not
the case. Instead I find significant scatter in the values of ✏↵ measured for my simulated
GMCs: ✏↵ values range over almost 4 dex in the feedback simulation and over ⇠ 4.5 dex
in the no feedback simulation. Despite employing a very simple star formation law, I find
an excellent match to the scatter in ✏↵ observed Lee16 (which is over plotted on Fig. 5.6)!
Using a least squares fit I find that the ✏↵ of GMCs in feedback run scales with the
total mass (Mtot) as ✏↵ /M 0.72tot . GMCs from the no feedback run have a similar scaling
(✏↵ /M 0.65tot ). These scaling are shown by the red and blue dashed lines in the left panel
of Fig. 5.6. Lee16 found a similar but shallower trend: ✏↵ /M 0.31tot .
The right panel of Fig. 5.6 shows the distribution of GMCs at a given efficiency and
the median efficiency (h✏↵imed) of each of my simulation and the value of ✏↵ found by
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Lee16 (h✏↵imed). As in teh left panel I again find an excellent agreement between the
efficiencies of my simulated GMCs and those in Lee16. The match is particularly strong
in the feedback simulation. GMCs from the feedback simulation seem to follow a very
roughly symmetric distribution about the mean, but with sharp decrease in the number of
GMCs with ✏↵   10%. The GMCs from the run without feedback show a slightly more
skewed distribution towards smaller efficiencies. For both sets of GMCs I calculate the
median (h✏↵imed) and scatter5 ( log ✏) of ✏↵ finding: h✏↵imed ⇠ 0.9% (0.2%) and  log ✏ ⇠
0.6 (0.85) for GMCs with(out) feedback. GMCs in the feedback simulation on average
recover the observed ✏↵ ⇠ 1% (Krumholz and Tan, 2007), however efficiencies of GMCs
in the no feedback simulations are approximately an order of magnitude smaller than
those observed.
It is possible that the values of h✏↵imed and  log ✏ are highly time dependant. To explore
this I identify GMCs at several times in the evolution of my simulations (150Myr  t 
450Myr) and calculate the h✏↵imed of the GMCs at each snapshot. I plot h✏↵imed as a
function of time for both the feedback and no feedback populations of GMC in Fig. 5.7.
The h✏↵imed for the GMCs in the simulation with feedback are relatively constant with
time and with one exception, are always found to be between 0.3% and 1%. Additionally
 log ✏ stays relatively constant.
The same can not be said for the h✏↵imed in the no feedback run which varies over 2+
orders of magnitude. For 150Myr  t  325 h✏↵imed is relatively stable, only varying by
less than half an order of magnitude between 0.1% and 0.3%. During this stable period
 log ✏ also varies, more so than seen in the feedback simulations. For t > 325Myr, h✏↵imed
varies significantly, this may be a result of gas depletion. In Fig. 2.9 I showed that the no
feedback Milky Way-like simulation had a larger average star formation rate (SFR) at
almost all times and therefore must have a lower gas mass. As the simulation progresses
the amount of gas available to form GMCs continues to decrease and as a result h✏↵imed
decrease until new GMCs are able to form and they start to form stars (i.e. at t = 375Myr
and t = 400Myr). Indeed at t = 375Myr only one GMC is forming stars in the entire
galaxy!6 When these new GMCs finishing forming stars, there is another drop in h✏↵imed,
i.e. at t = 450Myr of the 189 GMCs detected only three of them are forming stars.
Having only a hand full of GMCs forming stars indicates that the no feedback simu-
lation at t > 325Myr, is not a realistic representation of the Milky Way and they should
be treated with caution. However, the above results do serve to illustrate why it is not
straightforward to draw conclusions about which models are best at reproducing observa-
tions, as attempted in the discussion of Lee16. In short, I have two very different models
(with and without feedback) which can both reproduce observed despite one being clearly
not realistic.
These results suggest that feedback maintains a constant h✏↵imed in GMCs over a few
100Myrs, while without feedback h✏↵imed can vary significantly during that same period.
5Due to the large number of dex covered by the value of the ✏↵ I calculate the scatter (standard deviation)
of log ✏↵ and report the result in units of dex.
6Due to there only being 1 GMC that is forming stars  log ✏ has no meaning and has been set to 0 for
this data point.
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Figure 5.8: Same as Fig. 5.2, but using clumps identified with the 3D clump finder, PHEW.
5.3.2 3D GMC Properties
In the previous section I showed that using 2D clump finding on my simulations gave
an excellent match between the GMCs in my simulations and those observed in the real
Universe. So why go to the trouble of identifying GMCs in 3D and calculating their
properties? In short, the 2D method used in §5.3.1 enables me to compare my simulations
directly to observations, while a 3D method allows me to probe the actual physical state
of the GMCs.
I therefore now turn to the results of 3D clump finding using PHEW. As with 2D clump
finding I break the results into two subsections: first I look at properties of the gas in the
GMCs before moving on to explore their star formation efficiencies.
General Properties
Fig. 5.8 shows that in general the GMCs formed in the no feedback simulations have
different properties to those in the feedback run. In fact most of the trends seen in 2D are
replicated here in the 3D clump finding. Comparing the ranges of MGMC, its clear that
GMCs formed in the feedback run tend to have a smaller masses (103.9M   MGMC 
107.2) than those in the realisation without feedback (104.7M  MGMC  107.8).
Not only are the clumps in the simulation without feedback more massive but they also
tend to be more extended with both a higher peak (RGMC ⇠ 31 pc vs RGMC ⇠ 25 pc) and
a larger maximum RGMC (⇠ 73 pc). When combined MGMC and RGMC produce very
different surface densities for the two populations of the GMCs. The population with
feedback tends to have lower surface density,(101.8M  pc 2  ⌃GMC  102.4M  pc 2),
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Figure 5.9: Same as Fig. 5.3, but using clumps identified with the 3D clump finder, PHEW.
compared to those of the populations without feedback (102.3M  pc 2  MGMC 
102.9M  pc 2). Fig. 5.9 shows that for a given RGMC MGMC tends to be larger in no
feedback population than in the feedback one. Thus I find that in the run population
without feedback GMCs are more massive, can be larger, but also tend to be more dense.
As in 2D I again find that  GMC is larger is simulation without feedback and can reach
values as high as 90 km s 1, compared to a maximum of 35 km s 1 in the feedback run.
The shape of the distribution is also different with the latter having the majority of GMCs
with  GMC < 10 km s 1, while the later has wider spread.
Combing  GMC withMGMC andRGMC in Eq. 5.2.1 gives the virial parameter for each
cloud. Here the difference between the two simulations creates two population of GMCs:
one (no feedback) where the majority are not gravitationally bound i.e. ↵GMC > 2 and one
(feedback) where a third are gravitationally bound (1  ↵GMC  2), a fifth are dominated
by gravity (↵GMC < 1) and half are not gravitationally bound.
Instinctively, one might expect the opposite, i.e. feedback should create more unbound
clouds as feedback should provide kinetic energy to the gas. From the data presented in
Fig. 5.8 the simplest explanation is that the GMCs in the feedback are colder (have less
kinetic energy) and are less able to support themselves against gravity. This could indicate
that I am observing the GMCs in the two populations at different times: in the case of
feedback just about to/still forming and therefore still collapse while in the no feedback
case they are established GMCs. This will be explored further in the published version of
this work.
Comparing the GMC detected using PHEW to observations would not be comparing
“apples to apples” but more a kin to comparing “apples to pears”. I therefore do not
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Figure 5.10: Left panel: The star formation efficiency per free fall time (✏↵) as function
of total mass (Mtot). Right Panel: Histogram of the fraction of GMCs (fGMC) with a
given ✏↵ . The dashed lines show the median value of ✏↵ (h✏↵imed). In both panels GMCs
from my Milky Way simulation with feedback are shown in red, while those from the no
feedback run are shown in blue. fGMC is normalised so that the sum of fGMC for each
population equals 1. The stripes in the left panel for GMC with feedback is numerical
effect, which I discuss in §5.3.2.
comment on how how the GMCs discussed in this section compare to observational cata-
logues such as Solomon et al. (1987), Rosolowsky et al. (2007), and Heyer et al. (2009).
That being said, the separation between feedback and no feedback populations of GMCs
appears to be the same in both 2D and 3D, a more careful investigation of this will be
carried out in future work.
Star Formation Efficiencies
By employing Eq. 5.1.4 and the properties identified above I am able to calculate the ✏↵
for the 3D GMC populations, the results of which are shown in Fig. 5.10. In the left
panel of this figure I show the scatter of ✏↵ as a function of Mtot. It is immediately clear
that this panel 7 suffers from discreetness effects, i.e. the strong anti-correlation stripes
seen mainly in the feedback run. These stripes occur when only a small number of star
particles are present inside the GMC. In the case of only one or two particles this causes
✏↵ ! M 1GMC. As these stripes are a numerical effect they will fade as the numerical
resolution increases.
Despite these stripes, the scatter plot shows a large amount of scatter in both feedback
and no feedback populations. The former having ✏↵ in the range of ⇠ 0.7% to ⇠ 20% (a
spread of 2.5 dex), while the later extends from 0.2% to ⇠ 3.5% (a spread of 1.5 dex).
7This effect is also present in the left panel of Fig. 5.6, however due to projection effects (i.e. stars and
gas in front and behind GMCs counting towards both ✏↵ andMtot) it is harder to detect.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of h✏↵imed (dots) and scatter (error bars) in ✏↵ . The values found
by Lee16 are shown in black, results from my 2D analysis is shown in blue while my 3D
analysis is shown in red.
Fig. 5.10 shows in the majority of cases a GMCwill have a lower star formation efficiency
than the individual cell that make it up.
Another interesting trend found is that the no feedback GMCs, on average, become
more efficient at forming stars asMtot increases (✏↵ / M0.26tot ). The 3D feedback popula-
tion shows only a very weak positive correlation between ✏↵ andMtot (✏↵ /M0.05tot ). The
scalings between ✏↵ and Mtot is shown by the dashed lines in the left panel of Fig. 5.10.
These scaling contrast with both the scaling I find for the GMC populations using the 2D
method and with Lee16 (see my Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 3 of Lee16). This could suggest that
these relations are influence by projection effects, further investigation is clearly required
and will be carried out in future work.
As before I calculate the number of GMCs with a given ✏↵ , shown in the right panel
of Fig. 5.10. This panel further helps to separate the two populations. In the feedback
run majority of GMCs have ✏↵ > 0.5%, while the no feedback run most GMCs have
✏↵ < 0.9%. However, in spite of these difference in the distribution of ✏↵ both populations
have a median efficiencies (h✏↵imed) very close to 1% (0.8% and 0.9% for feedback and
no feedback respectively). In the no feedback back run this means that on average the ✏↵
put into the simulation is what is recovered, while in the feedback run ✏↵ is moderated
down to the observed median value of 1%. this suggests that feedback plays an important
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role in reducing the star formation efficiency of GMCs.
For both GMC populations I also measure the standard deviation/scatter in log ✏↵ and
find  log ✏,FB = 0.45 and  log ✏, noFB = 0.29. Unlike the 2D GMC populations, here I find
the most scatter in the feedback population. However the scatter in both populations is
less than their equivalent in 2D. In §5.4.2 I discuss the implications of this scatter.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Scatter in Observed Star Formation Efficiencies
As discussed in §5.1 measurements from observations of the Milky Way find values of ✏↵
with a large scatter (⇠ 4 dex).
By using free-free emissions to calculate the gas and stellar mass of for 191 GMCs
and their associated star forming complexes Lee16 calculate ✏↵ using the equivalent of
Eq. 5.1.4 (their Eq. 14). They find ✏↵ with values ranging from ⇠ 0.015% to 121% which
gives them h✏↵imed = 1.8% with a scatter of  log ✏ = 0.91.8 I re-plot their data in Fig. 5.6
where I plot the ✏↵ measured by Lee169 on top of the ✏↵ I find from my simulations.
Lee16 also calculate ✏↵ using the observed properties of their sample of GMCs and
the analytical models described in KM05 and HC11. For the latter model they use two
sets of criteria to determine if gas is collapsing: 1) when the Jeans length is comparable
to the local shock width (see Padoan and Nordlund, 2011, for details on this criteria) and
2) when the Jean length is comparable to the largest density perturbation in the GMC that
can become unstable (see Hennebelle and Chabrier, 2011, for details). I adopt their labels
of PN and ycut for these two criteria. From these models, they find values of h✏↵imed
which are similar to the h✏↵imed they calculated using Eq. 5.1.4. However they find all 3
three analytical models have much smaller  log ✏ than the  log ✏ they measure directly from
stellar and gas mass of the GMCs. In Fig. 5.11 I show the four values they find for h✏↵imed
and the associated values of  log ✏ as well as the values I find in both 2D and 3D.
It is argued in Lee16 that the limited scatter found in the analytical models is “strong
evidence” that the models are “incomplete”. However the 2D analysis of my feedback
simulation finds a very similar range of ✏↵ to Lee16 i.e. 0.038%  ✏↵  88% vs
0.015%  ✏↵  121% respectively. Furthermore, the range in orders of magnitude that ✏↵
can cover in my two simulations (4.4 dex no feedback and 3.4 dex, feedback) bracket the
results of Lee16 (3.9 dex). These results shows that even with the simple star formation
law with the a fixed efficiency per fall time, such as the one I employ (see Eq. 2.2.4), it is
possible to get a large scatter in ✏↵ .
Despite the similarity in the range of ✏↵ covered bye Lee16 and my feedback simula-
tion, the number of GMCs with a given ✏↵ is different, e.g. Lee16 finds ⇠ 3 times more
GMCs with ✏↵ > 10% than my feedback run. The difference in the number of GMCs at
a given ✏↵ results in a slight difference in h✏↵imed (1.8% vs 0.9%) and  log ✏ (0.91 vs 0.6).
8 log ✏ reported by Lee16 includes errors due to observations as well as the scatter measured in ✏↵ .
Measuring the scatter, via standard deviation, in just the values of ✏↵ given by Lee16 gives  log ✏ = 0.83
dex.
9I take the values of ✏↵ from column 9, Table 3 of Lee16. In order to calculateMtot I first used Q from
their column five and to calculateM? asM? = 1.37Q(hm?i / hqi) and combine this with the values ofMg
in their column 6.
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It is worth noting, that Fig. 5.7 demonstrate that  log ✏ varies with time, for example at
t = 275Myr  log ✏,FB ⇠ 0.77 which is a closer match to the scatter of Lee16. Although,
the distribution of the observed values of ✏↵ (Lee16) and 2D simulated ✏↵ (this work) are
different, both cover the same large range in measured values of ✏↵ . What causes the large
range in values of ✏↵?
5.4.2 Cause of the Scatter in ✏↵
I remind the reader that the methods I employed to identify GMCs and calculate their
✏↵ were designed to be as close as possible to the methods used by observers, such as
Rosolowsky et al. (2007) and Lee16. Could the methods used to identify GMCs and
calculate the ✏↵ be the cause of the large range of ✏↵?
In part this can be explored by looking at the value of ✏↵ in 3D. Here both the feedback
and no feedback GMCs have h✏↵imed approximately equivalent to the 2D GMCs with
feedback, but both have a smaller  log ✏, see Fig. 5.11. The 2D method may suffer from
projection effects such as: young stars, not situated inside the cloud, may end up being
associated with the GMC in projection. It is expected that young stars should leave their
natal cloud cloud (escapers), however in projection these stars might appear to still be
associated with their birthing GMC. The 3D method does not suffer from these issues
as only stars that are within the boundaries of the GMC are consider associated with the
cloud. These projection effect, though likely minor, are the most likely the difference
between the two methods.
The observational data from Lee16 may also suffer from this effect: they use PPV
data and estimates of the distance to each GMC and star forming cloud (see Lee16 for
details). Any error in the estimate of these distance will impact the masses and densities
calculated which in turn would impact the value found for ✏↵ . Furthermore, they are
observing gas that has been ionised by photons, the assumption being that the ionising
photons come from the massive stars that have formed inside the GMC. Lee16 point out
that these photons can travel for hundreds of parsecs before being absorbed. This allows
for the possibility of stars that are not associated with a GMC being able to ionise it and
thus make it appear that it has formed more stars than it has. Lee16 takes care to minimise
these effects but they can never be completely ruled out.
As shown by Fig. 5.11, the scatter in ✏↵ is present in both my 2D and 3D methods,
suggesting that it not just due to projection effects. To identify its source, I consider a
GMC which has no internal substructure, i.e. a uniform sphere of ⇢GMC. In this case t↵ is
the same throughout the entire cloud (see Eq. 5.1.5). As all regions will collapse due to
gravity at the same rate Eq. 5.1.4 calculates the efficiency of the entire GMC.
However, if the GMC has substructure, then ⇢GMC and t↵ become the average density
and free-fall time of the GMC. Some regions of the GMC will have longer free-fall times
and others will have shorter. In the dense regions with smaller t↵ more stars will form
during dt than in regions with a large t↵ . Over dt stars formed throughout the GMC and
contribute toM?,GMC but as the t↵ is, in this case, the average free-fall time for the cloud,
✏↵ becomes the average efficiency of the GMC.
Now consider what happens if Eq. 5.1.4 is used to calculate the efficiency of each
substructure of the GMC separately, assuming that each region has a uniform density. In
this case summing the results for each region would produce the total efficiency of the
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Figure 5.12: Evolution of ✏↵ over time. From top to bottom: Median star formation effi-
ciency (h✏↵imed), maximum efficiency (✏↵,max), minimum efficiency (✏↵,min), and scatter
( log ✏) in efficiency, all as a function of time. For all panels red, blue and green show
the values for GMCs in the feedback (FB), the fiducial no feedback (noFB) and the no
feedback simulation with ✏↵ = 10% (noFB10). simulations.
GMC (✏↵, tot). Except in the case of the uniform GMC, the average efficiency of the GMC
will always be less than sum of substructure efficiencies. In both Lee16 and the work
presented here the average efficiency of the GMC is calculated.
This explains the range of low efficiency star formation in both observations and sim-
ulations but not the very efficient GMC. Take the extreme case of ✏↵ > 100% calculated
by Lee16. Recalling Eqs. 5.1.4 and 5.1.5, and assuming that not all gas can be converted
into stars, i.e. MGMC > 0, therefore M?,GMC/(M?,GMC +MGMC) < 1. This means that
only if t↵/dt > 1 can ✏↵ > 100%. Indeed, Lee16 reports free-fall times in the range of
⇠ 1Myr to ⇠ 40Myr.
The free-fall time of the gas depends on its density (t↵ / ⇢ 0.5GMC). Therefore a GMC
with a large free-fall time will be defuse compared to a GMC with a small free-fall time.
The simplest way to reconcile a large ✏↵ and t↵ in observations is if the GMC has lost a
significant portion of its gas through a combination of star formation and stellar feedback
blowing gas out of the GMC, i.e. observations of GMCs with very high ✏↵ are probing
‘naked’ star clusters.
GMCs that are only just beginning to form stars will still have a high gas mass relative
to their stellar mass as only a small fraction of the gas has been converted to stars and
feedback has yet have a large impact on the gas structure. These GMCs will have a
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small free-fall time and from Eq. 5.1.4, a small efficiency. In short, for a fixed dt and
using Eq. 5.1.4 to calculate ✏↵ , how long a GMC has been forming stars will impact the
measured ✏↵ of the cloud.
5.4.3 The effect of Intrinsic ✏↵ and Feedback on the Scatter of ✏↵
Fig. 5.7 shows how ✏↵ and  log ✏ evolve with time for the both of my simulations (see
§5.3.1). This figure shows that at all times  log ✏,noFB >  log ✏,FB There are two differences
between these two simulations: choice of ✏↵, cell i.e. the intrinsic star formation efficiency
adopted on a cell by cell basis in my numerical simulations and the presence of feedback,
but which limits  log ✏?
By rerunning the no feedback simulation from t = 150Myr with ✏↵, cell = 10% I
show how the choice of ✏↵, cell affects ✏↵ and  log ✏. I refer to this simulation as noFB10.
Fig. 5.12, shows that increasing ✏↵, cell will: increase efficiency of the least efficient GMCs
(see the panel second from bottom) and have a marginal increase in the most efficient
GMCs at a give time (see the second panel from the top). Together, these two measures
explain why increasing ✏↵, cell also increases h✏↵imed (top panel) and reduces  log ✏ (bottom
panel).
Despite the high intrinsic efficiency (✏↵, cell = 10%) of the noFB10 run, the median
measured efficiency of the GMCs are still less than 1%. This would seem to imply that it
is the internal properties of the GMC that determine its how efficiently it can convert gas
into stars.
This figure also shows another interesting trend in the maximum star forming effi-
ciency at a given time (✏↵,max): at most times both the fiducial no feedback and noFB10
simulations have are able to reach higher ✏↵ than the feedback run. Indeed, the highest
efficiency I record is found not in the feedback or noFB10 runs but in the no feedback run
despite having the lowest intrinsic efficiency (✏↵, cell = 1%). ✏↵,max for noFB10 roughly
follows the evolution of the ✏↵,max for the no feedback run, suggesting that something else
is needed to drive down the maximum observed efficiency.
This leads the discussion back to stellar feedback. Fig. 5.12 shows clearly that feed-
back limits the maximum star forming efficiency of GMCs. Recall from 2.2.3 that the
feedback model employed in my simulations is a multicomponent prescription. While
supernovae (SNe) do not occur until a star particle has an age   4Myr, stellar winds,
mass loss and radiation pressure start as soon as the star forms. As dt = 4Myr, SNe
have yet to occur and so it is the other components that must be important. The feedback
processes heat the gas of the GMC which, as shown in Fig. 2.7, reduces the high density
end of the density distribution, as t↵ / ⇢ 0.5 this increases the free-fall time of gas thus
makes it hard for the GMC to form stars and so reduces the ✏↵,max.
In the simulations without feedback there is no heating mechanism to reduce the col-
lapse of gas which allows the GMCs to burn through their gas very rapidly producing a
single population of stars. In the feedback scenario, GMCs will not convert gas to stars as
quickly, meaning that a GMC might survive long enough to create multiple populations
of stars. In this case stars older than 4Myr may reside inside the GMC. These will not
contribute toM?,GMC due to the time cuts employed but may remove gas via SNe.
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter I have explored the giant molecular cloud populations of my simulations
and compared them to observations. In particular I have explored the use of two clump
finding methods: an 2D method based on observables and a 3D on the fly method. For
each method I calculatethe properties of the GMC populations in my Milky Way-like
simulations. The key results are:
• The properties of the GMC populations found using the 2D method show a good
match to observational data. Specifically, the feedback Milky Way-like galaxy pro-
duces GMCs with masses, radii and velocity dispersion almost identical to observed
GMCs.
• The 3D clump finding method finds GMCs with similar populations to those found
using the 2D method. It is therefore possible to use simulated 3D data sets to probe
the internal properties of GMCs
• The star formation efficiency per free-fall time (✏↵) of the GMCs in my simulations
(in both 2D and 3D) show a wide range (⇠ 4 dex) in efficiencies. My results also
demonstrate that the exact range and median value of ✏↵ is time dependant.
• A simple star formation law, such as the Schmidt law, is able to reproduce the same
range of ✏↵ found in observations.
• The measurement of ✏↵ depends on the method used to calculate both the gas and
stellar mass of GMCs. As well as the age of the GMC, e.g. young and just starting
to form stars or relatively old with very little gas left.
• If there exist an intrinsic star formation efficiency it has little effect on the measured
efficiency of GMCs. Furthermore, details of this intrinsic efficiency is lost and it
cannot be measured.
• Feedback from stars not only reduce the maximum star formation efficiency but
also raise the minimum efficiency, essentially reducing the possible range of ✏↵ .
To summarise, through the use of both 2D observation-based methods and 3D clump
finding techniques, it is possible to identify a population of objects in simulations that
have the same properties as the Giant Molecular Clouds found by observers. Furthermore,
these objects show a spread in their star formation efficiency per free-fall time which
matches the scatter in efficiency of observed GMCs. I show that stellar feedback plays a
role in determining the range of the size of the scatter in efficiencies of star formation.
5.6 Future work
The work present in this chapter is the initial results of Grisdale et al., (in prep). In what
follows I outline a few additional lines of enquiry that the final work will explore.
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5.6.1 Evolution of GMCs
In Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.12 I showed the time evolution of ✏↵ with a time resolution of
 t = 25Myr. The modifications that I have made to PHEW allow for a much higher time
resolution. As briefly discussed in section. 5.2.2, PHEW does not track clumps between
time steps. Therefore in order to take advantage of the higher the time resolution offered
by PHEW and construct a history for each GMC, I have to employ a tracking routine. The
tracking routine that I have chosen to employ is based on the method outlined in Tasker
and Tan (2009) and employs similar criteria.
Below I provide a brief outline of the tracking routine:
At time t0 the clump finder provides the position (xt0) and velocity (vt0) of all clumps
at that time. From these values it is possible to calculate the expected position (xt1,e) of
each clump at the next time (t1) using:
xt1,e = xt0 + vt0dt, (5.6.1)
where dt = t1  t0. Next the separation between xt1,e and the positions of all clump at t1
(xt1) is calculated with
d = |xt1,e   xt1 |. (5.6.2)
In addition to calculating d for every possible pair I also calculate the average clump
radius at both times, R¯t0 and R¯t1 respectively.
To link a clump at t0 to clump at t1, I find the pair of clumps that gives the smallest
value of d and then apply 3 tests:
1. d < 20 pc: The calculation of xt1,e assumed linear velocity, this test allows for
deviations from a straight line caused by by clump orbiting the galaxy centre.
2. d < 3R¯t0: Overtime it is possible that the clump expands either due to stellar
feedback or shear. By matching clumps that are closer 3R¯t0 to each other, I allows
for this expansion.
3. d < 2R¯t1: This value was designed by Tasker and Tan (2009) to identify possibly
merging clouds.
The tests are applied in order and if a test is met then the remaining tests are skipped. If
either test 1 or test 2 are met then the clumps are considered to be same clump at different
times. If test 3 is met and the clump at t1 has not been linked to any clump at t0 then these
two clumps are also considered to be the same clump at different times. However if test 3
is met and the clump at t1 is already linked to a clump at t0 then a merger is declared. In
the case of a merger the IDs of the two merging clumps is recorded in the a merger tree,
and the clump at t1 takes the ID of the clump with the largest mass at t0. If none of the
tests are met then the clump is considered destroyed.
Initial test of this tracking routine are very promising (see Fig. 5.13): GMCs appear
to orbit the galaxy and in some case scatter off of each other. Currently criteria for GMC
mergers are being tested to ensure that all declared mergers are actual events and not just
close encounters.
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Figure 5.13: Surface density map of my no feedback Milky Way simulation at t =
325Myr. The superimposed ‘+’ shows all the GMC’s detected by the on the fly clump
finder at t = 325Myr. The final detected positions of GMCs are shown with crosses. The
path the GMC travels from t = 325Myr to its final detection is traced by the white lines.
Once the tracking routine is finalised, it will allow me to calculate the lifetime of
GMCs and tracking how properties of a GMC, such as star forming efficiency, mass or
mach number evolve with time.
While it is the internal structure of a GMC that forms stars the environment in which
it is situated may also have an impact. For example, as the GMC enters a spiral arm it will
experience a compressive force (Baba et al., 2017) but how does this effect the GMCs
virial parameter or its star forming efficiency? By examining the properties of the GMC
as a function of galactic location I aim to explore the effect of environment on GMCs.
Furthermore, by taking advantage of the GMC’s history it should be possible to measure
the change in properties as a GMC crosses a spiral arm and calculate a time scale for these
changes.
5.6.2 Resolution and Choice of Clump Finding Parameters.
Throughtout this chapter I have carried out the analysis in 2D at fixed resolution of x ⇠
9.2. Furthermore I only run the analysis on the L17 simulations (see §2.4.5 for details
of the L15 and L17 simulations). To ensure that the results I report above and in future
exploration of the GMC populations in my simulations do not contain artifacts due to
resolution I will re-run the above analysis at the full resolution of the simulation and at
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the resolution of the L15 simulation, i.e.  x ⇠ 4.6 pc and 18.3 pc respectively.
Comparing the analyse carried at 4.6 pc and 9.2 pc will allow me to assess how the
resolution of the analysis effects the GMCs detected by the 2D clump finding methods
described above. The analysis of the L17 simulations at  x 18.3 pc to the same analysis
carried out on the L15 simulations (also at  x 18.3 pc) will allow me to determine the
effect of the simulations resolution on the GMC population.
For this work the results shown above, for both 2D and 3D, base the definition of a
GMC on ⇢mol which is always set to 100 cm 3. While the choice of ⇢mol is physically
motivated other values such as 50 cm 3 or 200 cm 3 would also be reasonable. Experi-
menting with the choice of ⇢mol could provide insight into how sensitive the properties and
populations of GMCs are to the definition (observationally or numerically) of molecular
gas.
Finally, when calculating ✏↵ I employed an age cut to determine which stars con-
tributed. While observations are limited in what can be physically observed, the simula-
tions allow me explore how including a different age stellar population effects the mea-
sured ✏↵ . By simply using several different age cuts when calculating M?,GMC it should
be possible to determine how the stellar population influences ✏↵ .
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
This thesis has explored the role and impact of stellar feedback in the evolution of galax-
ies. This chapter summarises and draws together those preceding it. Additionally, this
chapter outlines several ideas for further projects that will complement and extend the
work of this thesis.
This chapter is laid as follows. In §6.1, I summaries and bring together Chapters 1–5.
In§6.2 I outline future research I wish to explore. Finally §6.3 I present the key results
and final conclusions of this thesis.
6.1 Summary of this Thesis
The formation of galaxies is a natural outcome of our current cosmological model,⇤CDM.
In this paradigm, quantum fluctuations in the initial high-density, pre-inflation Universe,
are amplified during the epoch of inflation (Harrison, 1970; Zeldovich, 1972). These fluc-
tuations form the seeds for galaxy formation, with first dark matter and then baryonic
matter collecting in regions of higher density (Jeans, 1902; Lifshitz, 1946). These over-
densities eventually become the structures that are now known as galaxies (see the full
discusion in §1.1).
Observations of galaxies show that they are not only inefficient at forming stars (Lada
et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2016) but, that they also have a baryon to dark matter mass ratio
lower than the cosmological abundance (Kravtsov et al., 2014). One solution to both
problems is stellar feedback (henceforth feedback) as a mechanism for heating the ISM
and driving galactic outflows (Dekel and Silk, 1986). However, the exact nature of how
feedback affects the ISM is still unclear.
One of the ways in which the role of feedback in galaxies can be explored is the use
of the numerical simulations. These simulations allow the user to test different physical
processes in a range of different situations and see how a system evolves. In essence
numerical simulations are the ‘experiments’ of astrophysics. Simulations can provide
predictions of how theory will manifest in the physical universe. However without ob-
servations to compare the simulations to, the simulations have limit value! It is therefore
important to analyse the results from simulations in a manner that can duplicated on obser-
vational data (see discussion §3.1). If a good match between simulation and observation
is achieved then further analysis of simulations can provide insight into the physics of
galaxy formation.
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In the work presented here I make use of both simulations and observations. I ran three
different galaxy simulations based on the MilkyWay, Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and
Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) using the hydrodymanic code RAMSES (Teyssier, 2002).
For each of these simulations I ran two realisations: one with stellar feedback (a` la Agertz
et al., 2013) and one without. The simulations without feedback are used as a “control”
group to ascertain the effect of feedback on the structure of the Interstellar Medium (ISM).
Details of the suite of simulations are described in §2.3.1. For comparison I selected six
spiral galaxies with a range of different gas masses from The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey
(THINGS, see Walter et al., 2008, for details).
Simple analysis of the simulations, such as measuring the Star Formation Rate (SFR)
or the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of the gas density, show similar differences
between each feedback galaxy and their no feedback counterpart, i.e. galaxies without
feedback have higher SFRs and are able to get reach higher gas densities (see §2.4 for
more details).
Power spectra have been used to charactise the ISM of observed galaxies for several
years, e.g. Begum et al. (2006), Block et al. (2010), Bournaud et al. (2010), Combes et al.
(2012), Dutta and Bharadwaj (2013), Dutta et al. (2008), Dutta et al. (2009a), Dutta et al.
(2009b), Dutta et al. (2010), Dutta et al. (2013), Elmegreen et al. (2001), Stanimirovic
et al. (1999) and Zhang et al. (2012), to name a few. To gain a deeper understanding of
how feedback affects the ISM, I employed power spectra to characterise both the density
and kinetic energy fields of the ISM (for a definition of power spectra see §4.1.1). Com-
paring the HI gas in my simulations to data from THINGS galaxies demonstrated that
feedback provides a good match on scales smaller than few kiloparsecs but fails to match
observations on much larger scales (this result is summarised in Fig. 4.4). Feedback in my
simulated galaxies can change structures on all scales up to a few kiloparsecs. The lack of
a match with observations at larger scales suggest that my simulations are missing some
physical process that provides the observed large scale structures. One possible process
is interactions (past or present) with other galaxies, i.e. my simulated galaxies exist in a
box by themselves while really galaxies can and do interact with one another.
Using data from the the HERA CO Line Survey (HERACLES, see Leroy et al., 2009,
for details) for my sample of galaxies from THINGS, I calculated the H2 surface density
power spectra. Attempts to match H2 density power spectra for my simulations to ob-
servational data was unsuccessful. This suggested that a density-based post-processing
method for determining the fraction of H2 gas in the simulation is not sufficient and full
treatment of H2 (i.e. a treatment along the lines of the work by Smith et al., 2014) maybe
required for a proper comparison between the simulated and real data.
When comparing the observational power spectra of the kinetic energy to those of my
simulations I find a similar result to my HI power spectra: the feedback simulation provide
a good match up to scales of about a kiloparsec but fail on larger scales. An interesting
effect seen in the simulations without feedback, is peak in their spectra at a few hundred
parsecs (shown in Fig. 4.10). This showed that without feedback it is not possible to
distribute kinetic energy to large scales. Recalculating the energy power spectra in 3D for
the simulations also showed this trend and produced a power law scaling that matched
theoretical turbulent scalings (for the full discussion see §4.3.4).
Exploring the role of individual velocity components (rotational, radial and vertical),
I found that all three had very similar spectra in the feedback simulations, i.e. feedback
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impacts the kinetic energy of the gas in all three components up to kiloparsec scales. As
another way of accessing the impact of feedback on the ISM, I measured the fraction of
the kinetic energy in solenoidal and compressive turbulent motion. Without feedback,
the turbulence of the ISM is approximately in equipartition (i.e. ⇠ 2/3 of the kinetic
energy is solenoidal motion and the remainder is compressive, see Renaud et al., 2015).
However feedback changes this balance, increasing the fraction of compressive motion
(see Fig. 4.14). Despite feedback producing (compressive) shocks in the ISM, it does not
lead to a compression dominated gas!
The previous analysis looked at the average properties of the galaxy at a range of
scales. However as previously discussed (see §5.1), stars are formed in Giant Molecular
Clouds (GMCs), but observations show GMCs appear to be very inefficient, per free-fall
time, at converting gas to stars (i.e. Leroy et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2016). To study the
GMCs in my simulations I first identified GMC structures in both 2D-maps (a` la Ward
et al., 2016) and 3D-cubes (using the PHEW clump finder, see Bleuler et al., 2015, for
details). I found that the population of GMCs in my feedback Milky Way simulations
were in agreement with observations of the GMCs in the real Milky Way (i.e. Heyer et al.,
2009), see Fig. 5.2. The star formation efficiency of each GMC was measured, showing
that like observations (i.e. Lee et al., 2016), there is a broad spread in efficiencies.
Interestingly, the star formation efficiencies recovered when analysing my simulated
GMCs bore little resemblance to the intrinsic star formation efficiency of the simulations.
This suggests that the physical properties of the cloud (e.g. mass, radius, mach number)
are perhaps the most important factor in determining the fraction of a GMC’s gas mass
which can be converted into a stars.
Galaxy formation occurs naturally in the ⇤CDM cosmological model, but the low
percentage of baryonic matter in galaxies and their low star formation efficiencies remains
an enduring puzzle. One mechanism that could explain both puzzles is stellar feedback.
In this thesis I explored how stellar feedback affects the structure of the ISM and the
star formation efficiencies of GMCs. I found that feedback affects structures up to a few
kiloparsecs in scale and leads to a smaller, but still significant, scatter in the range of GMC
star formation efficiencies.
6.2 Future Work
In my future work I plan to continue to explore galactic evolution by investigating: how
stellar feedback impacts the H2 gas density/energy structures in a galaxy, the impact of in-
teractions between galaxies and how Active Galactic Nuclei couple with stellar feedback
to shape the ISM. Below i outline four projects for future research
6.2.1 The Driving Scale of ISM Turbulence
Over the last few years there have been several papers exploring the driving scale of tur-
bulence in the ISM, and, thereby, the driving mechanism of the measured turbulence (i.e.
Joung and Low, 2006; Padoan et al., 2016). These papers have calculated the Effective
Driving Scale (EDS) of turbulence from power spectra, finding a value of a few hundred
parsecs. However, these studies primarily study turbulence in isolated ⇠ 500 pc3 patches
of the ISM and typically neglect the large scale galactic environment. In §4.3.4 I found
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that the kinetic energy spectra of simulations without feedback had a peak in their spec-
trum at scales of a few hundred parsecs, while those with feedback would have their peak
at ⇠ 1 kpc, i.e. most of the power is on scales of a few hundred parsecs and kiloparsecs
respectively.
I have calculated the EDS for my simulations and found that feedback simulations
have an EDS between 1 and 2 kpc, while simulations without feedback have an EDS of a
few hundred parsecs, both of which coincides with the observed peak in the kinetic energy
spectrum (see §4.3.4 and §4.6.2). An initial test of running my own isolated ISM patches
with stellar feedback results in an EDS very similar to those found by Joung and Low
(2006); Padoan et al. (2016). This suggests that stellar feedback by itself is not enough
and other mechanisms are needed to produce the kinetic energy spectra seen in my full
isolated galaxy simulations. I plan to continue this analysis further to explain the the
difference in EDS between isolated ISM boxes and the full galactic analysis.
6.2.2 Shaping the GalacticMolecular Gas Density and Energy Struc-
ture with Stellar Feedback
In order to fully comprehend the impact of feedback on the evolution of a galaxy it is
important to explore its effects on the multiple chemical components of the ISM. Despite
being able to produce realistic HI gas density and energy structure over a range of differ-
ent scales, the models used in this work (and hence Grisdale et al., 2017) were unable to
create realistic H2 structures. Was this inability to recreate the observed H2 structures due
to the simple model (based on the KMT09 from Krumholz et al., 2009b) used to calculate
H2 gas, i.e. not formed or destroyed according to a chemical network and not advecting
the gas through the simulation? By implementing a full chemical network (e.g. along on
the lines of Christensen et al., 2012) including dust grain and gas phase formation, pho-
todissociation and collision dissociation, and advecting the gas through the simulation, I
hope to address the above question. In particular I will look at the results of this new H2
prescription on my Milky Way, LMC and SMC-like galaxy simulations. For each size
galaxy two realisations will be produced, one with feedback and one without. By com-
paring the feedback and no feedback runs of each size galaxy, via the methods outlined
in §4.2 (i.e. density and energy power spectra) I will be able to show what effect (if any)
feedback has on the H2 structure of galaxies and quantify on which scales this effect has
the greatest impact. This project also serves as the first stepping stone towards a greater
understanding of how feedback impacts the evolution of different chemical components
of the ISM in a galaxy. It will allow me to simulate the abundance and distribution of stars
in the Milky Way and confront these simulations with the exquisite data that will become
available in the GAIA-era (e.g Prieto et al., 2016).
6.2.3 Interacting Galaxies with Feedback and Modelling the Magel-
lanic Clouds
Most models of star formation are based on gas reaching a sufficiently high density to
cause gravitational instabilities (e.g. Krumholz et al., 2009b; Hopkins et al., 2013). How-
ever the Magellanic Bridge (MB) is a relatively low density environment (of the order
1020 cm 2) in which recent studies have found evidence of in situ star formation (Noe¨l
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et al., 2013, 2015; Chen et al., 2014; Skowron et al., 2014). This poses the question: how
do stars form in low density environments? Due to the proximity of the MB, it is pos-
sible to gain relatively high resolution observational data and constrain the orbits of the
LMC and SMC around the Milky Way (Besla et al., 2010, 2012). Taking advantage of the
Milky Way, LMC and SMC-like models developed in this work (see §2.3.1) and placing
them on observationally constrained orbits, I will replicate the interactions between these
3 systems. This simulation will determine how stars form in low density environments
and how frequently. Not only would this give detailed insight into the star formation of
the MB but also of low density environments in general.
Interacting galaxies exhibit several additional physical processes to those experienced
by isolated galaxies, such as ram pressure stripping and compressive tides and injections
of new gas and metals (Gatto et al., 2013; Renaud et al., 2014). These additional pro-
cesses impact the evolution of a galaxy. Thus, a secondary goal of this project would be
to compare the evolution of the simulations in this work to the new interacting simula-
tion. The aim will be to address questions such as: How does the interaction change star
formation histories and does this impact the efficiency of feedback? Do the interaction
between galaxies change the formation or evolution of GMCs and star clusters?
6.2.4 Characterising the effect of combining feedback from Active
Galactic Nuclei (AGN) with Stellar Feedback
Many authors agree that AGN are a crucial component in regulating the growth of stellar
mass in massive galaxies but their precise role remains controversial (see Miller, 2007;
Maiolino et al., 2012; Nardini et al., 2015; Stanley et al., 2015; Wagner et al., 2016;
Richardson et al., 2016, and discussion in §1.2.2 and §1.3). Previous studies exploring
the effects of AGNs fall in to one of two categories: cosmological and isolated galaxy
simulations. The latter have been limited in scope, i.e. rarely include stellar feedback
and are often only explore the effects of AGN at or near the galactic centre (for example
Athanassoula et al., 2016; Bieri et al., 2016; Hopkins et al., 2016). The former often
feature a simple prescription of AGN physics due to the limited resolution (Vogelsberger
et al., 2014; Schaye et al., 2015). The aim of this project is to add a time dependant
(a la § 2.4 of Barai et al., 2016), high resolution, AGN feedback prescription modelling
both the radio and quasar mode of AGN activity (Steinborn et al., 2015) to my current
simulations to explore how this additional feedback mechanism affects the evolution of
the entire galaxy.
In order to do this successfully sub-parsec resolution will be required in the central 100
pc3 of the galaxy to model accretion of gas onto a Super Massive Black Hole (SMBH).
The accretion onto the SMBH will then determine the energy output of the AGN. I will
run two new simulations: AGN without stellar feedback and AGN with stellar feedback.
These new simulations will then be analysed in the same way that I have my current
generation of simulations: power spectra and GMC properties (see §4.2 and §5.2). This
project will identify which (if either) of the two feedback sources are the most important in
an isolated Milky Way-like mass galaxy and at which scales and where in the galaxy each
dominate. Additionally, I will explore which is more efficient at ejecting baryons in to the
intergalactic medium, thereby quantifying their relative impact on galactic evolution.
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6.3 Final Conclusions
The key results and conclusions of this thesis are:
• Combined with gravity and shear, stellar feedback drives the observed density field
of galaxies, as illustrated through Power spectra of HI gas. Feedback redistributes
the gas structures below ⇠ 1–2 kpc. Comparing the density structure (via power
spectra) of simulations with feedback to observations finds agreement with local
spirals on scales of . 2 kpc. This indicates that feedback is preventing regions of
very high densities (⇢ > 104cm 3) from dominating the density field.
• Large scale density structures (i.e. scales larger than a 1–2 kpc) are unaffected by
feedback, instead these structure are determined by the large scale distribution of
gas such as extended HI.
• The observed density structure of H2 cannot be recreated with post-processing
methods. These methods will only create H2 in the densest regions of a galaxy
and do not take into account how H2 will be advected through a galaxy or when and
where it is created and destroyed. As such simulation using post-processing fail to
reproduce the observed structures in galaxies.
• Feedback plays an important role is the distribution of 2D HI line-of-sight kinetic
energy. Power spectra of this kinetic energy show a good match between observa-
tions and simulations with feedback up to kiloparsec scales. Simulations without
feedback under-predict the observed kinetic energy present at such scales and in-
stead see an excess at scales . 0.5 kpc.
• Power spectra of the 3D kinetic energy shows super-sonic turbulence on scales
. few 100 pc. A reduction in the slope of the spectra at larger scales possibly
indicates the thickness of the galactic disc.This can only be achieved if feedback is
one component of a cyclical process: feedback moves gas from the small to large
scales, where is it then free to collapse down to small scales, stars form and the
cycle begins again. Without a mechanism such as feedback to redistribute gas, it
accumulates at small to medium scales (` . 300 pc).
• The observed scatter (⇠ 4 dex) in the star forming efficiencies per free-fall time
(✏↵) of GMCs can be replicated in simulations (both with and without feedback)
using only a simple Schmidt star formation law.
• The scatter in ✏↵ is effected by projection effects when observing stars and GMCs.
This can lead to stars or gas that is not associate with a GMC being observed with
it and this changes the measured ✏↵ . Over a whole population of GMCS this can
change the measured scatter in ✏↵ . Simply put how the GMC and stars are observed
will effect the measured ✏↵ .
• Feedback from star reduces the maximum star formation efficiency of GMCs which
results in GMCs being able to form stars for longer. As a results GMCs do not
exhaust their gas reservoir as quickly as they would without feedback. This causes
the minimum efficiency to also increase. Thus feedback reduces the scatter in ✏↵ .
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• If there is a natural or intrinsic efficiency for the formation of stars from gas, any
signature of its value is lost when measuring the ✏↵ of GMCs. Furthermore the
intrinsic efficiency appears to have little (if any) effect on the recovered efficiency
of GMCs.
In Summary: despite omitted physics, such as magnetohydrodynamics, cosmological
context and self-consistent modelling of H2, I have shown a good agreement between the
ISM structure in simulations and observations is possible using stellar feedback, suggest-
ing these are next-to-leading order effects. There is still a lot of work to be done to fully
quantity the effects of stellar feedback on the evolution of galaxies, however the current
combination of observation and simulation allow galaxy evolution to be studied in an
unprecedented manner.
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Appendix A
Analytical Power Spectra
My analysis in Chapter 4 depends on the implementation of Fourier transforms to generate
the power and energy spectra. For this reason it is prudent to test that the transforms
carried out in my work match the results expected from an analytical Fourier transform.
The 2D Fourier transform is defined as
f˜(kx, ky) =
Z 1
 1
Z 1
 1
f(x, y)e ikxxe ikyydxdy, (A.0.1)
where f(x, y) is the function to be transformed, f˜(kx, ky) is the transformed function, kx
and ky are wavenumbers in the x and y dimension. In the case of a radially symmetric
function Eq. A.0.2 simplifies to
f˜(k) =
Z 1
 1
f(r)J0(rk)dr, (A.0.2)
where f(r) is the radially symmetric function being transformed, f˜(k) is the transformed
function, r is
p
x2 + y2, k is
p
k2x + k
2
y and J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind. For
my tests I use a void 2D region with a single uniform disc at its centre as this has a known
transformation. The 2D test region is described by:
f(r) =
(
1 if r  1
0 if r > 1,
(A.0.3)
and the central part of this region is shown in top left panel of Figure A.1. The Fourier
transform of a disc is given by
f˜(k) = 2⇡
J1(k)
k
. (A.0.4)
This solution is shown in the top-middle panel of Figure A.1. By calculating the Fourier
transform of the test case using the standard FFW library in MATLAB I produce the top
right panel of Figure A.1. Comparing these two panels reveals differences, particularly
at larger k. This is due to the difference between a continues function that stretches from
 1 to 1 and discrete data points, such as simulations or observations. The bottom
left panel of Figure A.1 shows the transform produced by my tool which employ FFTW.
My produces similar results to the transform completed with MATLAB. For comparison
I show the difference between my tool and the analytical solution (bottom middle) and
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Figure A.2: Annually average of the Fourier transform (hf˜ik) centred on k = 0 for the
analytical transform (black line) and our techniques outputs (red line)
FFT method (bottom right) in A.1. These two panels both show that in the central region
(k < 1.5) and the outer regions (k > 3.5) the difference between the models is small.
For a slightly clearer comparison I also show the radially averaged value of f˜(k)
for both the analytical transformation and my method in Figure A.2. This comparison
shows that while FFTW reproduces all of the peaks in f˜(k) at the correct value of k,
discrepancies can be found for large k. In addition, it?s clear that my method produces
a smoother transition between peaks. Despite these small differences my tool is able to
reproduce the analytical solution of a Fourier transform sufficiently.
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Appendix B
Time Evolution of Power Spectra
Any analysis of the power spectrum of a dynamic and evolving system will only be rep-
resentative of the system at the time the spectrum is calculated and not of the system over
larger period of time. Figure B.1 shows how my LMC-like simulations evolve from the
initial conditions (t = 0Myr) for 250Myr in 25Myr steps. This figure shows that over
the first 25Myr the system evolves very rapidly, then after 75Myr the evolution of the
power spectrum slows. In the feedback runs, after t = 75Myr the spectra are very similar
on scales from 10 pc to 200 pc, at larger scales the spectra start to diverge slightly. The
no feedback run shows a similar shape spectra at all scales for t   75Myr, but different
power. As the power spectra in this figure are weighted by gas mass the difference in
power shows that gas in the no feedback run is being consumed by star formation at a
faster rate than the feedback run1.
Despite the similarities between the different time steps, the spectra do have different
details and so this needs to be taken into account in analysis. This is achieved by calculat-
ing the mean spectra over a period of 100Myr (5 snapshots) rather than a single spectrum
from a single snapshot. Fitting a power law to this mean gives a power law index that is
representative of the 100Myr period.
1As gas is consumed the total mass of gas decreases which causes the normalising factor becomes
smaller and so the power spectrum moves up.
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Appendix C
Resolution Evolution on Power Spectra
Power spectra can be very useful for identifying how resolution will impact the different
structures in my simulations. In Fig. C.1, I show the HI surface density power spectra
for my L15 and L17 Milky Way-like simulations (see 2.3.1 and §2.4.5 for details of the
simulations). This demonstrates agreement between L17 and L15 simulations at scales
larger than ⇠ 180 pc. At smaller scales the two resolutions separate. The power at
these small scales is reduced in the L15 simulations which is compatible with a reduced
gas flow to small scale, i.e. high densities can’t be resolved. It is worth noting that the
separation between L15 and L17 occurs at approximately 10 cell widths of the lower
resolution simulation, suggesting (as in the work by Joung and Low, 2006, and others)
that a resolution of at least 10 cells is needed to resolve a cascade of a quantity (mass,
energy, velocity) to smaller scales.
From this comparison it is clear that on large scales resolution plays very little effect
on density structure of the galaxy, but on smaller scales (. 10 x) resolution effects will
impact results. Using this result I can safely use power spectra down to scales of ⇠ 46pc
(i.e. 10 cell widths) for my L17 simulations, however scales below may be effected by
the resolution of the simulation.
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Figure C.1: Resolution Comparison of density power spectra of our Milky Way simula-
tions at t = 200 Myr. Red lines show the power spectra for feedback simulations, while
black shows no feedback simulations. Simulations at ⇠ 4.6pc resolution are shown with
solid lines, while those at ⇠ 18.3pc are shown with dashed lines.
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Appendix D
Copyright and Permissions
D.1 Grisdale et al. (2017)
Grisdale et al. (2017) was published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Soci-
ety (MNRAS). As such this paper were published under the Oxford Journals Licence to
publish (see http://www.oxfordjournals.org/ for details). Under this licence,
as the first author I have the right to include these papers in full or in part in this thesis
(see https://academic.oup.com/journals/pages/authors/authors_
faqs/online_licensing#three for details).
D.2 Images and Figures
D.2.1 NASA/JPL Figures
Fig. 1.1 and 1.2 were produced by NASA/JPL and may be used without prior permission,
under the licence found at https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/imagepolicy/. The
original image can be found at https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/spaceimages/
details.php?id=PIA16873 and https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/infographics/
infographic.view.php?id=10824
D.2.2 NASA/ESA Figures
All figures credited to NASA/ESA may be used without prior permission under the li-
cences found at http://hubblesite.org/about_us/copyright.php and http:
//www.esa.int/Services/Creative_Commons_Attribution-ShareAlike_
3.0_IGO_CC_BY-SA_3.0_IGO_Licence. The below I list the figure and the orig-
inal source of the image:
• Fig. 1.3: http://hubblesite.org/image/3380/news_release/2014-27
• Fig. 1.4: https://www.spacetelescope.org/images/heic9902o/
• Fig. 1.5 (left): http://www.eso.org/public/images/eso0932a/
• Fig. 1.5: (right):http://www.universetoday.com/21563/milky-way/
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D.2. IMAGES AND FIGURES
From: Oscar Agertz oscar.agertz@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Figure 1 from Agertz et al 2013
Date: 17 February 2017 at 10:47
To: k.grisdale@surrey.ac.uk
Hi Kearn,
I hereby give you permission to use Figure 1 in Agertz et al. (2013), titled 
"TOWARD A COMPLETE ACCOUNTING OF ENERGY AND MOMENTUM FROM STELLAR FEEDBACK IN GALAXY
FORMATION SIMULATIONS”,
for you Phd thesis.
Oscar 
On Feb 17, 2017, at 11:33 AM, k.grisdale@surrey.ac.uk wrote:
Hi Oscar,
A while ago I asked if I could use figure 1 from Agertz et al 2013 in my thesis, to which you said yes. In order to get permission
to do so from the journal (I’m just covering my bases) I need an email from you that explicitly says you give me permission to
use the figure. When you get a chance could you just right a short email to me saying that I can (if its still okay)
Thanks
Kearn
__________________________ 
Mr Kearn Grisdale
PhD Student (PG/R - Physics)
Department of Physics
University of Surrey
Guildford GU2 7XH
United Kingdom
Room: 23 BC 03
phone: +44 (0)788 920 8461
e-mail: k.grisdale@surrey.ac.uk
Figure D.1: Permission from the lead author of Agertz et al. (2013) to reprint their Figure
1 in this thesis.
• Fig. 1.6: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Messier_82#/media/File:
M82_HST_ACS_2006-14-a-large_web.jpg
D.2.3 Figure 1 of Agertz et al. (2013)
In §2.2.3 I reprint figure 1 from Agertz et al. (2013) as part of Fig. 2.2. Permission to
reprint this figure was sort and obtained from both the lead author and publisher of Agertz
et al. (2013). The permissions to reprint are given in Fig. D.1 and Fig. D.2
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D.2. IMAGES AND FIGURES
From: Permissions permissions@iop.org
Subject: Re: Permissions (AAS journals)
Date: 17 February 2017 at 13:54
To: k.grisdale@surrey.ac.uk
Dear Mr Kearn Grisdale, 
Thank you for providing confirmation that you have received the consent of the authors to reproduce content from AAS journals. 
Regarding: 
        Figure 1 (Oscar Agertz et al 2013 ApJ 770 25) 
I am happy to confirm that permission is granted and you need take no further action. 
Please include the following alongside the material: 
o        the source of the material, including author, article title, title of journal, volume number, issue number (if relevant),
page range (or first page if this is the only information available) and date of first publication. This material can be contained in a
footnote or reference.
o        for material being published electronically, a link back to the article (via DOI)
o        if practical and IN ALL CASES for works published under any of the Creative Commons licences the words "© AAS.
Reproduced with permission".  
This permission does not apply to any material/figure which is credited to another source in the AAS publication or has been
obtained from a third party.  Express permission for such materials/figures must be obtained from the copyright owner.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact our Permissions team at this address.
Kind regards, 
Kathryn Shaw 
Copyright & Permissions Team
Gemma Alaway – Senior Rights & Permissions Adviser 
Kathryn Shaw - Rights & Permissions Assistant 
Contact Details
E-mail: permissions@iop.org
For further information: http://iopscience.iop.org/page/copyright
Please see our Author Rights Policy http://ioppublishing.org/author-rights/
Please note: We do not provide signed permission forms as a separate attachment.  Please print this email and provide it to your
publisher as proof of permission. 
Please note: Any statements made by IOP Publishing to the effect that authors do not need to get permission to use any content
where IOP Publishing is not the publisher is not intended to constitute any sort of legal advice.  Authors must make their own
decisions as to the suitability of the content they are using and whether they require permission for it to be published within their
article. 
From:        <k.grisdale@surrey.ac.uk> 
To:        <permissions@iop.org>, 
Date:        17/02/2017 10:51 
Subject:        Re: Permissions (AAS journals) 
Dear Kathryn, 
I have attached a PDF copy of the email I received from the first author of Agertz et al 2013 giving me
permission to use the Figure 1 from the aforementioned paper. Is this sufficient? 
Kind regards 
Kearn 
__________________________ 
Figure D.2: Permission from the the publishers of Agertz et al. (2013) to reprint their
Figure 1 in this thesis.
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